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Preface

The Texas LoanSTAR (Loans to Save Taxes and Resources) Program is a $98.6 million
revolving loan fund to finance energy conservation retrofits in Texas government buildings. The
loans are repaid through energy cost savings resulting from the retrofits. These energy cost
savings are verified through an extensive metering and monitoring program conducted by the
Texas A&M University Energy Systems Laboratory (ESL). The National Center for
Appropriate Technology (NCAT) and its for-profit subsidiary, the NCAT Development
Corporation, have been the principal monitoring instrumentation subcontractors to ESL
throughout the Program's life.

This manual has been prepared by the NCAT Development Corporation to document the
monitoring equipment installation techniques and approaches used by NCAT and ESL in the
LoanSTAR program and is based on actual in-field experiences. It is more than simply an
installation manual, however. It is really a process handbook. For example, copies of all forms
and documentation used in the installation process are included and instructions for their use are
provided. Essentially, this manual is designed to be used as a guidebook by future monitoring
subcontractors in the LoanSTAR Program to ensure both continuity of methodology and
instrumentation technology. Each step in the monitoring equipment installation process is
described and extensive "how-to" information is provided. Illustrations accompany the text
throughout the manual. i

The manual is targeted at the practitioner. Little emphasis is placed on providing detailed
instrumentation theory; however, references are provided for the interested reader (see Appendix
G.) Furthermore, a Professional Engineer's license is not necessary to use this manual. The
target audience includes instrumentation technicians, site construction managers (field engineers),
and project managers. Little "hands-on" energy monitoring experience is assumed.

The authors wish to express their thanks to the Texas A&M Energy Systems Laboratory for
providing the opportunity for the NCAT Development Corporation to support the LoanSTAR
Program and to develop this manual. We especially acknowledge the longstanding and
productive working relationship that has been maintained with Dr. Dan Turner, the director of
ESL, Professors Dr. Dennis O'Neal, Dr. David Claridge, and Dr. Jeff Haberl, and ESL Staff
Curtis Boecker, John Bryant, and Debbie Greer. Without their guidance and technical expertise,
the instrumentation accomplishments of the LoanSTAR Program would not have been possible.

We further wish to thank ESL for granting permission to use its Building Energy Monitoring
Workbook. Chapter 1 of this text was based in large part on this manual. We also wish to
thank Synergistic Control Systems for granting permission to use illustrations and other
information from their data acquisition system Installation Manual.

Funding for this manual has been provided by the Texas State Energy Conservation Office
(SECO), under the direction of Ms. Patrice Parsons. The SECO Program Administrator for the
LoanSTAR Program is Mr. Mike Wiley. The NCAT Development Corporation gratefully
acknowledges the program and administrative support to the LoanSTAR Program by these two
individuals.



Introduction: Data Acquisition System Subcontractor Role

The purpose of the Monitoring and Analysis task of the Texas LoanSTAR Program is to
accurately measure energy cost savings resulting from Energy Conservation Retrofit Measures
(ECRMs). The process involves both the Energy Systems Lab (ESL) and the Data Acquisition
System Subcontractor (DASS), who is under a task order subcontract agreement with ESL.

i
The basic monitoring procedure, which is similar for each site, is as follows: First, ESL
identifies the ECRMs to be installed and provides a list of proposed monitoring points to the
DASS. Based on this information, the DASS develops a preliminary Monitoring and Analysis
Plan (PreMAP) and cost estimate. When E$L approves the PreMAP and cost estimate, a
contract amendment is negotiated with the DASS to fund the installation of the energy
monitoring equipment included in the PreMAP. At this point, the PreMAP becomes a Site
Monitoring and Analysis Plan (SiteMAP). The DASS then proceeds to install energy monitoring
equipment based on the established monitoring plan. :J

In order to successfully install energy monitoring equipment, the DASS must understand all of
the individual components of the installation process, including:

• the ECRMs; ",,
• building electrical and mechanical systems;
• monitoring system design and cost estimation;
• monitoring techniques and equipment;
• installation coordination and oversight; .
• verification of equipment operation; and
• installation documentation.

This manual will serve as a guide to these components and is based on methods that have been
successfully used in the LoanSTAR Program.



1-0 Monitoring Equipment ^

The Texas LoanSTAR Monitoring and Analysis Program at the Energy Systems Laboratory
began installing and maintaining energy monitoring equipment in 1989. Since that time, many
brands and models of equipment have been used to address the variety of monitoring needs that
have arisen. Most of the equipment has been durable, accurate, and reasonably priced.
Naturally, however, some equipment did not satisfy these criteria, and some suppliers have been
changed over the years.

In a project of this size, it is essential to achieve a level of standardization of equipment
selection. Doing so is important both to help contain costs and to reduce the potential for human
error in system design, installation, maintenance, and calibration. The result is a more efficient
installation and more accurate data.

The standard equipment used in this program includes data acquisition systems and components
to monitor electrical energy, thermal energy, fluid flow, temperature, and weather conditions.
Additionally, signal-conditioning equipment is commonly used. Table 1-1 provides an overview
of standard equipment functions, manufacturers, and component model numbers typically used
in LoanSTAR monitoring. Detailed specifications of standard energy monitoring system
components are included in Appendix C, "Equipment Specifications."

i

Since monitoring needs do vary from facility to facility, it is occasionally necessary to identify
new energy monitoring system components. When a new component is required, it must
undergo testing and calibration by the ESL Calibration Facility. ESL will then approve or reject
the component for use in the field. -
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Table 1-1. LoanSTAR Standard Energy Monitoring Equipment.
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1-1 Measurement Techniques

This section provides a basic review of measurement techniques, including a review of electrical
monitoring for Alternating Current (AC) systems, flow and BTU monitoring, utility meter pulse
output monitoring, temperature monitoring, and humidity monitoring. Only those measurement
techniques that are most commonly used in the LoanSTAR program will be reviewed here. For
further information, refer to equipment specifications and installation instructions for each type
of equipment or see Appendix C.

1-1.1 Electrical Monitoring

Measuring the energy use of a building or a device requires a meter that measures and records
the amount of power used over a period of time. Utility revenue meters, watt transducers, and
multi-channel, integrated, solid-state watt-hour meters are all used to measure electrical energy
consumption in the LoanSTAR Program.

The primary advantages of a multi-channel, integrated, solid state watt/watt-hour meter (such
as contained in the Synergistic Control Systems C Series data acquisition systems) are that only
Potential Transducers (PTs) and Current Transformers (CTs) are required to monitor electrical
consumption, and multiple loads can be monitored at once. This eliminates the need for a
separate meter or watt-hour transducer (WHT) for each load being monitored, and since this type
of meter is combined with a microprocessor that records data, it can be easily reconfigured when
monitoring requirements change.

Electric power measurements are computed in the data logger or WHT as the product of voltage
and current. It is necessary to maintain the correct phase relationship between the current
and the referenced voltage in all electric metering. In other words, the conductor on which
any CT is installed must be traceable to the same phase that is referenced for voltage at the PT
or WHT. Furthermore, the data logger must be programmed to identify the correct phase of
the associated PT.

Electrical monitoring in the LoanSTAR Program usually means energy (kilowatt-hour)
monitoring. The same equipment and techniques are used to monitor demand, or instantaneous
power. To summarize, electrical monitoring has been accomplished in three principal ways in
the LoanSTAR Program:

1) Use of CTs connected to a Synergistic Data Acquisition System (DAS) for current
measurements, and use of PTs connected to the Synergistic DAS for reference
voltage measurements. Current and voltage are multiplied in real time to produce
electric power and energy consumption measurements;

2) Use of WHTs connected to a Synergistic DAS for electric energy consumption
measurements; and
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3) Use of Pulse-Initiating utility revenue meters connected to a Synergistic DAS for
electric energy consumption measurements.

All three of these methods provide accurate and dependable electrical energy monitoring data.
Each type of equipment is constructed so that the product of voltage, current, and phase angle
produces a measurement of the real power in an AC circuit. The choice of which type to use
depends on the individual site, the availability, of utility revenue metering, and the budget for
the site.

• Utility metering is normally used whenever available and feasible;
• CT and PT metering is used at sites where multiple electrical loads are to be

monitored because of the lower cost associated with their use; and
• WHTs are typically used at small sites with one to three electrical loads, or where

there are more electrical loads to be monitored than available PT and CT inputs into
the DAS.

Decisions regarding the best electrical monitoring method are always made during the PreMAP
cost estimation process and are based upon achieving the maximum amount of monitoring at the
site for the least cost.

Regardless of which equipment is used to measure AC power consumption, the basic laws of
electricity apply. In a single-phase electrical system, when the current and voltage are exactly
in phase, power in watts is measured and calculated as:

i

If the current and voltage are not exactly in phase, the phase angle (power factor) enters the
calculation. Power factor is the factor by which the apparent power (amperes times volts) must
be adjusted to obtain real power. Power in any single-phase or 3 phase 4 wire (3$-$W) system
is equal to the sum of the power in the individual phases. The formula below is used to
calculate power:



Electrical Monitoring Using CTs and PTs

This approach requires CTs, PTs, and any of the C Series of DASs (see Table 1-3 for list of C
Series DAS) The CTs are installed on the current-carrying conductors of the loads to be
monitored, and the primary sides of the PTs are phased and installed on thesame voltage source
nZ by the load being monitored. The secondary sides of the CTs and PTs are terminated at
Iheir associated inputs of the DAS. The DAS must be programmed to reflect the primary rating
of the CTs and the associated phase of each referenced voltage.

CTs may be terminated directly to the DAS, in parallel to the DAS or in parallel through
summing modules to the DAS. The use of parallel connections or summing modules greatly
increases the capability of the DAS to monitor multiple electrical loads.

The tvpes of electrical measurements (Real Time Data) shown in Table 1-2 can be recorded as
I r i m f S e r i e s Record (TSR) in the DAS with the use of CTs and PTs. Frequently the only
TSR to be recorded will be the kW record with a one-hour integration penod. In that case,
averaee kW per hour equals kilowatt-hour consumption. (See Section 4-4, "DAS Programming
and Installation" for further details.) It should be noted that real time data for voltage current,
and kilowatts are used extensively for verification of each CT and PT that is installed.
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Electrical Monitoring Using WHTs ,

This approach requires WHTs, CTs, and any C Series or B80 DAS. The CTs are installed on
the current-carrying conductors of the loads to be monitored. The same source voltage is phased
and supplied to the WHT as reference voltage and instrument power. The secondary side of
each CT is terminated at the appropriate inputs of the WHT. The pulse output of the WHT is
terminated at the associated digital input of the DAS. The DAS must be programmed to reflect
the kWH value of each pulse.

Only kWH consumption can be recorded as a TSR in the DAS with the use of a WHT. There
are other transducers available that can measure kW and other electrical quantities. However,
with a few rare exceptions, only the WHT is used in the LoanSTAR program. The TSR
recorded is the total kWH consumption for each one-hour integration period, which equals the
average kW per hour.

Electrical Monitoring Using Utility Pulse-Initiating Electric Meter

This approach requires a utility pulse-initiating meter, and any C Series or B80 DAS. The
utility already has CTs and PTs installed on the service being metered, but it may be necessary
for a utility to install a pulse initiator. The pulse output of the utility meter is terminated at the
associated digital input of the DAS. The utlity will provide the value of each pulse from its
meter.

The DAS must be programmed to reflect the kilowatt-hour value of each pulse.
The TSR recorded is the total kWH consumption for each one-hour integration period. The
kWH consumption equals the average kW per hour. , s :

There are numerous utility meters available that can measure kW and other electrical quantities.
However, with a few rare exceptions, Only the kilowatt-hour meter is used in the
LoanSTAR Program.

1-1.2 Temperature Monitoring

The following devices are all used to measure' temperature:

• thermoelectric sensors (thermocouples);
• resistance temperature detectors (RTDs);
• semiconductor-type resistance thermometers (thermistors); and
• junction semiconductor devices^ which are also called integrated circuit (IC)

temperature sensors.

This section provides a brief introduction to RTDs and thermistors, which are most commonly
used in the LoanSTAR program. For further information, see Benedict (1984) and Doeblin
(1990). Also see Hurley (1985) and Wise (1976), referenced in Appendix G.
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Temperature Monitoring Using RTDs

Electrical resistance in many materials changes with temperature. In some materials, this change
is very reproducible and therefore can be used as an accurate measure of temperature.

Monitoring temperature independently from BTU metering is typically accomplished in the
LoanSTAR Program using RTDs. The RTDs used in the LoanSTAR Program have been 10000
platinum immersion temperature probes installed in chilled water, hot water, glycol, condenser
water, boiler feedwater, or condensate return piping and in supply air or return air ducts for air
temperature measurement. A few 1000 Platinum RTDs have been used in weather stations as
ambient air temperature sensors.

The RTDs have a single pair of leads from the sensor that is terminated into a single analog
channel in the DAS. The DAS, which is internally programmed to directly accept the RTD
output, reads the resistance which increases linearly with temperature, and calculates the
temperature. For installations with long sensor lead lengths, the resistance of signal wire should
be determined, and the DAS input channel must be offset to compensate for that resistance.
Alternatively, RTDs may be terminated into a transmitter that will measure the resistance and
supply an analog output (4 to 20 mA or 0 to 5 VDC) proportional to the temperature. If no
analog channels exist in the DAS, the RTD must be terminated into a transmitter that will
measure the resistance and supply digital pulse output proportional to temperature. This signal

terminates at a digital channel.

Temperature Monitoring for BTU Metering Using Thermistors

Thermistors are semiconductor temperature sensors with a resistance output that decreases non-
linearly with temperature and hence requires a corrective algorithm to produce an accurate
measurement. They are used in all chilled water, hot water, and condenser water BTU
monitoring equipment installed in the LoanSTAR program. The stated accuracy of the
thermistors used in these systems is ±0.1 °C. The thermistors are located across a load or heat
source as in a heat-recovery system and the two wire leads of each thermistor are terminated at
the appropriate inputs of the BTU/flow totalizer.

1-1.3 Flow Monitoring

In many situations, measurements of natural gas, chilled water, hot water, condensate return,
and boiler feedwater are needed to measure the energy consumption of a building or group of
buildings. Most often this requires accurate measurements of fluid flow, usually at the service
entrance to the building.

To choose a flow meter for a particular application, you must know what type of fluid is being
measured, how dirty or clean that fluid is, the lowest and highest expected flow velocities for
that fluid, and the available budget. This section discusses the common liquid flow measurement
devices that are used alone or in conjunction with temperature measurements to determine the
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thermal energy in a fluid flow. For further details, refer to the papers by Doeblin (1990) and
Baker and Hurley (1984), cited in Appendix 0 . * r

Condensate and Boiler Feedwater Flow Monitoring

Turbine meters measure fluid flow by counting the rotations of a rotor placed in a flow stream.
1 Turbine meters can be an axial-type or insertion-type. Although both types of turbine flow

meters have been used in the LoanSTAR Program, only the axial-type is currently
specified. The insertion-type are expensive and difficult to maintain.

!
Selection of an in-line flow meter is standardized for all condensate and boiler feedwater
services. These flowmeters are specified considering fluid pressure, temperature, pipe size, and
flow rate. The output from the flow meter head is a pulse signal that represents a specified
number of gallons. The two signal leads of the pulse head are terminated into a digital input
channel of a data logger and the data logger is programmed to apply the correct conversion
factor to the accumulated pulses. The value Stored in the TSRs are gallons per hour.

BTU Meter Flow Monitoring

Insertion-type tangential paddlewheel meters aire used in all chilled water, hot water, condenser
water, and heat-recovery BTU monitoring in the LoanSTAR program. They are installed with
a wet tap directly into a pipe without draining the system. Flow is measured by counting the
rotations of a tangential rotor in a flow stream. Selection of flow meter is standardized for this
type of monitoring independent of pipe size within a specified rating for fluid temperature and
pressure. The flow sensor may be mounted in either the supply or return line. An outage is

? not required for installation because the tap for installation of the meter is accomplished while
; the pipe is pressurized (i.e., wet tap).

The output from the flow meter is a frequency carried on a shielded signal cable and terminated
at the appropriate inputs of a BTU/flow totalizer.

Natural Gas Flow Monitoring

This approach requires a utility pulse-initiating'meter and a data logger digital input channel.
Typically, the utility already has a pressure-compensated meter installed at the monitoring point,
but it may need to be retrofitted with a pulse initiator. The 2-wire pulse output of the utility
meter pulse initiator is terminated at the associated digital input of the DAS. The DAS must be
programmed to convert the pulse data into cubic feet of natural gas and store the data in a TSR.
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1-1.4 BTU Monitoring for Hot Water and Chilled Water (or Glycol)

Determining the thermal energy used in a building's heating or cooling system often requires
monitoring heat transfer. A BTU meter measures both flow and a temperature difference
continuously to solve the following relation:

11

In many situations in the LoanSTAR Program, heat transfer measurements are needed for a
building or group of buildings. Most often this requires accurate measurements of liquid flow
and temperature in a hot or chilled water pipe, usually at the service entrance to each monitored
building. The monitoring approach consists of installing two thermistor temperature sensors,
a tangential paddlewheel flow meter, a BTU/flow totalizer, and a data logger with digital input
capability.

In a typical installation, the two thermistors are located across a load or heat source, as in a
heat-recovery system, and the two wire leads of each thermistor are terminated at the appropriate
inputs of the BTU/flow totalizer. The output signal from the flow meter is also terminated at
the appropriate inputs of the BTU/flow totalizer. The totalizer is factory-programmed to
function accurately over a given temperature range and for a given specific heat. The totalizer
is field-programmed to adjust for pipe diameter since the same flow meter can be used in
different sized pipes. The totalizer can also be field-programmed to adjust the pulse output value
in gallons and BTUs per contact closure. The pulse output signals from the totalizer are
terminated into two digital input channels of the logger. The data logger must be programmed
to apply the correct multiplier to the accumulated pulses to convert the output directly into BTUs
and gallons.

1-1.5 Weather Station and Building Interior Temperature and Humidity Monitoring

Weather stations are rarely installed in the LoanSTAR program. Therefore, monitoring
techniques will not be covered in this manual. If weather stations are required in the future,
ESL will participate in designing the system and directing the DASS. (The same is true for
indoor relative humidity or air-temperature monitoring for HVAC applications.) Refer to Table
1-1 for a list of typical equipment used to monitor weather, indoor relative humidity and indoor
temperature. The LM34 integrated circuit temperature sensor is particularly suited for use with
the Synergistic C Series DAS.



1-2 Data Acquisition System Use

This section is an introduction to the data loggers manufactured by Synergistic Control Systems
Inc., the primary data loggers used in the LoanSTAR Program. Refer to the manufacturer's
Installation Manual and Section 4 of this manual for additional details.

1-2.1 Data Acquisition System Overview

It is important to read the Synergistic Installation Manual thoroughly and use it as a
reference as necessary. In most circumstances, selecting the necessary DAS will be easy, but
at times there will be more than one option. (See Section 2-4, "Selecting Monitoring Points and
Equipment.") This section addresses the capabilities of the data loggers and proper use of each
type of capability. Table 1-3 below summarizes the model numbers, total number of available
channels, and types of channels available.

Table 1-3. C180 series and B80 data logger model numbers and number of available channels.

The data loggers have different input capabilities and options. In order to select a particular
model for a specific application, you must understand exactly what capabilities and options are
required. CT inputs, PT inputs, digital inputs^ and analog inputs are among the capabilities and
options available. Each of these, along with the communications capabilities and options, will
be briefly reviewed in this section.

1-2.2 Configuration of the Data Logger Input Channels

Figure 1-1 shows the C180E series of data loggers by Component Arrangement. Figures 1-2
and 1-3 show the basic termination boards for the C180E-A data logger with CT, PT, digital,
and analog channel capabilities.
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FIGURE 1-1. C180E COMPONENT ARRANGEMENT.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)



FIGURE 1-2. C180E MAIN TERMINATION BOARD.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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Xne ^na.on ^ s are the ŝ e for ^ ^ ^ i ^ S ^ X ^ ^
S S ^ S . " S a n ^ r U ^ (^, poin. are shown. P ê ,-,
shows'the termination board for analog channels.

1 2 3 Configuration of the Communicatigns System

FIGURE 1-3. ANALOG TERMINATION BOARD
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1SWJ.)
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FIGURE 1-4. COMMUNICATION INTERFACE BOARD.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)



FIGURE 1-5. C180E MAIN PROCESSOR BOARD.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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1-2.4 CT and PT Channel Inputs

Electric power, voltage, current, and power factor are measured by the on-board, solid state
watt/watt-hour meters. Required primary input(s) are properly sized CTs and a PT. The data
logger integrates current and voltage signals \n real time, recording real power and apparent
power.

The CTs used with the C180 data logger series are internally shunted with a resistor so they
become voltage rather than current devices and can be safely handled in an "open circuit" when
installed. They are available in a wide variety of sizes and shapes with full-scale ratings from
5 amps to 3000 amps. The full-scale output of each CT is 333 mV.

The PT provides a low-voltage, low-current, 3-phase reference voltage to the data logger. More
than one PT will be required in cases where multiple voltage sources are being monitored.

CT Inputs

Figure 1-6 shows a single CT terminated directly to channel "0." In Figure 1-7, the basic
connection for a single power signal is shown terminated at channel "0" after it has been
combined in a summing module. Summing modules are convenient when multiple CTs can be
accumulated into one signal.

FIGURE 1-6. CT CONNECTIONS.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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FIGURE 1-7. CT SUMMING MODULE. _

(Source: Synergfstic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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FIGURE 1-8. TYPICAL ELECTRICAL METERING CONNECTIONS.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

Figure 1-9 illustrates connecting the PT to the data logger to provide a voltage reference signal.
In order to properly measure power, a PT must be connected to each 3-phase feed being
monitored. The C180 and C140 series of data loggers provide one or two PT inputs for 3-phase
electrical feeds. Additional feeds require additional loggers.

FIGURE 1-9. CONNECTIONS TO POTENTIAL TRANSDUCER.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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Figures .-10 .hrough 1-13 show how d* various c o n a t i o n s of source vo.tages, sing:e-phase

and 3-phase power can be properly monitored.

FIGURE 1-10. SINGLE-PHASE, THREE-WIRE RESroENTIAL.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1W.J.)

FIGURE M l . THREE-PHASE, FOUR-WIRE WYE
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1WJ)
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FIGURE 1-12. THREE-P^ASE, THREE-WIRE DELTA.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

FIGURE 1-13. THREE-PHASE DELTA WITH CENTER TAP.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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FIGURE 1-14. CONTACT AND P ^ f ^ T S ' .
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May iwi.)

1-2 5 Digital Channel Inputs

shown to digital channel "0" on the main termination board.

1-2.6 Analog Channel Inputs

^ a l o g inputs are use, to monitor a variety of loads or conditions at a gwen « analog

input board accepts a signal ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ i m ^
transmitter. Analog channels are used to monitor such varmmes £ ^ ^
radiation, wind speed, ambient temperature, ^ ^ ^ ' t S is compatftlc with the daia
main requirement is that the sensor have a n ^ 3 ; f j ? 1 8 0 s e L data logger are
logger.) The primary types of analog signals acceptea oy uic
resistance, 4-20 mA, and 0-5 VDC.

2-wire resistive RTD analog input

loop, the shield wire is grounded only to the logger, riguic
RTD signal to the logger.
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FIGURE 1-15. RTD AND OTHER RESISTIVE SENSOR CONNECTIONS.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

2-wire, 4-20 mA analog input

Figures 1-16 and 1-17 show the connection of a 2-wire, 4-20 mA signal using an internal 200
Ohm resistive header. Instrument power is supplied by the data logger in Figure 1-16 and by
a field source in Figure 1-17. In many versions of the C Series Synergistic data loggers, an
internal resistive header must be used for the channel with a 4-20 mA signal. The internal
header provides a 200 Ohm resistor across the Axx to GND terminals so that the 4-20 mA signal
is converted to a voltage, which is then read by the data logger.

FIGURE 1-16. TWO-WIRE, 4-20 MILLIAMPERE SENSOR.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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FIGURE 1-18. THREE-WIRE, 4-20 MILLIAMPERE ANALOG SENSOR.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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FIGURE 1-17. EXTERNALLY POWERED, 4-20 MILLIAMPERE[CONNECTIONS.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

3-wire, 4-20 mA analog input

Fi2ure 1-18 shows the connection of a 3-wire, 4-20 mA signal using an internal 200 Ohm
£ h e a d e r . The instrument power is supplied by the data logger on one wire, and the 4-20
mA loop signal is carried on the other two wires.



2-wire, ± 5 VDC analog input

Figure 1-19 shows the connection of a ± 5 VDC signal to the data logger. A resistive header
is not used for this type of signal. In this figure, power for the instrument is supplied by a field
source, but it could be supplied by the data logger as shown in Figure 1-18.

FIGURE 1-19. VOLTAGE OtFTPUT SENSOR CONNECTION.
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

1-2.7 Integration Period

The integration averaging period for all data logger channels is field-programmable and can
range from one minute to 24 hours. A one hour integration period is most common.
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2-0 The PreMAP Process

In the PreMAP process, the DASS and, in most cases, an ESL representative tour the facility
o be monitored During this tour, the DASS gathers information to assist in defining the
monUoringpto. completes appropriate PreMAP forms and some SiteMAP forms (see Section
T Z gathers nformation to develop a cost estimate for the site. The PreMAP and completed
co'st estimate are then submitted to ESL for approval. ESL rev,ews the monitoring plan and
2 £ £ £ U rejects, or modifies it. If it is modified, the DASS must adjust the cost estimate
accordingly Once the monitoring plan and cost estimate are approved by ESL, the PreMAP
process is complete.

It is good practice to avoid overdesigning during the PreMAP process because portion*; of
the design may be cut from the plan. Additionally, cost estimates should be created m a
manner that allows them to be easily adjusted.
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2-1 Creating the Monitoring Plan From ECRM List

In this process, a preliminary monitoring plan is created, based upon the ECRM list made
available by ESL. In some cases, ESL will provide a prioritized list of monitoring points. In
other cases, ESL will only provide the ECRM list. Evaluation of the performance of ECRMs
frequently creates a need to monitor both electric equipment and thermal loads in order to isolate
the energy savings resulting from the retrofits. Typical ECRMs include lighting, Variable
Frequency Drives (VFDs), chilled water (CHW), or hot water (HW) system modifications,
thermal storage, chiller replacement, and Energy Management Control System (EMCS)
installations.

Individual device savings, end-use (e.g., lighting, heating, cooling, etc.) savings, whole-building
savings, and whole-campus savings are potential monitoring approaches. It is desirable to
monitor any energy loads that will potentially be affected by the installation of ECRMs so that
resulting energy savings can be directly determined. Post-retrofit monitoring must also be
included in the plan as necessary to be installed after the ECRMs are in place. The limiting
factor in developing a monitoring plan is the availability of funding for the installation of
monitoring equipment. LoanSTAR funding for monitoring equipment installation has
typically amounted to 3 percent of the total loan amount.

For example, the Texas A&M University-Galveston site received a campus Energy Management
and Control System (EMCS) as the ECRM. As shown in the completed workbook (see
Appendix E), the points to be monitored were: whole-campus electric energy, whole-campus
gas flow, whole-campus chilled water flow and thermal energy, and central-utility-plant electrical
energy. It was necessary to monitor two separate electrical feeds in the central utility plant as
there was no utility metering for the plant. Through the monitoring described above, energy
savings for the campus were determined. In this case, it was not necessary to return to the
facility to install post-retrofit monitoring.

ECRMs in which major new equipment is installed (such as base load chillers or thermal
storage), typically require post-retrofit monitoring. It is thus necessary to determine whether
post-retrofit monitoring is necessary and to estimate its associated costs when the PreMAP
estimate is developed. Sometimes a post-retrofit site visit is required, even though it was not
initially expected. This could occur, for example, if the pre-retrofit monitoring equipment is
disturbed when the retrofits are installed, or if unanticipated changes are made to the specified
ECRMs. It is the combined responsibility of the DASS and ESL to foresee the need for post-
retrofit monitoring, as well as to select the pre-retrofit monitoring points that will best isolate
equipment and thermal loads to measure fu tire savings.
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2-2 Touring the Facility

In order to develop the PreMAP, you must contact the facility to arrange tours as required^for
electrical distribution systems and heating/cooling distribution systems in individual buildings
as welias a^y central heating/cooling plants. Take time to explain the purpose of your visit
w h e ^ f a r i n g a tour. The more the facility staff knows about what you hope to accomplish,
the easier it will be for them to arrange a tour that will meet those goals.

Points to consider during the tour will include:

general areas where monitoring might take place;
location of major pieces of equipment that will receive retrofits;
feasibility of each desired monitoring point;
potential equipment mounting locations;
the presence of utility and facility meters;
wiring lengths and routes;
alternate methods of monitoring where necessary;
service entrance information for all pertinent energy types; and
any other items that will affect the PreMAP development and the installation.

g on the size of the facility and the number of proposed monitoring points, you may
S a quick walk-through of the facility before making detailed ^urs °f the energy-dekvery
sv tems It may be worthwhile to spend some time reviewing blueprints for the facility buildings
S T b e g t o n i n g the actual tours. You should take an assortment of hand tools, mcludmg
a n ihUgl i and a digital multi-meter, and all necessary forms on the tour (see Append*
B for a tool list).

As time permits, complete the PreMAP forms and as many of the SiteMAP forms as necessary
during t K u r . Complete the remaining forms as soon as possible so your memory doesn t
fede imkes time and money to arrange and conduct site tours, even those that are limited to
sSdfic items Consequently, it is important to record as much detail as possible during the tour
murder Crea te the^reMAP estimale. Thetletailed information will also make the remainder
of them illation process easier to accomplish.. Focus on touring the facility m as much depth
as is necessary. In complex facilities, you may wish to record your tour with a video
camera to aid in recalling monitoring locations when you develop your cost estimate.

It is not necessary to complete every line on each form of the PreMAP and SiteMAP document
fo ms I n s t e a d N/A (Not Applicable) wherever appropriate. However, you shouldb^aMe
to recognize proposed monitoring points that are impossible to monitor and be able to select
u b S e monitoring points that will satisfy the monitoring plan. This may require anextended

tour and additional time at the site. It may also require that sections of the PreMAP forms
initially thought to be N/A be completed.

You should advise the facility contact of your schedule in advance so that any necessary facility
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personnel can be notified. While you may need to be at the facility for as long as two to three
days to complete the PreMAP and SiteMAP forms, facility staff need not be constantly present.
Aim to minimize your impact on the facility. Remember, too, to record the name of the tour
guide on the General Site Information Form and on the Building Tour Information Form for
future reference. Also be sure to obtain the names and telephone numbers of other facility
personnel you will be working with.
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2-3 Completing the PreMAP Forms

The PreMAP forms are completed during the facility tours. Only those sections of each form
that apply directly to the ECRMs and the monitoring plan created from the ECRM list and
tour must be completed. Remember, adequate documentation is the foundation for all
phases of the project beyond this initial visit.

There are roughly 18 PreMAP documentation forms that are completed for each installation.
This documentation provides guidance into the design of the monitoring plan. For the DASS,
the documentation provides an important link between each of the stages of an installation, such
as:

understanding the ECRMs;
designing the preliminary monitoring plan;
selecting equipment;
estimating the cost;
coordinating the installation;
installing the equipment;
programming the DAS;
verifying the installation; and
maintaining the equipment.

Beyond that, adequate documentation is critical to both analysts and maintenance personnel who
will subsequently use the forms and the associated data.

A description of each form in the PreMAP documentation follows. See Appendices E and F to
review blank copies of each form, as well as samples of completed forms. Note that the Site
ID must be assigned by ESL before the DAS is programmed.

2-3.1 Form PREMAP1

PreMAP CHECKSHEET FORM

Initial the appropriate location on this form as .each of the other forms is completed.

2-3.2 FormPREMAP2
GENERAL SITE INFORMATION FORM

This form is completed to provide the DASS and ESL with a record of all site contacts, utility
contacts, addresses, titles, telephone numbers, and number of buildings at the site. The form
is critical for maintenance purposes. A copy of this page will be included in each building
workbook. It may be a photocopy if all information is the same.
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2-3.3 Form PREMAP3
GENERAL BUILDING INFORMATION FORM

This form is completed to provide information that is specific to a building or central utility
plant. This information includes building contact names, addresses, titles, and telephone
numbers. Additionally, note the level of moiitoring in the building and circle the thermal
energy types and fuels monitored.

2-3.4 Form PREMAP4
BUILDING TOUR INFORMATION FORM

This form is completed to document the date, time, and tour guide for any visits to the site.
Tour guides also should be noted as site contacts on Form PREMAP2.

2-3.5 Form PREMAP5
OPERATIONAL/INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

This form records special information about the building and the facility, such as constraints on
the scheduling of work in the facility, outages of any kind that may be required, special
instructions to restart equipment, and the designation of limited access areas. It is important to
be aware of this type of information when designing the installation, estimating the cost of the
installation, and, of course, during the actual installation process itself.

2-3.6 Form PREMAP6
RISER DIAGRAM

I

The riser diagram is a one-line drawing of the electrical and gas service for the campus or
building. If space allows, both may be on the same page. Start the one-line diagram at the
campus or building meter or transformer. Continue the diagram to include all major equipment
or branch circuits to be monitored. All electrjical and gas distribution points should be labeled
and the building floor where these are located! should be noted.

2-3.7 Form PREMAP7
RISER INFORMATION FORM

This form is used to detail switchgear and panels fed by main switchboards or main distribution
panels. Information included on this form maty be limited to those electrical components being
monitored. The form is sometimes redundant for very simple monitoring installations, and it

j may be left blank when adequate information is included in the Riser Diagram and the
Switchgear or Panel Documentation Forms (PreMAP 12 and PreMAP 13).
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2-3 8 Form PREMAP8
SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION-1

2-3 9 Form PREMAP9
SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION-2

2-3 10 Form PREMAP10
SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION-3

Form Premap12

2-3.12 FonnPREMAP12
PANEL DOCUMENTATION FORM



monitored, and these panels must also be documented. Use as many forms as necessary to
document the installation.

The completed forms provide critical information about sizing, installation, and verification of
CTs; the types of loads being monitored; installation of PTs; installation of 24-VAC
transformers to power the DAS; and programming the DAS. The remarks section can be used
to record further details regarding how the monitoring equipment is installed and its location,
as well as routes for signal cable to the DAS.

2-3.13 Form PREMAP13
SW1TCHGEAR DOCUMENTATION FORM

This form is used to list any electrical switchgear (electrical distribution component that contains
disconnects and/or starters) that may contain monitoring equipment. The switchgear may be
monitored wholly or in part, may be used to provide instrument power, or may be used to
provide reference voltages. If any monitoring equipment is to be installed in or on the
switchgear, a Switchgear Documentation Form must be completed. It may also be necessary
to complete the form if the switchgear is being monitored at another location (on the line side
of the switchgear at a main distribution panel or main switch board). All equipment fed by the
switchgear should be documented on the form to show exactly what electrical loads are being
monitored. In a few instances, switchgear and equipment may not be directly monitored, but
instead monitored by subtraction, and will need to be documented. Use as many forms as
necessary to document the installation.

2-3.14 Form PREMAP14
WATTMETER CHANNEL REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

This form is used to summarize the DAS power channel requirements. Information is taken from
the panel and switchgear documentation forms (the column titled "Channel") and recorded on
this form to determine the total number of CT channels required. Also, you may record at this
time the digital wattmeter channel requirements as "D" (digital) channels and total them
separately. This helps ensure that no power channels are overlooked in the design and also
assists in determining the size of the DAS.

2-3.15 Form PREMAP15
FLOW SENSOR REQUIREMENTS SITESHEET

This form is used to summarize the flow sensor, temperature sensor, and BTU totalizer
requirements for the site. Any type of flow or BTU metering requirement can be recorded,
including chilled water, hot water, condensate, and boiler feedwater. Record all equipment
model numbers here to assist in determining equipment needs when ordering.

An attachment to this page is the "Aggie Flowmeter Insertion Depth Tabulator" form, which
must be completed for every CHW and HW insertion flow meter. The form details the insertion
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depth calculation, the S4 dipswitch setting, the parameter set program numbers for flow and
BTUs, and a verification worksheet. This form is required in the documentation package.

2-3.16 Form PREMAP16
PHONE LINE ORDER FORM

This form assists in coordinating the installation of a telephone line to the DAS. The telephone
jack will be installed where the DAS is to be located. The site contact is usually the
Communications Director for the facility and should be noted as such on the General Site
Information Form. Make sure the facility understands that they will be responsible for the
monthly telephone charges for this line.

2-3.17 Form PREMAP17
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

This form is used to summarize and record any special equipment needs for the site. Items that
may be noted include circuit breakers, fuses, PTs, electrical junction boxes, electrical
connectors/termination blocks, conduit requirements, and any other needed equipment that is not
already recorded.

2-3.18 Form PREMAP18
EQUIPMENT LOCATION and ASBESTOS INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION
(EL&AID)

This form documents the location of all major equipment and areas where insulation must be
disturbed. It serves as a record of all equipment location tag (ELT) placements. When an ELT
is completed, the details for the tag are noted on the EL&AID form. The form guides facility
staff in finding locations on piping, walls, or ceilings where the presence of asbestos need to be
determined. The form also guides installation subcontractors when estimating the job or
installing the equipment. Any asbestos testing results are recorded on the form and test reports
are attached and included in the documentation workbook. (See Section 3-5.1 for more
information.)

« •

The ELT is filled out as completely as possible to assist the DASS and subcontractors in
installing equipment at a later date. The kinds of equipment that typically warrant a tag include
DAS, WHTs, BTU Meters, Temperature Sensors, Flow Meters, major junction boxes where
other monitoring equipment is installed, and locations where walls or ceilings must be
penetrated. Copies of the ELT are not required in the documentation package.
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2-4 Selecting Monitoring Points and Equipment

Selecting monitoring points involves three primary tasks:

• selecting the precise piece of monitoring equipment to correctly monitor each of the
points described in the monitoring plan;

• selecting alternate monitoring points if they are more cost-effective, or when the
points described in the monitoring plan are impossible to monitor; and

• identifying all physical locations to install or mount the monitoring equipment.

Completing all three tasks is necessary to properly estimate the cost and monitor the facility.

The process of developing a PreMAP provides a structure for touring the facility. As each area
of the facility is visited and supplemental facility blueprints are reviewed as required, monitoring
points are selected and the necessary forms are completed. The PreMAP process typically
involves making a number of decisions. Fot example, you may determine that it would be
easier to monitor the total building electricity used for mechanical systems than to monitor the
total electricity used for lighting. This would allow lighting electrical energy to be determined
by subtraction (i.e., whole-building electrical load — whole-building mechanical systems
electrical load = whole-building lighting load).

A similar situation may occur with condensatel return monitoring. If it is not feasible to monitor
condensate return, look for an alternative, sWh as boiler feedwater monitoring. You can
recommend and design these changes but ESL approval must be obtained by telephone or
through the submittal of the PreMAP and estimate. In many instances, there will be no need
to deviate from the initial monitoring plan.

You must select physical locations where all monitoring equipment will be mounted and attach
an ELT. Minor equipment, such as CTs, PTs, small junction boxes, fuse locations, and 24-
VAC transformers, does not require an ELT. Selecting the physical location for CHW, HW,
or Condensate Return flow meters is usually the most time-consuming. During this process, you
must gather enough information to select the precise equipment needed. You should also
identify routes and estimate the cable distances while on tour. If time allows, complete the
ELTs and affix them in place while touring. . Keep in mind that this is a cost-estimating
process; don't spend excessive time designing every detail.

Monitoring equipment will typically be selected from the list of approved items. The following
section details the selection criteria for each type of equipment item. Refer back to Table 1-1
for a list of the standard equipment used in t! le LoanSTAR program and a brief explanation of
the primary selection criteria.

In cases where non-standard equipment is required, you can recommend a particular model of
equipment, but ESL approval is required. Selecting most of the equipment will be relatively
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easy. As equipment is selected, record it on the appropriate PreMAP Forms 12, 13, 15, and
17, and SiteMAP Form 9b. This will assist with ordering and installing the equipment.

2-4.1 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of the DAS

Before attempting to select a data logger, refer to the Synergistic Installation Manual to become
familiar with the systems available. Also, Table 1-3 summarizes the DAS model numbers and
channel specifications. The DAS model selected must accept all pre- and post-retrofit
monitoring points. The total number of CT channels, PT channels, digital channels, and analog
channels necessary for the installation must therefore be known. PreMAP Forms 8, 9, 10, 12,
13, 14, 15, and SiteMAP Forms 2, 3a, and 3b, must be completed and reviewed. All channel
requirements and locations should be designated on these forms.

Generally, selecting the DAS will be simple. However, in some cases, there is more than one
option — usually when the use of WHTs may be more cost-effective than monitoring with CTs
and PTs.

Multiple data loggers are also an option in some situations. In large sites, it is often more cost-
effective to use multiple smaller data loggers than a single larger one. Multiple data loggers can
reduce cable distances and the associated cost. Also, there are physical limits to the distances
cable can be run, which vary by signal type. For more information, refer to the section on cable
recommendations in the Synergistic Installation Manual.

The DAS should be mounted in a location central to the equipment to be monitored. An ELT
should be affixed to the wall where the DAS is to be mounted. The DAS requires 24-VAC
instrument power, so try to locate near an existing 120-VAC panel with a spare breaker to
supply a 24-VAC transformer. Each DAS also requires either a telephone line or a DC loop
connection, so be sure that the cable from the telephone company or from the DC loop can be
routed to the DAS. If a telephone line is to be installed, it should be noted on the ELT that
indicates the location of the DAS. The DAS should be located in a dry area and should not be
subjected to temperatures below 40°F or in excess of 90°F. Refer to the Synergistic Installation
Manual for further instructions.

2-4.2 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of PTs

PTs deliver a safe, low-voltage reference to the DAS from an existing single- or 3-phase line
voltage circuit (up to 480 AC in a facility. Only one type of PT will function properly with the
C180 data logger — the Synergistic Model PT-1. The maximum recommended cable length
between the PT and the DAS is 500 feet.

PT selection requires determining the number of electrical services to be monitored. The C180
and C140 data loggers have the capability of accepting two PTs if two different electrical
services are monitored. The C120 data logger can only accept one PT for a single- or 3-phase
voltage reference.
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Review PreMAP Forms 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, and 13 to determine if a second PT is required. To
make this decision, you should thoroughly understand the facility's electrical system and how
many electrical feeds need to be referenced. Every electrical feed served by its own
transformer requires a PT if any loads on the feed are to be monitored. If more than two
electrical feeds need to be referenced, WHTs or an additional data logger must be used.

Each PT is typically mounted in a 6Hx6"x4" junction box with cover at a location as close to the
reference voltage as possible (usually on the top or side of, or adjacent to, the panel or
switchgear where the reference voltage is located). Try to find a spare 3-phase breaker in the
switchgear, or three spare single-pole breakers in a panel. If no spare breakers can be located,
new breakers can be installed in unused spaces (blanks) in the panel. If no spares or blanks
exist, you may have to "share" voltage with a load on a breaker that is never turned off. In all
cases, get approval from the facility to use existing breakers or install new ones. Install
fused protection on the primary side of the PT. The fuses are typically mounted in another
covered, 6"x6"x4" junction box next to the PT. When the precise reference voltage monitoring
location is identified, record the information on PreMAP Form 12 or 13 and attach an ELT.
Record any special instructions to the electrician in the comments section of those forms, such
as the precise breaker location in the panel or switchgear, or special instructions regarding
routing of signal cable to the data logger.

2-4.3 Selecting and Planning for the InstaUation of WHTs

Refer to the Ohio Semitronics installation am. specifications sheets for the WL-3968 watt-hour
transducer. This device has a Form A pulse (dry contact) output, which terminates at a digital
input in the data logger. Resistance in the signal cable between the WHT and the DAS must not
exceed 500 ohms. The WHT uses instrument power rated at 208 VAC, 240 VAC, or 480 VAC.
It accepts shunted CTs with secondary outputs rated at 0 to 333 mVAC .

Use of the WHT is determined by the cost of alternative monitoring approaches and/or the
number of electrical feeds that serve the monitored equipment. The goal is to accomplish the
monitoring outlined in the PreMAP at the least cost.

When considering the cost of WHTs versus ijising power channels, compare the total estimated
cost of installing WHTs and the B80 data logger to the total estimated cost of the Synergistic C
Series of data logger and associated CTs and PTs. Consider such factors as:

• labor to install the WHT;
• the need for three CTs with all WL-3968 WHTs;
• the cost of the B80 data logger;
• the cost of CTs where only two are required for 3-phase, 3-wire system load

monitored by a Synergistic C Series DAS;
• the cost of any additional PTs; ana
• the cost of additional Synergistic C Series data loggers.
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WHTs are usually less costly for small sites with three or less loads to be monitored. For larger
sites, it depends on how many electrical feeds serve the monitored equipment. In situations
where there are many loads to be monitored and more than two feeds, the cost comparison will
be more complicated.

Each WHT should be mounted in a covered, 10"xl0"x4" junction box in a location as close to
the reference voltage as possible (usually on the top or side of, or adjacent to, the panel or
switchgear where the reference voltage is located). Try to find a spare 3-phase breaker in the
switchgear or three spare single-pole breakers in the panel to provide instrument power and
reference voltage. If no spare breakers can be located, blanks can be used if you install new
breakers. If no spares or blanks exist, you may have to "share" voltage with a load on a breaker
that is never turned off. In all cases, get approval from the facility for the use of existing
breakers or installation of new ones. Fuse protection should be installed on the primary side of
the WHT. The fuses are typically mounted in a covered, 6"x6"x4" junction box next to the
WHT. When the precise WHT monitoring location is identified, record the information on
PreMAP Form 12 or 13. Record any special instructions to the electrician in the comments
section of these forms, such as the precise location to mount the WHT, and special instructions
regarding routing of signal cable to the data logger. An ELT should be mounted at the location
where the WHT is to be installed.

2-4.4 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of CTS

Refer to the Sentran installation and specifications sheets for information on the models typically
used in the LoanSTAR Program. Also, read the section on CTs in the Synergistic Installation
Manual, and the Ohio Semitronics installation and specifications sheets for Model WL-3968.

It is important to become familiar with the variety of CT sizes and styles available. The
CTs used with the Synergistic data logger and the Ohio Semitronics WHT are shunted, which
means that the output is a low voltage (0 to 333 mV), which is proportional to the primary
current. The CTs are rated for use in electrical equipment up to 600 VAC at specified
amperages. Usually, only split-core, or "clamp-on," CTs are specified so that electrical outages
are held to a minimum during installation. Solid-core CTs can be used in cases where outages
are not a concern. Maximum recommended CT cable length is 500 feet.

Be certain of the exact model numbers and sizes of all CTs to be installed. Don't order CTs
based on information from electrical drawings. Instead, open up the switchgear or panel and
look at the conductors. Be sure to note whether more than one conductor per phase is present
as is common in many service entrances. It is sometimes impossible to install CTs in switchgear
or panels. In those cases, an alternative location or method must be identified. This could
involve finding another electrical distribution point; mounting CTs in a junction box outside the
switchgear or electrical panel and routing the conductors to be monitored outside the electrical
panel, through the CTs, and back into the electrical panel; or monitoring other loads to derive
the desired load by subtraction and/or summation. When an indirect monitoring method is used,
be sure to detail the required equation to calculate the load on SiteMAP Form 4.
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When the precise location to monitor a load is identified, record that information on PreMAP
Form 12 or 13. You should also record the CT model number with the primary rating and
necessary window size. Any special instructions to the electrician should be recorded in the
comments section. These comments might include the precise location in the panel or
switchgear where CTs are to be installed; identification of all circuits when multiple conductors
pass through a single CT; CTs that are to be terminated in parallel inside a junction box at the
top of the panel or switchgear; CTs that are to be terminated to a summing module inside the
junction box at the top of the panel or switchgear; routing paths of CT secondary leads to the
junction box; and the junction box location for terminations of secondary leads to the signal
cable. Also, any special instructions regarding routing of signal cable to the data logger should
be recorded here.

CTs operate most accurately between 10% and slightly over 100% of their full-scale rating.
They can accurately exceed their rating by about 25%. Select CTs based on the known or
anticipated peak load of the monitored device(s). Attempt to select a CT sized just over the
maximum expected load. It is safer for the CT rating to exceed the load than to risk using
a CT that is too small.

2-4.5 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of BTU/FLOW Totalizers

Refer to the DK System 90 Series BTU Monitoring System installation and programming
instructions.

Typically, only one BTU/flow totalizer model is used, but there are several issues to consider.
The inputs into the BTU/flow totalizer are from two temperature sensors and one flow meter.
The device has two Form A pulse (dry contact) outputs, which terminate at two digital inputs
in the data logger. Maximum recommended resistance in the signal cable to the data logger is
5000, and sensors may be located up to 300 feet from the totalizer. If possible, the totalizer
should be mounted near a 120-VAC panel for access to instrument power.

Selection of BTU/flow totalizer equipment is based on the type of thermal load being monitored.
You must specify chilled water, hot water (with the temperature range), or glycol solution
(percent glycol). It is necessary to specify either 120-VAC or 24-VAC instrument power for
the device. Selection of power supply voltage, is based on how close to a 120-VAC panel the
totalizer can be mounted. Cable from a 24-volt transformer to the totalizer may not require
conduit.

The ambient conditions at the mounting location should be dry and near room temperatures.
Record information regarding the installation on PreMAP Forms 10 and 15. An ELT should
be affixed to the wall at the location where the totalizer is to be mounted.
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2-4.6 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of Temperature Sensors

Refer to the DK System 90 Series BTU Monitoring System Installation Manual and DI Technical
Bulletin No. 41 on hot tap installations.

The MRA-Variable Depth Sensor thermistor is always used with the DK BTU meter (BTU/flow
totalizer). There are a number of options regarding temperature range, accuracy, length, and
fittings. Maximum recommended cable length between the temperature sensors and the totalizer
is 300 feet.

Two temperature sensors are required to monitor both the supply and return water lines. You
must specify whether chilled water or hot water is being monitored. As part of the PreMAP
process, you must also select the length of the sensor (10" stainless steel is normally specified),
the temperature range (0° to 70°C for chilled water, or 0° to 100°C for hot water), the accuracy
of the sensor ( + . 1 °C is desired), and sensor fittings, including a 1/4" NPT to 1/4" compression
fitting with plastic ferrel.

The temperature sensor is usually mounted in a hot-tapped location (1" valve with 1/2" hole).
Taps are usually at the top of the pipe, but approximately 48" clearance is required to complete
the tap. One temperature sensor tap should be placed approximately 1 foot downstream of the
flow meter tap to simplify installation, reinsulation, and wiring. Refer to the DI Installation
Manual for further instructions.

If insulation is present on the pipe before installation, the facility must provide a letter stating
that it contains no asbestos. If asbestos is present, it is the responsibility of the facility to have
it removed before your installation work can begin. You will be responsible for having the
metering station insulated (up to and including the valve) when the installation is complete.
Record information regarding the installation on PreMAP Forms 10 and 15. Affix an ELT to
the tap installer to the pipe at the location where the hot tap for the temperature sensor is to be
installed. Include any special instructions to the tap installer.

It is occasionally necessary to monitor chilled water or hot water temperature separately from
the BTU metering. In those instances, lOOOfl RTDs are typically used and are terminated
directly into analog channels of the data logger. The process for selecting a location for these
devices is identical to the process of selecting a location for temperature sensors used for BTU
metering.

2-4.7 Selecting an Planning for the Installation of Insertion Flow Meters

Refer to the DI Series 200 Installation Manual (model No. 225B, option 12R), and the DI
Technical Bulletin No. 41 on hot tap installations.

The DI flow meter is normally used with the DK BTU meter. There are no other options for
chilled water and hot water installations (with a maximum temperature of 221°F and maximum
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pressure of 200 psi). Maximum recommended cable length between the flow meter and the
totalizer is 300 feet.

The same flow sensor is used for all chilled w;iter, hot water, or condenser water monitoring
where the temperature and pressure are withiri the above-stated ranges and the nominal pipe
diameter is 3" or greater. The flow in the loop to be monitored must be common; hence, the
flow sensors can be mounted in either the supply or the return line. The sensor is usually
mounted in a V hot tap (2" valve with 1-7/8" hole) by a certified subcontractor. Taps are best
located at the top of the pipe, but approximately 48" clearance is required to complete the tap
and install the meter. Install the sensor at any radial location on the top half of the pipe. If a
tap is installed in a vertical section of pipe, it should be in one that has an upward flow. There
should be a minimum of 10 pipe diameters upstream and 5 pipe diameters downstream from the
sensor of straight, unobstructed pipe to allow full development of the flow profile.

If insulation is present on the pipe before installation, the facility must provide a letter stating

that it contains no asbestos or have it removed. You are responsible for having the metering
station insulated (except the meter itself) when the installation is complete. r.

Refer to the DI Installation Manual for further instructions. Record information regarding the
installation on the SiteMAP Schematic and on |PreMAP Forms 10 and 15. Affix an ELT with
any special instructions to the hot tap installer to the pipe at the location where the hot tap for
the temperature sensor is to be installed.

2-4.8 Selecting and Planning for the Installaition of Condensate and Boiler Feedwater Flow
Meters

Refer to the specifications and installations sheets for the ISTA Product No. 1793x turbine flow
meters. The meters axe rated for flow rates from .4 gpm to 658 gpm at a maximum temperature
of 250°F and a maximum pressure of 250 psi. These meters should be used whenever these
specifications can be met. Each meter has a Form A pulse (dry contact) output, which
terminates at a digital input in the data logger. Maximum recommended cable resistance
between the meter and the DAS is 500 ohms.j

As you prepare the PreMAP, be advised that1 these sensors must be installed in a straight,
horizontal section of pipe with a minimum of 5 pipe diameters upstream and 5 pipe diameters
downstream from the sensor of unobstructed pipe to allow full development of the flow profile.
The meter should be installed in a trap configuration with a three-valve bypass so it can be
removed for service without causing an outage to the facility.

If insulation is present on the pipe before installation, the facility must provide a letter stating
that it contains no asbestos or have it removed. It is your responsibility to have the metering
station insulated (except the meter itself) wheh the installation is complete.
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Find a suitable location where all the flow for the building, facility, or boilers can be accurately
metered ESL will usually specify a preference for either condensate or boiler feedwater
metenng but you will have to determine if either can be monitored and make alternate
recommendations for steam metenng when necessary. Determining the appropnate and correct
metering station location is sometimes difficult due to the maze of piping in mechanical rooms.
It may take time and an expenenced tour guide from the facility to find the proper metenng
location. •,. ,

The facility must approve the flow metering design and installation plan because an outage is
necessary. Therefore, a schematic must be drawn for the installation. It may be necessary to
schedule the outage on a weekend, and overtime pay for subcontractors must be considered in
the cost estimate. Record information regarding the installation on PreMAP Forms 9 and 15.
Affix an ELT to the pipe at the location where the metering station is to be installed.

2-4.9 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of Signal Conditioners and Isolators

There is a large variety of signal conditioners and signal-isolation devices on the market.
Although these devices aren't used in every site, the LoanSTAR Program has attempted to
standardize their application to reduce human error and increase ease of use. See Table 1-1 for
a vendor's list. Also refer to the specifications and installation sheets for detailed instructions
on use and installation.

A signal conditioner is used to change a signal from one form to another and transmit the new
signal to its destination. Usually, this means conditioning a 4-20 mA signal into a Form A (dry
contact) contact closure, which can be used as input to a digital channel of the data logger.
However, any signal type may require conditioning, including 4-20 mA, 0-50 mA, 0-1 mA, 0-50
or 0-100 mV 0-5 VDC, 0-10 VDC, and contact closure signals. Signal conditioning could be
necessary if a facility meter signal is available but is not in the proper form for use m the data
logger Signal conditioners can use either 120 VAC or 24 VAC for instrument power. The
main reason for using a signal conditioner is to enable an available digital channel in the data
logger to be used, but certain analog signals may require conditioning before they can be
appropriately terminated at the data logger artalog board.

A signal-isolation device is used to isolate the signal transmitted to one device from the signal
going to another. It is placed in series with the signal circuit, and accepts a current or voltage
(0-20 mA or 0-5 VDC) and provides an isolated identical current or voltage output. Normally,
a signal-isolation device is used when sharing a signal with a facility EMCS so that there would
be no possibility of any interference in either the EMCS or the DAS due to problems in the
other. The devices generally can use either 120 VAC or 24 VAC for instrument power.

The best location for signal conditioners or isolators is at the source of the signal. If this is not
possible, they can be mounted anywhere between the source and the data logger or at the data
logger. The devices are commonly mounted in an appropriately sized junction box. There is
usually 120 VAC near the data logger for instrument power. It is not necessary to affix an ELT
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2-4.10 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of Isolation Relays

Refer to the specifications and installation sheets for the SSI pulse splitters. There are several
models that can be used, but most often a Form A or Form C contact closure is split and
isolated. This is usually done by the utility company at the billing meter. However, there are
instances where other Form A and Form B contact closures are split and isolated. Maximum
recommended cable resistance is 500 ohms. An isolation relay splitter might be necessary in
cases where a signal from an existing meter can be shared. These devices allow existing
metering equipment to be used, rather than requiring new equipment. They are typically used
in conjunction with utility electric or gas revenue meters.

The best location to install an isolation relay splitter is in an adequately sized junction box at the
source of the signal, but the splitter can be mounted anywhere between the source and the data
logger. These devices can use either 120 VAC or 24 VAC for instrument power. An ELT is
not necessary, but be sure to show the device on the SiteMAP Form 11.

2-4.11 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of Utility Pulse-Initiating Meters
i

If the preliminary monitoring plan calls for whole-building or whole-campus gas flow or electric
energy monitoring, it may be possible to use utility billing meters. Most electric and gas utility
revenue meters can be equipped with a pulse initiator and many are already so equipped. You
should investigate this possibility while touring the facility. The main facility contact may know
— or be able to find out — where all the billing meters are, and should have contact names for
utility personnel. The utility should be contacted to arrange for pulse initiator installation or the
installation of an isolation relay if a pulse initiator is already installed and in use. Alternatives
to using a utility revenue meter exist. For electricity, this involves finding a place to monitor
the service entrance with CTs and a PT or with a WHT. For gas service to a boiler, it involves
installing a pressure-compensated, pulse-initiating gas meter or finding a place to monitor boiler
feedwater or condensate return.

If the utility will install a pulse meter or isofation relay, you must coordinate and pay for the
installation. The utility charge for this service has typically been about $300. The utility
usually installs the pulse initiator and a junction box with termination lugs where the signal cable
back to the DAS is attached. The main consideration in selecting a utility revenue meter for
monitoring purposes is whether or not a signal cable can be installed from the data logger to the
utility meter. If this can be done without a great deal of trenching, especially through concrete
or pavement, it is usually the most cost-effective method to monitor the service. Give careful
consideration to alternatives if there is a long distance to trench.

The utility will be able to provide the value of the meter pulse constant in kWH per pulse or
cubic feet per pulse. Normally, the pulse w 11 be Form C for electric meters, and either Form
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C or Form A for gas meters. If Form C is provided, the pulse constant must be doubled in
software. Verification will be discussed later, but you should get the pulse constant value and
any other necessary calibration data from the utility while arranging the installation.

The utility meter signal terminates into a data logger digital channel. Maximum recommended

cable resistance is 500 ohms. Include the device on SiteMAP Form 8. It is not necessary to

affix an ELT for this device.

2-4.12 Selecting and Planning for the Installation of Fuses and Circuit Breakers

Whenever possible, LoanSTAR monitoring equipment requiring electrical power should be
served by a dedicated breaker or disconnect. Fusing adds additional protection and isolation.
Most facilities have ample spare breakers or disconnects that can be used for instrument power
and reference voltage requirements. It is important for the DASS engineer to locate a source
voltage for all equipment power and reference voltage requirements, as well as switchgear and
panels that have available spares, while touring the facility.

Be sure to obtain permission from the facility to use its spares. If the facility does not allow the
use of spares, or if there are no spares available, you must locate blanks and record the
appropriate specifications on the switchgear or panel documentation forms so that breakers can
be purchased and installed.

The data logger, BTU meter, and other signal-conditioning equipment need 120 VAC (or 120
VAC to 24 VAC) for instrument power. A single-pole, 15-amp breaker (or 20-amp breaker if
a 15-amp is not available) will adequately serve any of those equipment power requirements.
If all the equipment can be mounted in one location, then use just one breaker. If equipment
is in various locations, find and use a single-pole, 120-VAC breaker at each location If 120
VAC is not available at all locations, it may be possible to specify equipment with 24-VAC
instrument power requirements. Then, low-voltage signal cable can be installed from a 24-VAC
transformer mounted at a 120-VAC panel to the 24-VAC monitoring equipment. Costs will
probably be manageable if conduit is not required. Fuse the 120-VAC side of all equipment
with a 1.5-amp, in-line fuse for added protection and isolation. Fuse the secondary side of any
24-VAC transformers with a 1-amp, fast-acting fuse to protect the transformer.

PTs and WHTs require 3-phase voltage for instrument power and reference voltage. If there
are no spares or blank locations to mount a new breaker, a journeyman electrician should obtain
the necessary voltage in an alternate manner that will still satisfy electrical code requirements.
PTs and WHTs are typically fused with three 1.5-amp, in-line fuses housed in a covered,
6"x6Mx4" junction box mounted adjacent to the monitoring equipment. The fusing protects and
isolates the monitoring equipment. All high-voltage junctions are made in the junction box with
the fuses, and low-voltage junctions are made in the junction box with the PT or directly at the
WHT.

Record exactly how the voltage is supplied to the equipment, as well as all fuse locations, and
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update PreMAP Forms 12, 13, and 17, and SiteMAP Forms 2 and 11. Also note PT and WHT
locations on the PreMap Schematic (see Section 2.5).
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2-5 Creating the PreMAP Schematic *•

The PreMAP Schematic is a simple diagram that provides an overview of the monitoring
installation for a site. It shows:

• all monitored loads;
• the type of monitoring equipment used and its location;
• the DAS channel used to monitor each load; and
• the ECRMs being monitored.

The schematic is also useful during the installation of the monitoring system, and when servicing
equipment in the future. In complex sites, the schematic allows the installation to be quickly
understood.

The PreMAP Schematic is submitted with the PreMAP Cost Estimate and becomes the SiteMAP
Schematic when the PreMAP design is accepted by ESL. A sample PreMAP Schematic is
located in the Appendix E on the pages following SiteMAP Form 12. In all sites, the schematic
will be completed and submitted accompanying SiteMAP Form 12 in the documentation
workbook.
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2-6 Creating the PreMAP Cost Estimate

There are many components to estimating costs. You'll need to consider costs such as:

• equipment costs per monitoring point;
• DAS and miscellaneous equipment costs for the site;
• utility company costs for individual monitoring points;
• individual subcontractor labor and materials cost for each site;
• DASS cost to design, coordinate, install, verify, and document a site;
• travel and per diem;
• DASS overhead for subcontractors, 'equipment, and travel; and
• DASS management cost for the sitei

Estimates are typically expressed as round numbers. Installation time for each of the areas
mentioned above is also estimated. Subcontractor materials and utility meter installation costs
can be based on telephone bids or known costs. Subcontractor labor can be based upon DASS
time estimates for the subcontractor to complete the work and known labor costs in the area.

The PreMAP cost estimate should show the cost for all monitoring points as they appear in
SiteMAP Forms 2, 3a, and 3b. An example of a PreMAP cost estimate format is shown below
in Table 2-1. A further example is provided in Appendix E. There is no separate PreMAP
form for the cost estimate.

Table 2-1. PreMAP Cost Estimate Example.
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2-7 Submitting PreMAP Cost Estimate and Schematic

The PreMAP Cost Estimate and Schematic are submitted to ESL for review and approval. If
ESL makes modifications, the DASS must subsequently change the cost estimate and probably
the schematic. Whether or not the modifications are simple to make depends on how thoroughly
the facility was toured, the level of detail recorded during the tour, the detail of the cost estimate
developed, and the level of modification requested. Generally, the PreMAP estimate and the
schematic can be faxed or mailed to ESL for review and approval. When all requested
modifications are complete and both ESL and the DASS are satisfied with the PreMAP Cost
Estimate, a contract is implemented. When the contract is signed by all parties, the SiteMAP
process begins.
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3-0 The SiteMAP Process

The SiteMAP Process involves further installation preparation. When the PreMAP is approved
and a contract amendment is in place, the SiteMAP process begins. At this point, all SiteMAP
documents should be completed or revised if ajny modifications were made to the PreMAP by
ESL. Equipment should be ordered, subcontractors secured, the installation coordinated with
the facility, and the communications (telephone line) installation arranged. You must
coordinate all plans with the facility contact, as well as coordinate subcontractors and
equipment delivery for the installation.

In some large installations, it may be necessaiy to return to the facility to finalize equipment
mounting locations and to meet with subcontractors for tours to secure bids. The final design
decisions that must be made prior to ordering equipment include:

• selecting the DAS;
• selecting CT sizes and shapes;
• specifying signal wire requirements; and
• identifying miscellaneous electrical and plumbing parts requirements.

You or your subcontractors may provide miscellaneous parts. The DAS program can be written
in advance and monitoring equipment may be ore-tested, labeled, and marked as it is received.

Facility approval must be secured for the installation plan and timeline, as well as for any
subcontractor tours. As has been previously rhentioned, in locations where insulation must be
removed, where ceiling tiles must be moved, or where walls must be penetrated, the facility
must provide documentation that asbestos is not present or undertake abatement if it is. If
welding is necessary, you must coordinate with the facility's fire or safety department to assure
that no alarms are triggered and that appropriate safety precautions are observed. Coordinate
any necessary outages with the facility. Parking permits or clearance and access to facility keys
and equipment storage areas should also be coordinated at the facility during this time. Further
details about these requirements can be found.in Section 3.5.
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3-1 Completing the SiteMAP Forms

The SiteMAP documents should be fully completed after any final revisions of the PreMAP are
completed by ESL. There are 11 SiteMAP forms to be completed for each installation. It is
especially important to complete these forms prior to ordering equipment since the forms serve
as a guide in selecting and ordering equipment. As with the PreMap forms, it is not necessary
to complete all sections in each form — only those sections that apply directly to the monitoring
plan. A description of each form in the SiteMAP documentation follows. Refer to Appendices
E and F to review samples of completed forms and blank copies of each form.

3-1.1 Form SITEMAP1

SITEMAP CHECKSHEET

Initial the appropriate locations as each form is completed.

3-1.2 Form SITEMAP2
ELECTRIC POWER CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM

This form compiles information recorded on PreMAP Forms 12 and 13 and is used as a guide
to programming the kW inputs (CT and PT inputs) in the data logger. The form is used with
all Synergistic C Series data loggers (it is not applicable when a B80 data logger is used).
Writing the program (parameter set) for the kW channels is greatly simplified when this form
is completed first. All sections should be filled in or marked N/A when not applicable.

This form is also necessary for troubleshooting the installation and parameter set because it is
time-consuming to find information on PreMAP Forms 12 and 13. In complex monitoring
installations, it is also possible to locate design mistakes when compiling the design onto one
form. The form is to be completed when the design is finalized.

3-1.3 Form SITEMAP3a
DIGITAL CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM

This form compiles information recorded on PreMAP Forms 12, 13, and 15, and is used as a
guide to programming the digital inputs to the data logger. Any monitoring equipment with a
digital output, such as WHTs, BTU/Flow totalizers, utility electric meters, utility gas meters,
in-line flow meters, and others with digital outputs, must be included here. The form is used
with all data loggers. Writing the program (parameter set) for the digital channels is simplified
when this form is completed first. All sections should be filled in or marked N/A when not
applicable. Additional information not required to develop the parameter set may be recorded
in the comments section.

This form is also necessary for troubleshooting the installation and parameter set because it is
time-consuming to find information on the PreMAP forms. In complex monitoring installations,
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the form is to be completed when the design is finalized. In simple installations, the form must
be completed for final submittal.

3-1.4 Form SITEMAP3b
ANALOG CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM

This form compiles information recorded on PreMAP Forms 12 and 13 and is used as a guide
to programming the analog inputs to the data logger. Any sensors with an analog output, such
as 4-20 mA, 0-5 VDC, or RTD signals, will usie analog channels and should be recorded here.
The form is used with all data loggers with an! analog option (it is not applicable when a B80
data logger is used). Writing the program (psirameter set) for the analog channels is greatly
simplified when this form is completed first. All sections should be filled in or marked N/A
when not applicable. Additional information not required to develop the parameter set may be
recorded in the comments sections.

3-1.5 FormSITEMAP4
EQUATIONS FORM

This form is completed to help ESL understand which channels in the data logger correspond
to the various points in the monitoring plan. Often, multiple channels are used to monitor one
end-use, such as chilled-water-pumping electrical energy. For example, two kW channels (kWO
and kWl) channels can be used to monitor a imotor load such as a chilled water pump motor
(CHWP). If this was the only CHWP monitored, the monitoring equation would read as
follows: CHWP=kW0+kWl. When multiple CHWP motors (or any other specific kind of
load) are monitored using more channels (CHWP #1 on kWO and kW 1, and CHWP #2 on kW2
and kW3, for example), then the monitoring equation would read:
CHWP=kW0+kWl+kW2+kW3. This applies to any kind of load that corresponds to a
specific end-use in the approved PreMAP design monitoring plan.

Equations must be written for all kW, digital, and analog channels. The form shows many of
the abbreviations for the types of loads typically monitored.

3-1.6 FormSITEMAP5
CT REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET

This form is completed to compile all shunted (333 mV output) CT requirements for the
installation. The form facilitates writing the purchase order for the CTs, and it can be
completed at any time after the PreMAP is approved by ESL.

3-1.7 FormSITEMAP6 •• ». I
NON-SHUNTED CT REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET

This form compiles all non-shunted (current'output) CT requirements for the installation. It is
rare when non-shunted CTs are required. Therefore, the form is usually completed with N/A.
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3-1.8 Form SITEMAP7
CABLE REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET

This form is completed during or after the facility tour to determine the total cable requirements
for the installation. It is good practice to list every length of cable to every sensor and every
piece of associated equipment that requires cable for signal transmission or instrument power.

3-1.9 FormSITEMAP8 T

MULTI-PAIR CABLE GUIDE

This form guides the installation of all cable. Every cable run must be listed on the form
showing the location of each end of the cable, the cable type, the colors of the conductors, the
sensor or equipment served at one end of the cable, the DAS channels connected at the other end
of the cable, and the marker number placed on both ends of the cable. Other cable sizes, such
as 1-pair, may be inserted on the form if they are not present.

The form is critical for installation and for troubleshooting various problems. It is
mandatory to complete the form and almost impossible to complete terminations without

3-1.10 FormSITEMAP9
INVENTORY CONTROL, HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS FORM

This form serves as a guide to site equipment needs and sources. It can be used to record the
equipment that must be purchased, as a record of purchases, to record transfer of equipment,
to list the various subcontractors, and to record serial numbers of all equipment. It may be
completed any time after the PreMAP is approved. It can also be completed before the PreMAP
to assist in developing the PreMAP Cost Estimate.

The form should be updated when the site installation is complete, prior to submitting the
documentation workbook.

* * •

3-1.11 Form SITEMAP10
NOT USED

3-1.12 Form SITEMAP11
DATA LOGGER EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS

This form serves as a summary of locations for all major electronic equipment, including data
loggers, PTs, 24-VAC transformers, BTU meters, and WHTs. The following items are
recorded for each equipment item:

• physical location of installed monitoring equipment;
• power supply source location;
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• reference voltage supply location; .
• location of fuses added for isolation and protection; and
• the source voltage for the fuses. i

The form assists in locating equipment and power or reference voltage sources when installing
or servicing the equipment.

3-1.13 Form SITEMAP12 * ?
SITEMAP SKETCH

This form is used to sketch equipment mounting locations. A floor plan is drawn with major
facility equipment (especially equipment being monitored) shown and monitoring equipment
locations noted throughout. The sketch is useful in locating equipment mounting locations during
the installation and for servicing the equipment at a later date.



3-2 Equipment and Cable Purchases

3-2.1 Equipment

Equipment purchases over $100 should be made by purchase order (P.O.). The P.O. should
include specific model numbers, item descriptions including requested modifications or special
features, price of each item, total price, applicable discounts, shipping and billing instructions,
and vendor and purchaser contacts and telephone numbers. A sample P.O. appears in Appendix
H.

Credit arrangements should be made in advance. Prompt payment of equipment suppliers is
critical. Many DASS use the same suppliers and good customer relations is important to the
overall success of the installation. If a vendor requires advance payment or C.O.D. for
LoanSTAR because of the payment problems of a DASS, everyone suffers.

3-2.2 Cable

The specified cable for LoanSTAR is plenum-rated, 22-gauge, stranded, twisted-pair cable with
an overall shield and a drain wire. Single-pair, two-pair, and four-pair cable will be used as
appropriate. The specified telephone wire is 22-gauge solid cable with plenum-rated insulation.
Refer to Chapter 2 of the Synergistic manual for more information on cable recommendations.

Cable suppliers include:

• Anixter — Austin, Dallas, Ft. Worth, and Houston
• TIC Cable — Austin, Dallas, Houston, and San Antonio
• Newark Electronics — Local telephone numbers in Austin, Corpus Christi, Dallas-Ft.

Worth area, El Paso, Houston, and San Antonio. (Cable is shipped from central
warehouse. Order from catalog.)

• Multi-Cable Corp. — Dallas
• Network Products, Inc. — Bristol, Connecticut

If credit arrangements are made with cable suppliers in advance, rapid delivery can usually be
obtained. It is often difficult to make accurate estimates of cable distances in the PreMAP and
SiteMAP processes, and overnight delivery of cable is sometimes necessary.
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3-3 Subcontractor Selection and Agreements

When selecting subcontractors, it is good to ask the on-site facility managers for a
recommendation. Usually, they will know contractors who they trust and who are familiar with
the facility. If the facility manager does not have a recommendation, obtain approval from the
facility for any subcontractors chosen. Remember to obtain competitive bids when possible and
make every effort to solicit Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUBs).

Subcontractors may be secured on a time-and-materials contract (typical for electrical
contractors) or on a fixed-price bid (typical for welding and insulation work). A Purchase Order
should be issued, specifying the terms of the agreement. A DASS technician familiar with the
job should review the subcontractor's invoice before payment to ensure accurate billing.
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3-4 Permits, Clearances, Permission, and Access

As the DASS, you are a guest at the facility. You have not been hired by the facility, and
furthermore, you have no contractual relationship with the facility. Your work must be closely
coordinated with the facilities personnel at the site and your work must not interfere with their
ongoing responsibilities.

Your initial task, once a site has been assigned, will be to arrange a tour of the facility with the
facility representative. This initial tour is part of the PreMAP process, which is described in
detail in Section 2.3.

While arranging the tour, it is important to carefully explain the monitoring project to the facility
representative, and describe what is involved in the monitoring equipment installation process.
Make clear what you will be doing to the mechanical and electrical systems in the building, and
identify the buildings where the monitoring will take place. Be particularly clear if you are
doing intrusive monitoring where techniques such as hot-tapping will be required. If possible,
discuss your proposed work schedule with the facility representative. By doing so, any
scheduling bottlenecks can be quickly identified and appropriate permission to conduct
monitoring can be obtained.

Issues such as building access and security should also be addressed on the PreMAP tour. It is
critical to meet all facility requirements regarding security and access and to note how and under
what circumstances you can gain access to the facility. If utility services outages will be
required, they should be noted and discussed as early in the installation planning process as
possible (the initial tour is the perfect time to introduce the topic), and coordination requirements
should be clearly spelled out. Simple issues such as parking locations for contractor trucks and
the location of any special contractor gates can be stumbling blocks and should be identified as
soon as possible. For example, some medical research facilities have very strict rules about
entering and working in their areas. Access issues such as these need to be identified at the
beginning of the project so that they can be considered when the PreMAP budget is developed.

The State of Texas generally inspects its own facilities, so electrical or mechanical permits
typically are not required. It is important, however, to determine whether any construction
permits are required whenever you enter a new jurisdiction. Facilities often have an individual
with designated responsibility for inspecting construction work at the facility. You should check
with that person to determine if any permits are required or if the facility has any other special
requirements you need to be aware of. For example, some facilities require all signal cable to
be run in conduit, even though it may not be required by local codes.

The most important thing to remember regarding permits, clearance, permission, and
access is that you are a guest at the facility. You must minimize your impact and be as
unobtrusive as possible. Monitoring is a requirement of the LoanSTAR program, but your
job will be a lot easier if you establish and maintain a cooperative working relationship with
the facility.
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3-5 Codes, Safety, and Liability Insurance

While monitoring instrumentation work in state facilities is typically inspected by facility
personnel rather than by an independent building code official from a local jurisdiction,
appropriate building electrical, mechanical, fire, and safety codes still apply. In particular, all
instrumentation work must meet the National Electrical Code, as well as other code-related
provisions of the subcontract between you and ESL. Code compliance responsibilities will
typically be passed by you to mechanical and electrical subcontractors, and appropriate
provisions related to code compliance should be included in their subcontracts. It is the
responsibility of the DASS project manager and field engineers to be knowledgeable about code
compliance issues related to monitoring equipment installation and to ultimately ensure that all
such issues are appropriately addressed.

Workplace safety is another of your key responsibilities. All field personnel must be properly
trained in workplace safety, and all Federal and State Occupational Safety and Health workplace
standards and guidelines must be met. It is critical that you do not create a safety hazard as a
result of work done in a facility. There are several key areas related to the installation of
energy-monitoring equipment where health and safety issues are critical:

3-5.1 Asbestos

Asbestos is likely to be encountered in pipe insulation and ceiling tiles, and it may be present
in other building materials as well. While asbestos abatement is not your responsibility, it is
your responsibility to obtain certification that asbestos is not present before pipe insulation or
ceiling tiles are disturbed or any other construction takes place that may disturb asbestos-
containing materials at the site. (See PreMAP Form 18.) Certification that asbestos is not
present must be obtained from facility personnel and typically is the result of on-site inspection
and laboratory testing. Most facilities have already had thorough asbestos inspections conducted,
and the results should be on file. If asbestos is determined to be present in a manner that would
interfere with the installation of monitoring equipment, no construction can take place until the
asbestos is abated. The cost of asbestos abatement is the responsibility of the facility.

3-5.2 Installation of CTs

There are several electrical safety issues related to the installation of CTs that go beyond the
technical aspects of installation. Installation of solid-core CTs requires a power outage to insert
the CT around the wire. Proper "lockout" procedures must be employed whenever a power
outage is required so that the circuit is not accidently energized. Furthermore, proper workplace
safety procedures must be employed while power is disrupted. For instance, battery-powered
lighting may be necessary if lights in the work area are interrupted. Power outages must be
arranged well in advance if an entire building or individual critical circuits (computers,
laboratory experiments, etc.) are to be interrupted.

Split-core CTs are designed to separate into two pieces so they can be installed around an
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energized wire. Extreme care must be used when installing split-core CTs since the
electrician often will be working in an energized panel or distribution center. Installing
these CTs around bus bars requires particular caution because of the exposed conductors
and close tolerances commonly encountered. It is much better to error on the side of
caution and de-energize the circuit if the situation appears at all dangerous. Installing CTs
inside an electrical panel, even split cores, is the job of a licensed journeyman electrician, not
a field engineer or technician.

3-5.3 Installation of WHTs and PTs

Monitoring equipment such as WHTs and PTs often require 480V electrical service. Since these
devices are typically mounted in junction boxes and are usually associated with low-voltage
equipment and signal cable, it is critical that the box containing them be marked with a voltage
warning so that an instrument technician does not unwittingly come in contact with line voltage
wiring.

3-5.4 General Electrical Safety

As an instrumentation and monitoring contractor, you will have the opportunity to inspect parts
of the facility's electrical system. You have the opportunity to help the facility by noting any
electrical safety problems you encounter. If the cost of the repair is negligible, have your
electrician make the repair and notify the facility; otherwise notify the facility about what you
found and what you think needs to be done to correct the problem. There have been instances
where monitoring contractors have identified major safety concerns and prevented facilities from
facing potentially serious liabilities.

3-5.5 Welding and Hot Tap Work

Insertion-type flow meters and temperature sensors are used in the LoanSTAR program. This
equipment is installed via a "hot tap" technique, which permits installation without draining a
chilled or hot water pipe and hence shutting down a HVAC system. This technique involves
high-quality welding and the associated liability of cutting into a pipe through which thousands
of gallons of water could be discharged into a building. All hot tap work must be undertaken
with the highest standards of workmanship and safety. Only highly experienced, certified
welders are to be used on the LoanSTAR project. Evidence of previous experience should be
obtained and evaluated prior to engaging a hot tap contractor. Hot tap contractors should
conduct all work using, as a minimum, the University of Texas Physical Plant Safety
Standards for Welding.

3-5.6 Insurance

Because of the nature of the risks involved in performing as a DASS for the Texas LoanSTAR
Program, it is essential to pay particular attention to insurance. The liability and workers
compensation insurance requirements for a DASS are spelled out in the subcontract between you
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and FSI It is a critical that you ensure that all subcontractors working for you maintain

the subcontractor as proof of insurance.



4-0 The INSTALL Process

The installation (INSTALL) process requires on-site coordination with the facility and
subcontractors to assure a quality installation while minimizing interference with the facility's
operations. The number of DASS and subcontractor visits to the facility should be minimized.
As the DASS, you must closely supervise work performed by mechanical and electrical
subcontractors at the site. Years of experience have demonstrated that it is usually much more
cost-effective to directly oversee the work performed by subcontractors than to attempt to
provide instructions that allow the subcontractor to complete the job without supervision.
Qualified DASS staff may complete the installation of low-voltage devices, cable runs, and
equipment labeling, or, alternatively, may just oversee the subcontractors. Cable and data
logger termination is usually reserved for qualified DASS staff. Additionally, DASS staff must
complete field verification on individual components as they are installed and terminations
completed. The DASS must also ensure that the facility is kept informed of the progress,
upcoming activity, and outages. Ultimately, DASS staff are responsible for programming the
DAS and verifying all channels.

Finally, you must complete any remaining documentation required for the installation process.
This will consist of adding additional information or changes to the PreMAP and SiteMAP
forms, and completing the INSTALL forms. If necessary, you may need to recopy forms as
they have a tendency to become tattered as they are used during the installation process. All
forms are submitted to the ESL when the installation and verification of all equipment is
complete. All forms must be completely legible.
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4-1 Installation Activity and On-Site Coordination

Prior to beginning the installation process, the following tasks should be compete:

all final design decisions must be made;
coordination with the facility for access, outages, asbestos clearances, and fire
and safety clearances must be accomplished;
all monitoring parts and equipment should be ordered, received, inspected, and
serial numbers recorded; I . : . -•*•
subcontractors should be secured;
telephone service should be installed;
utility company metering purchase orders should be in place and pulse initiators
or splitters installed; and -> i
PreMAP documents should be updated. -

As the DASS, you should support and coordinate each subcontractor's activities and needs, as
well as facilitate overall project coordination. For example, it is necessary to coordinate any
outages just prior to their occurrence as well as in advance. Outages must be minimized and
constant communication is required. Restart of equipment must also be coordinated and verified
with the facility. Specialized contractors may be required to restart certain HVAC equipment.

As will be discussed later in Section 4-7, verification of sensor and DAS operation is one of
your most critical tasks.
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4-2 Completing the INSTALL Forms

The INSTALL documents will be completed both before and during the installation. Eight
forms are required for each installation. Forms 1, 2, and 6 should be completed prior to starting
the installation and the remaining five forms are completed as the monitoring equipment
operation is verified. The verification forms provide proof that equipment was properly
functioning when it was installed. Verification methods will be discussed in Section 4-8.
Following is a description of each form. Refer to Appendices E and F to review samples of
completed forms, as well as blank copies of each form.

4-2.1 Form INSTALL
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

This form is completed prior to starting the installation. It serves as a reminder of some
potential coordination tasks that may need to be accomplished. It will often be necessary to add
other pre-installation coordination tasks to those listed. Some of those listed may be extraneous.

4-2.2 Form INSTALL2
Request for Permission to Interrupt Service (Outage)

This form is important when outages are difficult to arrange or when affected equipment is
critical to some process. An individual form should be completed for each different type of
outage, such as electric circuits, motors, chillers, or thermal delivery systems. You can make
a list in the blank area of the form if many similar equipment items are involved, rather than
completing an individual form for each equipment item.

In many instances, there will be no outages, or outage coordination will be simple enough that
completing this form will not be necessary. However, whenever any critical facility service is
involved, such as computers, medical equipment, experiments, or research, the DASS site
engineer should complete this form and have it signed by the proper facility authority. This will
assist in coordination and will share responsibility for the outage with the facility. Dealing with
outages is a "zero-defect" task. You cannot afford to make a mistake.

4-2.3 Form INSTALL3
ELECTRIC POWER CHANNEL VERIFICATION FORM

This form is completed during the installation to verify the operation of CTs, PTs, and the
associated kW channels. The information on the left side of the table (CHAN through Full-Scale
AMPS) is copied from SiteMAP Form 2, and the rest of the form is used to record verification
information. The DAS real time data is compared to calculations based on hand-held meter
readings for volts, amps, and watts. Other real time data readings may also be verified,
including power factor and, by calculation, kVA. You may also use facility or utility metering
for verification where necessary. A sample of each type of verification calculation should be
shown on the bottom or back of the form. Samples of verification calculations and techniques
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can be found in Section 4-8. The form will be especially useful if any phasing problems exist
in the installation.

This form will be reviewed by ESL to verify that all monitoring equipment was functioning
properly when the installation was completed. The completed forms are also useful for
troubleshooting.

4-2.4 Form INSTALL4a
DIGITAL CHANNEL VERIFICATION FORM

This form is completed during the installation to verify the operation of all monitoring equipment
connected to digital channels. The information on the left side of the table is copied from
SiteMAP Form 3a, and the rest of the form is used to record verification information. The DAS
real time data is compared to hand-held meter readings, facility or utility meter readings, and
pulse-count/stop-watch readings. A sample of all verification calculations should be shown on
the bottom or back of the form. Further information and samples of verification calculations
and techniques can be found in Section 4-8, "Verification."

This form will be reviewed by ESL to verify that all monitoring equipment was functioning
properly when the installation was completed.

4-2.5 Form INSTALL4b
ANALOG CHANNEL VERIFICATIQN FORM

This form verifies the operation of all monitoring equipment using analog channels. The
information on the left side of the table (CHAN through SCALE) is copied from SiteMAP Form
3b, and the rest of the form is used to record verification information. You will need to add a
column for "OFFSET" as needed for some analog channels. The DAS real time data is
compared to calculations based on hand-held monitoring equipment. A sample of all verification
calculations should be shown on the bottom or back of the form. Further information and
samples of verification calculations and techniques can be found in Section 4-7.

This form will be reviewed by ESL to verify that all monitoring equipment was functioning
properly when the installation was completed

4-2.6 Form INSTALLS
INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

This form is completed while the installation is in progress. Review the form and be aware that
all items on the list must be accomplished before the installation is complete. Many of the tasks
listed on the checklist can be completed while installing or verifying the equipment. A check
mark is placed in each of the 11 blanks on the form when the associated task is completed.
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ESL will inspect the site (see line 8) to see that all tasks are complete and that all equipment is
functioning properly.

4-2.7 Form INSTALL6
INVENTORY TRANSFER

This form is used to document the transfer of equipment purchased for one site to another, or
from ESL to a site. After you have completed several sites, it is likely that a small stock of
equipment will remain, which may be used at new sites when appropriate. Also, ESL may
allow some of its stock to be used to facilitate the installation of certain monitoring equipment.
In either case, the form is to be completed to document the source of the equipment. Equipment
that you specifically purchase for the site is recorded on SiteMAP Form 9, not on this form.

4-2.8 Form INSTALL?
EQUIPMENT CHANGE FORM

You will not use this form during an installation. Rather, it is used for changes in the system
due to modification at some later date, or to document the repair or calibration of equipment at
a site.

4-2.9 Form INSTALL8
TIME SERIES RECORD PLOT CHECK FORM

This form is completed when it is necessary to verify DAS TSRs. It may be used with kW,
digital, or analog channels. This form is particularly useful to verify the performance of
monitoring equipment over time. A piece of equipment may function accurately during an
instantaneous measurement and not provide an accurate time series record. This could be due
to:

• inaccurate integration;
• the equipment's inability to function over the range of loads encountered;
• intermittent data logger failure;
• intermittent signal transmission problems; or
• incorrect parameter set programming.

This form will be reviewed by ESL to verify that all monitoring equipment was functioning
properly when the installation was completed. The completed forms are also useful for
troubleshooting.
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4-3 Monitoring Equipment Installation

As has been noted previously, all installations by electrical contractors must adhere to The
National Electric Code (NEC), appropriate local codes, and all facility codes and regulations.
All work in electrical switchgear and panels must be done by qualified personnel from properly
licensed and bonded electrical contractors. Similarly, all installations by mechanical contractors,
welding contractors, insulation contractors, and other crafts must be conducted by properly
qualified staff from licensed and bonded contractors.

You must be very careful not to perform work for which you are not properly qualified.
For example, engineers are not qualified to install CTs unless they also hold a journeyman
electrician's license and work for a licensed electrical contractor.

4-3.1 CT Installation

The watt transducer will integrate a 3-phase signal into a single-pulse output, representing kWH
for the entire device. Record these channels on SiteMAP Form 3a.

Before CTs are installed, the building electrical system phasing must be properly understood.
If it was not possible to verify the phasing of electrical system components during previous
inspections, it is critical that the phase relationship be determined at this point in the installation

Begin phase confirmation at the highest point in the distribution system that will be monitored.
Establish a relationship between 3-phase color designations as installed in the building (usually
black, red, and blue for 120/208-volt service, and brown, orange, and yellow for 277/480-volt
service) and the phase letters that will be used in the installation documentation (A, B, and C).
From that point, phase-verify the next lower panel in the distribution system, and so on until the
phase relationship of all monitored panels with a common voltage source (fed from the same
service entrance or transformer) have been confirmed. Clearly label all panel feeders and other
primary conductors with phase tape or other identifying markings. The color/phase legend
should be written on the riser diagram and on the Panel Documentation Forms. This step is
crucial to the rest of the installation procedures.

If panels or circuits are discovered to be incorrectly phased on the Panel Documentation or the
Switchgear Documentation Forms, the paper copy must be corrected by entering the correct
phase letter of the panel bus and providing explanatory notes as necessary. The discovery of
incorrect phasing may result in changes to the SiteMAP. The implication of these changes must
be evaluated before any sensors are installed. Changes in the phasing may require changes to
the configuration files for the DAS. (See Section 4.4, "DAS Programming and Installation,"
for more information.)

If monitoring on the load side of transformers is required, a specific phase relationship must be
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established. Each transformer has independent secondary voltages (it is considered a separate
service requiring separate PTs) requiring their own phase designations. Each monitored panel
below the transformer must be phase-verified back to the transformer as described above.

Each monitored panel or switchgear will require the installation of various CTs. The Panel and
Switchgear Documentation Forms show the CT requirements in sufficient detail to serve as an
installation blueprint. Using this documentation, the DASS field engineer will guide the
electrician during installation of the CTs.

In all cases, the occupants MUST be well informed of expected power outages. Even
installation of split-core CTs sometimes results in momentary power outages, and the occupants
of the space need warning. Notify the occupants of CT installation activity before the panel
covers are even removed, as this, too, can result in accidentally tripped breakers.

Extreme care must be applied to circuits that absolutely cannot be disturbed. Power
interruptions should be timed to minimize inconvenience to the occupants, and the period without
power should also be minimized. In some cases, it may be necessary to install CTs after
business hours. Some circuits may require special restart procedures and/or the resetting of
timing circuits. Before turning the breaker off be certain that a qualified individual is available
to accomplish the restart. Perhaps the most sensitive circuits are those related to computer
systems, health care or academic research activities, security (alarms), safety (fire alarms), and
HVAC.' These deserve special attention and, in many cases, split-core CTs must be used.

CTs are mounted with the polarity arrow pointing toward the source of the voltage. Figures 1-
10 through 1-13 show how CTs can be connected to various single-phase and 3-phase power
connections. Note that only two CTs are required to monitor a 3-phase, 3-wire system.

Any 3-phase unbalanced load must be monitored on all three phases. This includes packaged
HVAC units that may incorporate 3-phase as well as single-phase devices. As a general rule,
balanced multiple-phase loads can be monitored on one less phase than the number of phases
(not counting ground or neutral) serving the load. Thus, a 2-phase load can be monitored on
one phase A 3-phase, 3-wire (delta) load cart be monitored on two phases. A 3-phase, 4-wire
(wye) load requires monitoring on all three phases. In all of these cases, the monitored phases
(hi-ref) must be referenced to the non-monitored phase (Lo-ref). In the 3-phase, 4-wire case,
neutral is the Lo-ref.

Exception: Any load monitored with a dedicated watt transducer must be monitored on

all of its phases.

In situations with more than one wire per phase serving a device (parallel feeds), each of the
wires on the monitored phases must be monitored. It is not safe to assume that multiple
conductors on the same phase will always carry identical currents, due to variations on the
resistance of the wire terminations. Either all the wires on a phase must be grouped together
and routed through a single CT, or multiple CTs should be used to monitor all of the wires.
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Some measurement plans may call for a single CT to be installed around multiple wires. This
CT can be difficult to install correctly, since each individual wire must be connected to the same
phase and be routed in the same direction through the CT. It is most effective to have the DASS
field engineer following the Panel or Switchgear Documentation Forms while the electrician
installs the CTs.

In the course of installing CTs, the electrician may discover situations where a split-core CT is
preferable to a solid, even though the latter was specified in the SiteMAP. If the DASS
technician agrees that safety or convenience justifies such a change, a split-core CT may be
used.

CT secondary wires are labeled (numbered), routed, and secured inside the electrical panel with
wire ties and routed through a chase nipple either directly into the data logger if its is adjacent,
or into a junction box mounted outside the electrical panel. Junction boxes must be firmly
secured to the switchgear or panels with one or two chase nipples or other appropriate mounting
hardware. The electrical contractor must take care to assure that metal shavings, cut-out pieces,
and knock-outs are kept from entering the electrical cabinet. Signal cable is neatly routed from
the junction box through a short length of conduit or through a romex clamp connector and
ultimately back to the data logger. The junction box should be large enough to contain enough
wire to ease making junctions. Remember the CT leads are 600V-rated, but signal cable is not.
Signal cable cannot be routed Into electrical panels. The junction with the CT leads must
be made outside. Also, a messy junction box is difficult to verify. . .

Excess signal cable should be cut off or bundled, and excess CT secondary wire should be
bundled and the wire tied neatly inside the switchgear. It is important when you plan to reuse
CTs to keep secondary wires as long as possible to avoid future splicing inside an electrical
panel. Wire markers on the signal cable and the CT secondaries must be reattached when the
wires are cut. Wire numbering and coding errors must be scrupulously avoided. They can
be difficult to identify in the verification process. When splicing, strip a minimum amount
of wire insulation from the signal cable and CT secondaries so the chance of short-circuits to
ground or other signal wires is eliminated. Wkgo brand cable connectors are almost exclusively
used for splicing or making junctions in the LoanSTAR Program. These connectors are much
more efficient and secure than traditional butt splices and wire nuts.

Several different types of CT terminations are possible. They are discussed in detail below.

Single CT, direct connection: Some CT leads may be pulled directly into the data logger
enclosure and can be directly connected to the watt meter channel terminal strips. The CT leads
are numbered with the channel number and are connected accordingly. Refer to Figure 1-7 for
the location of the CT terminations. Polarity is as follows: The white wire from the CT should
be terminated on the HIGH (H) terminal for each channel and the black wire on the LOW (L)
terminal.

Single CT, through junction box and cable: When the CT leads are not long enough to reach
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Single CT, through junction box and cable: When the CT leads are not long enough to reach
the data logger, connect them to a pair of leads of a multiple-pair signal cable in a junction box
and route the cable to the logger. Assign the color- or number-coded pairs of wire to channels
on the multi-pair cable guide (Form SiteMAP8). Make the connections in the junction boxes
using Wago connectors. Terminate the logger end of the multiple pair cable to the CT
termination board as described above. .

Multiple CT, parallel connection: Multiple identical CTs on the same logger channel can be
combined in parallel if their lead lengths vary by less than 1 foot. When a solid and a split-
core CT are used on the same channel, they require a combiner board (see below). The
black and white leads are separately combined. If the leads reach the logger, they can be
connected to it directly. Otherwise, multi-pair extension cables must be used, as described
above.

Multiple CT, parallel connection, using summing modules: Multiple CTs of the same current
rating may be combined by using CT summing modules either at the data loggers or in junction
boxes at the electrical panel where the CTs are located. The Electric Power Channel
Assignment Form in the SiteMAP identifies which channels require summing modules. Note
that if the lead lengths are equal (+1 foot), the CT combiner board is not necessary.
Ultimately, a single pair of wires will leave the combiner board output side. The white lead
goes to the numbered terminal and the black goes to "C" (common terminal).

Combiner boards can themselves be combined in parallel. There is no maximum number of CTs
that can be combined through combiner circuits. The practical limitation is in terms of
complexity of organization and physical room to gang the CT combiner boards. A reasonable
maximum would be three connector boards or 12 CTs in parallel. If more than one summing
module is needed for a given channel (i.e., more than four CTs used), each board is connected
to the next by connecting the output sides in parallel: number-to-number and common-to-
common. Ultimately, a single pair leaves one summing module and carries the signal to the
logger; it may be connected to the output side of any one of the combined boards. Refer to
Figure 1-6 for details.

Virtual CTs: On a channel combining several CTs of rating X, you can also include
combinations of CTs of lower rating with equal lead length connected in parallel to add up to
X.

Example: Most CTs on a given channel are rated at 100 amps. Two 50 amp CTs could be used
if they were combined in parallel to make a virtual 100-amp CT. The outputs of actual and
virtual CTs of rating X must be fed into a summing module.

The restrictions that apply to connecting CTs are summarized below:

• the lead lengths in the parallel circuit must be equal (within +1 foot for 22 AWG
wire) or a resistance-matching summing module must be used;
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4-3.2 PT Installation

To increase the safety of the data-collection s
designed. These PTs transform the high voltage
voltages less than 6 VAC. . .

astern, special reference voltage PTs have been
inputs into low current signals with secondary

Each separate monitored electrical service entrance, as well as the secondary side of each
transformer that has loads to be monitored, must have its own PT. Also, each logger must have
an individual PT even if multiple loggers are monitoring the same set of reference voltages.

The PT is a small, plastic brick (3"x3"x 3/4") that has separate A, B, C, and neutral inputs.
The primary wires of the PT are connected to the voltage source and the shielded secondary wire
is routed to the data logger. The brick itself may be mounted in any convenient

location in a separate junction box. It should !be grounded using its ground wire or the ground
fitting in its case.

The voltage source should be provided through a dedicated breaker if at all possible. The PT
draws virtually no current from the service and is classified as a high-impedance device, covered
under NEC, Section 230-82, Exception 4. Therefore, the code allows it to be powered directly
from the panel or switch service lugs if installation of a breaker is not feasible. It is often
convenient to install a separate multi-pole breaker for both the PT and the bell transformer
powering the logger (see below). The phase relationship of the power leads must be
carefully noted as this determines the phase relationship of the output signals to the logger.

The output of the PT must be routed in a separate 4-conductor twisted, shielded cable or in a
multi-pair cable to the data logger. The PT cable drain wire must be continuous from the PT
to a ground terminal at the logger.

Figure 1-1 shows the general layout of the logger terminations and other components. The PT
connections are made to the PT inputs on the logger as shown in Figure 1-9. All of the
referenced voltages must be connected for the PT signals to be received correctly. Figures 1-10
through 1-13 show wiring diagrams and the channel configuration for four common service
types. A label is affixed to each junction box describing the equipment in the junction box, the
level of voltage present in the junction box, and the source of the voltage.
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the full-scale current rating for all of the CTs (or virtual combined CTs) must be the
same. CTs with different full-scale current ratings cannot be connected in parallel,
except as a virtual CT;
if split-core and solid-core CTs are ujsed on the same channel, they must be connected
with a summing module; and
the equivalent full scale current seen at the data logger channel is the sum of the full
scale currents for all of the CTs co nected in parallel. : .



4-3.3 Bell Transformer Installation

The data loggers require single-phase 24 VAC for operation. Standard bell transformers that
convert 120 VAC to 24 VAC are suitable for this purpose. One is supplied with each data
logger.

Each loeeer requires its own transformer, but multiple transformers may be powered from a
sinele 120-volt breaker. Each data logger consumes approximately 20 watts. The transformers
must be protected by a circuit breaker, preferably no larger than 20 amps. The breaker installed
for the PTs can be used to power the bell-type transformers also.

The transformers must be installed in junction boxes. PuU the 24-VAC ^ 0 ^ J S ^
and terminate it at the logger as shown in Figure 4-1 on terminals 93 and 94. Polanty at these
tennfrl does not matter It is recommended that a 1-amp, in-line, fast-acting fusebe installed
on the transformer secondary to protect it from an accidental short-circuit A label is affixed
to the junction box describing the equipment in the junction box, the level of voltage present in
the junction box, and the source of the voltage.

FIGURE 4-1 CONNECTION FOR POWER TRANSFORMER
(Source: Synergisric Installation Manual, May 1993.)
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4-3.4 Digital Inputs Installation

WHT Installation

The Ohio Semitronics WHT and the low-voltage output shunted CTs are to be installed by a
qualified electrical contractor according to the manufacturer's specifications, at the locations
specified in the SiteMAP.

Each WHT is typically mounted in a covered, 10"X10"x4" junction box at a location close to
the reference voltage. The voltage source for the load being monitored is phased and supplied
to the WHT as both reference voltage and instrument power. Use dedicated breakers where
available and install fused protection on the primary side of the WHT. The fuses are typically
installed in a covered, 6"x6"x4" junction box mounted next to the WHT.

Three shunted CTs are installed on the current-carrying conductors of the loads to be monitored.
The secondary side of the CTs are terminated at the CT inputs of the WHT.

i
The signal output from the WHT is a Form A (dry contact) pulse. The two leads of the output
signal from the WHT are connected to a digital input using two-conductor, 22-ga, solid copper,
plenum-rated wire as shown in Figure 1-14.

The WHT will be labeled with an ampere rating. This rating represents the full-scale amps per
phase that will produce an output of 0.1 pulse/kWH (assuming a power factor of 1.0). Compute
the pulse constant (scaling factor) as follows:
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Wires are terminated at the WHT as follows:



The data logger must be programmed to apply the correct multiplier to the accumulated pulses
to produce an accurate representation of kWH consumption. Total kWH consumption for each
integration period is stored by the data logger.

A label is applied to each junction box describing the equipment in the junction box, the level
of voltage present in the junction box, and the source of the voltage.

Utility Meter Pulse-Initiator Installation

Each utility electric meter used for monitoring must be configured with a pulse output suitable
for connection to the digital channels of the data logger. The utility will typically provide and
install a 3-wire (Form C) KYZ output. However, only two wires will be used, representing a
simple contact closure. Either the KY or KZ terminals should be connected to a digital input
using two-conductor, 22-ga, solid copper wire as shown in Figure 1-14.

The utility company will install the pulse-initiating meter and a junction box with a terminal strip
and fuse. Normally, a fuse on the K wire will suffice, though in some areas, meter technicians
may require a fuse on each wire. The meter personnel will make the terminations on the meter
side of the fuse. Note that the voltage on the open K contact is 5 VDC through 3.3 K ohms of
resistance. The K wire is generally red. The Y and Z wires are equivalent for LoanSTAR
purposes.

It is usually necessary to mount a second covered, 2"x2"x4", weather-tight junction box (Bell
Box) to cover the penetration through the wall of the building. The location and manner of all
penetrations must be approved by the building contact. Drill a neat hole of the smallest possible
size and seal it with RTV (or other suitable sealant) to prevent water or air leakage. In addition
to covering the penetration through the building wall, the junction box is also used to secure
either weather-tight conduit or EMT, which is installed from the wall penetration junction box
to the utility meter junction box.

The utility meter service technician or the utility customer service representative . ill provide
the meter pulse constant. Calculate the scaling factor and program the DAS to apply the correct
multiplier to the accumulated pulses. »

Gas Utility Pulse-Initiator Meter Installation

At its discretion, the gas utility will install a pulse output device on the existing meter, or install
a replacement pulse-initiating meter. The pulse initiator will be equipped with either a Form
C (KYZ) or a Form A (KY or KZ) output. Either the KY or KZ terminals should be connected
to a digital input at the DAS using two-conductor, 22-ga, solid copper wire as shown in Figure
1-14.

It is usually necessary to mount a covered, 2"x2Mx4", weather-tight junction box (Bell Box) on
the exterior wall of the building near the gas meter to cover the penetration through the wall.
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The location and type of penetration must be approved by the building contact. Drill a neat hole
of the smallest possible size and seal it with RTV (or other suitable sealant) to prevent water or
air leakage. The junction box covers the hole drilled in the wall, through which the signal wire
penetrates the structure and is also used to secure weather-tight conduit, which must be installed
from the junction box to the meter output terminal. The utility company may require that a
fitting, which stops vented gas from entering the building (often called a "Seal Out") be installed
at the meter or at the junction box.

The meter service technician or the utility custo Tier service representative will provide the meter
pulse constant. Calculate the scaling factor ard program the DAS to apply the correct pulse
constant multiplier to the accumulated pulses.

In-Une Turbine Flow Meter Installation for Condensate and Boiler Feedwater

In-line flow meters must be installed by a qualified contractor according to the manufacturer's
specifications, at the locations specified in the PreMAP. Before an in-line flow meter can be

I installed, the following conditions must be met:

• the design and installation location for the metering station must be approved by the
facility;

• the facility must provide proof that asbestos insulation is absent or that asbestos
abatement has been completed; an(jl

• a qualified and insured mechanical contractor has been secured to fabricate and install
the condensate or boiler feedwateri metering station.

The meter must be installed in a trap configuration with a three-valve bypass so that it can be
i removed for service without causing an outage to the facility. The metering station must be
t* pressure-tested for leaks prior to installation. The installation must be coordinated with facility

personnel to schedule the necessary condensate and fire alarm system outage.

! The metering station must be installed in a straight, horizontal section of pipe with a minimum
'• of 5 pipe diameters of straight, unobstructed pipe upstream and 5 pipe diameters downstream
1 from the sensor to allow full development of the flow profile. The flow sensor must be mounted

with the head pointing upward. Approximately 5 to 8 feet of pipe must be cut out to install the
metering station with the trap-bypass.

Upon completion of the installation, the condensate flow will be routed through the meter and
t a final leak test completed. You will be responsible for insulating the metering station (except
f for the meter itself) upon completion of the installation. The insulation may be accomplished
j by the mechanical contractor or by a separate qualified and insured insulation contractor.

The signal output from the flow meter is a Form A (dry contact) pulse which is preset to
represent a specific number of gallons. The two leads of the pulse output signal are connected

t to a digital input using two-conductor, 22-ga, solid copper wire as shown in Figure 1-14. The



specifications for the meter will provide a multiplier value, which represents the number of
gallons per pulse. Use this value as the scale factor in the data logger parameter set. The value
stored in the TSRs is usually gallons per hour. The serial number of the flow meter is recorded
on SiteMAP Form 9.

BTU Meter Installation

BTU meter installation involves the following:

• BTU/Flow Totalizer Installation;
• Insertion Temperature Sensors Installation; and
• Insertion Flow Meter Installation.

BTU/Flow Totalizer Installation

A BTU/flow totalizer requires either 120V or 24V instrument power. Hence, the installation
location and use of a line voltage circuit must be approved by the facility. Refer to the DK
System 90 Series BTU meter for installation and programming instructions. A qualified
electrical contractor must be used to complete the installation.

The electrician will mount the totalizer at the location indicated by the ELT and complete the
installation of 120V or 24V instrument power. The totalizer has mounting brackets with four
holes, which are used to secure the enclosure to the wall. If 120V is used for instrument power,
conduit is run directly from the electrical panel to the totalizer. If a 120V to 24V transformer
is used for instrument power, the transformer is typically mounted in a covered, 6"x6"x4"
junction box at the electrical panel, and 22-ga solid copper wire is installed to bring the 24V
power to the totalizer. Qualified DASS personnel can make all low-voltage terminations.

The totalizer is factory-programmed to function accurately for a given temperature range and
a given specific heat. The totalizer is field-programmed for the pulses/output of the flow meter
and BTUs per contact closure. The field programming consists of setting two dip switches (S4
and SI) as described in the DK installation and programming manual. ESL has created set of
tables, titled "Aggie Flowmeter Insertion Depth Tabulator" (see the attachment to PreMAP Form
15), which should be used to determine the S4 and SI settings.

The totalizer has two Form A pulse (dry contact) outputs, which terminate at two digital inputs
on the data logger. The pulse output signals are terminated using four-conductor, 22-ga, solid
copper wire as shown in Figure 1-14. Program the data logger to apply the correct multiplier
to the accumulated pulses. The value of the multiplier is shown in the tables of the "Aggie
Flowmeter Insertion Depth Tabulator." A label is affixed to the totalizer detailing the source
and voltage of instrument power.
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Insertion Temperature Sensors Installation

Before an insertion temperature sensor can be installed, the following conditions must be met:

• the hot tap locations must be approvea by the facility;

• the facility must provide proof that asbestos insulation is absent, or have completed
asbestos abatement; and

• a qualified and insured mechanical contractor must be secured to complete the hot
taps at the locations specified by the ELTs.

Refer to the DK System 90 Series BTU Measurement Installation Manual and DI Technical
Bulletin No. 41 on hot tap installations. ,

Two 1" hot taps for the two insertion temperature sensors are required for each BTU metering
installation (one in the supply line and one in the return line). The taps are completed by the
contractor as follows: The mechanical contractor removes approximately 1 square foot of
insulation from the pipe at the location where each hot tap is to be completed. A P thread-a-let
is then welded to the pipe, a 2-1/2" brass nipple is installed, a 1" gate or ball valve is installed,
and each installation is pressure-tested. The contractor then drills a 1/2" hole in the pipes using
a hot tap tool. The insulation and covering is replaced on the pipe surrounding the tap, and the
plumbing parts are insulated up to the top of the new valve. The insulation may be
accomplished by the mechanical contractor or by a separate qualified and insured insulation
contractor.

The mechanical contractor will then install a Px l /4" galvanized bushing and a 1/4" NPT to a
1/4" compression fitting with plastic feirel on the top of the new valves. The MRA-Variable
Depth Sensor thermistors are then installed through the fittings and valve to a depth of 1-1/2"
in the flow. A covered box is mounted at the top of each insertion temperature sensor to house
the terminations and to secure the signal wire conduit if required by the facility. The two leads

I of each thermistor are connected to the appropriate inputs of the BTU/flow totalizer using a
i single-pair, 22-ga, twisted, shielded cable with drain. The drain wire is open at the thermistor
i and is terminated at the common terminal input in the totalizer.

| Insertion Row Meter Installation

I" Before an insertion flow meter can be installed, the following conditions must be met:

• the hot tap locations must be approved by the facility;
i • the facility must provide proof that asbestos insulation is absent, or that asbestos
• abatement has been completed; anp

• a qualified and insured mechanical contractor is secured to complete the hot tap at
the location specified by the PreMAP.

Refer to the Data Industrial Series 200 owrters manual (model No. 225B, option 12R), DK
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System 90 Series BTU Measurement Installation Manual, and the DI Technical Bulletin No. 41

on hot tap installations.

One 2" hot tap for the insertion flow meter is required for each BTU metering installation. The
tap is completed by the contractor as follows: The mechanical contractor removes
approximately 1 square foot of insulation from the pipe at the location where the hot tap is to
be completed. A 2" thread-a-let is then welded to the pipe, a 2-1/2" brass nipple is installed,
a 2" full port gate or ball valve is installed, and each installation is pressure-tested. The
contractor ihen drills a 1-7/8" hole in the pipe using a hot tap tool. The insulation and covering
are replaced on the pipe surrounding the tap, and the plumbing parts are insulated up to the top
of the new valve. The insulation may be accomplished by the mechanical contractor or by a
separate qualified and insured insulation contractor.

The mechanical contractor will then install a brass 2" close nipple and a galvanized 2" coupler
on the top of the new valve (the nipple and coupler are installed to give added clearance between
the paddle wheel of the flow meter and the moving parts of the valve during the installation of
the flow meter). A DI hot tap insertion tool (Model No. 225H; See DI Technical Bulletin No.
41) is used to install the flow meter into the pressurized line. Calculations for the proper
installation depth measurements are shown in the PreMAP forms. (See the attachment to
PreMAP Form 15, "Aggie Flowmeter Insertion Depth Tabulator.") When the flow meter is
installed to its proper depth, the flow meter alignment is adjusted such that the paddlewheel is
perpendicular to the flow with the arrow on the meter pointing with the flow. The three sets
of lock nuts are then tightened on the threaded rods to hold the meter at the exact location. The
three leads of the flow sensor are terminated to a single-pair, 22-ga, twisted, shielded cable with
drain The drain wire is connected to the bare wire of the sensor. At the totalizer, the signal
cable drain wire is terminated with the flow reference lead at the input of the totalizer. The
other wire is terminated to the flow input terminal. Record the serial number of the flow meter
on SiteMAP Form 9.

4-3.5 Analog Sensor Installation

Install analog devices as specified by the manufacturer. Either you or a qualified subcontractor
can mount and terminate the analog sensors.

Analog sensors come with a variety of signal outputs. See Figures 1-15 to 1-19 for illustrations
of wire terminations. In all cases, the drain wire is grounded at the data logger but not at the
sensor. Depending on manufacturer, sensor type, and application, any of the following outputs
could be specified. .

2-wire, 4-20 mA output

Most analog equipment used in the LoanSTAR Program has a 2-wire, 4-20 mA signal. The
cable used is 22-ga, plenum-rated, stranded, twisted-pair, shielded, with drain. The cable drain
wire is grounded only to the logger to avoid a ground loop.
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Connection of a 2-wire, 4-20 mA (logger-powered) signal with the use of an internal 200 Ohm
resistive header is shown in Figure 1-16. The sensor is powered by the data logger at
approximately 30 VDC. Terminal V connects to the positive side of the sensor. Terminal A
connects to the negative side of the sensor.

Connection of a 2-wire, 4-20 mA (externally powered) signal resistive header is shown in Figure
1-17. The sensor is powered by a field power source. Terminal A connects to the positive side
of the sensor. The negative side of the sensor is connected to the logger ground.

3-wire, 4-20 mA analog output

These devices, though rarely used, may be configured for any type of monitoring situation. The
cable used is 22 AWG, plenum-rated, stranded, twisted-pair, shielded, with drain. The cable
drain wire is grounded only to the logger to avjoid a ground loop.

I
Connection of a 3-wire 4-20 mA (logger-powered) signal resistive header is shown in Figure
1-18. The sensor is powered by the data logger at approximately 30 VDC. Terminal V
connects to the positive side of the sensor. Terminal A connects to the negative side of the
sensor. The common terminal of the sensor is connected to the logger ground.

2-wire, 5 VDC analog output

These devices are common when sharing facility monitoring equipment. The sensor is powered
by a field power source (externally powerecf). The cable used is 22 AWG, plenum-rated,
stranded, twisted-pair, shielded, with drain.

Connection of a 5 VDC signal to the data logger is shown in Figure 1-19. The cable drain wire
is grounded only to the logger to avoid a ground loop.

3-wire, 5 VDC analog output

These devices, though rarely used, may be conlfigured for any type of monitoring situation. The
cable used is 22-ga, plenum-rated, stranded, twisted-pair, shielded, with drain. The cable drain
wire is grounded only to the logger to avoid i ground loop. = -•*.

The sensor is powered by the data logger at approximately 30 VDC. Terminal V connects to
the positive side of the sensor. Terminal A connects to the negative side of the sensor. The
common terminal of the sensor is connected to the logger ground.

2-wire resistive RTD analog output

Resistive temperature sensors, such as 10000 RTD, are sometimes used instead of the insertion-
type thermistor temperature sensor previously described. The same insertion installation
procedure is followed, and the sensor is terminated directly to an analog input at the DAS. The
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DAS supplies a constant-current source to produce a measurable voltage across the resistive
sensor One side of the resistor is connected to terminal A, and the other side is attached to the
logger ground terminal as shown in Figure 1-15. The resistor terminals are equivalent.

The cable used is 22-ga, plenum-rated, stranded, twisted-pair, shielded, with drain. The shield
wire is grounded only to the logger to avoid a ground loop. NOTE: The use of a 2-wirc: RTD
usually limits the length of the analog signal because of the resistance that is added by the
intervening wire. Any 2-wire RTD should be field- or laboratory-calibrated with the exact
leneth of lead wire to assure that the extra resistance from signal wire is accounted for in
software. Each 2.1 ohms added to the circuit (70 feet of 22 AWG cable) raises the indicated
temperature by 1°F.

4-3.6 Fuse and Circuit Breaker Installation

As noted previously, the data logger, BTU meter, and signal-conditioning equipment need 120
VAC (or 120 VAC to 24 VAC) for instrument power. A single-pole, 120V, 15-amp breaker
will adequately serve any or all of those equipment power requirements. If all the equipment
can be mounted in one location, then use just one breaker as a power source. For equipment
in various locations, use a single-pole, 120-VAC, 15-amp breaker at each location as specified

in the SiteMAP documents. If 120 VAC is used for instrument power, conduit is run directly
from the electrical panel to the monitoring equipment.

If 120 VAC is not available at all locations, a 120V to 24V transformer can be specified for
instrument power requirements. The transformer is typically mounted in a covered, 6Bx6Bx4"
junction box adjacent to the electrical panel, and 22-ga solid copper wire is installed to bring the
24V power to the monitoring equipment. Qualified DASS personnel can make 24V
terminations, but all line voltage work must be completed by a qualified electrical contractor.

PTs and WHTs require 3-phase voltage for instrument power and reference voltage. These
devices are typically fused with three 1.5-amp, in-line fuses housed in a covered, 6"x6"x4"
junction box mounted adjacent to the monitoring equipment. The fusing protects and isolates
the monitoring equipment. All high-voltage junctions are made by the electrician in the junction
box with the fuses.

If there are no spares or blank locations to mount a new breaker, the electrician must find the
necessary voltage at a shared location that will satisfy code requirements. The monitoring
equipment should be fused in the same manner described above whether there is a dedicated
breaker, disconnect, or a shared voltage.

All monitoring equipment and junction boxes must be labeled to show the voltage source and
voltage level present at that location.
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4-4 Cable Installation

4-4.1 Incoming Telephone Line

If possible, coordinate the installation schedule so that you and the telephone company technician
are on site at the same time. The technician will be instructed to locate the telephone jack
adjacent to the data logger that will control communications. Confirm the correct telephone
number after the line is installed. j ' "

If the line was previously installed, call ESL or the operator for a line check using a handset
plugged into the telephone jack. The called party will be asked to return a call to the number
identified in the telephone installation. If the telephone line does not function, contact the
telephone company for repair if necessary. ,

Once you know the telephone number, enter it n the QUEUE screen of Synernet, for use when
polling the site remotely. Also, verify that the telephone number is recorded correctly on
PreMAP Form 16.

4-4.2 Communication Network

Two conductors connect the communication network to each of the data loggers from the
controlling logger (the logger with the modern). Plenum-rated telephone wire or any solid
copper conductor 22 AWG or larger will be satisfactory. Connect the loggers in parallel at the
"DC Loop" screw terminals on the communication boards. (Refer to Figure 1-4.)

I When the data loggers are powered up, the DTR light should come on and stay on, but the other
; lights on the communication board will be offj after a self-check. : -

: This is a convenient time to terminate the telephone line for the site. The terminal block
installed by the telephone company should be removed and the telephone wire should be run into

! the controlling logger — the one with a modem installed. The telephone wire conductors should
: be terminated on the "Telco Line" screw connectors in the controlling logger. The terminations

are verified by plugging in a hand set to theJThone" RJ connector and listening for the dial
tone. The polarity is confirmed by verifying that an outgoing call can be made through the DAS
with a touch-tone telephone. Also, green to red on the telephone line should measure about +50
VDC. :

4-4.3 Cable Network

In many cases open wiring consisting of multiple-twisted pair, plenum-rated, shielded cable will
meet code and facility requirements. This will eliminate the need for conduit covering.
However, if all other wiring in a space is enclosed in conduit, then the signal cable should be
likewise enclosed. If danger of physical damage is present because of the nature of the activities
of a space, then enclose the cable in conduit. Pay attention to aesthetics. The conduit and cable
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CT Cables

required number of wire pairs between each junction box and logger.

r n f i g u S t L g mulU-pair cabfe guide forms (SITEMAP Form 8), and leave cop.es u. each
logger to simplify diagnosing future problems.

Other Sensor Cables

cable length is 500 feet.

When installing cable to RTOs, be sure to measure or calculate the resistance of the wire
(complete circuit) and entering the proper offset in software.



4-5 DAS Installation and Programming ;

4-5.1 DAS Installation

The electrician will mount the data logger(s) at the location(s) indicated in the SiteMAP Sketch.
The data logger enclosure should be secured to a wall or other suitable permanent surface using
screws or other removable fasteners to studs or other structural members. Four holes are
provided in the corners of the enclosure for mounting. It is not necessary to remove the
electronic components during mounting unless excessive vibration will be induced in the
enclosure. The use of impact drills or fasteners require the removal of the electronic
components before mounting the enclosure. Shavings should be blown from the bottom of the
enclosure after mounting.

For loggers with analog expansion boards wh;re RTDs are to be connected, confirm that the
loggers will be located in a space where the temperature is maintained between 60° and 95°F.
Logger temperatures outside of this range will induce greater than 0.5 °F error in real time data

! readings. If it is not possible to install these analog loggers in such a conditioned space, an
LM34 temperature sensor must be installed at the logger to track its deviations from the allowed
range.

4-5.2 DAS Operation ^ ^

The power switch on the main termination board must be in the OFF position when the logger
is installed. Turn on the breakers to provide p|ower to the bell transformers and the PTs. Then
turn the power switch for each logger to the ON position. The "Highland Technology"
copyright message should scroll on the loggelr display, and the LED on the main termination

! board should flash once per second. For data oggers with analog expansion boards, both LEDs
[• on this board should be on constantly. v

4-5.3 DAS Programming

Basic Commands for Programming the Data Logger

This section provides an overview of setting Sup and polling a logger. Each example provides
enough details to illustrate the basic steps involved. Only the SYNERNET, CONFIG, QUEUE,
and PARSET commands, necessary to accomplish setup and polling, are discussed. For more
information about the SCHEDULE, and MESSAGE commands, refer to the Synemet Manual.

Allow ample time to become familiar with SYNERNET. Practice on an existing site or two
if they are available.
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FIGURE 4-2 MAIN MENU DIAGRAM FOR SYNERNET PROGRAM
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

CONFIG

After installing SYNERNET software on your PC, set up the configuration file, which tells
SYNER^ETTmportant features about the PC. Setting up the configuration file is accomplished
by romrfng theToNFIG routine. Figure 4-3 outlines the quesuons that must be answered m
S ) ™ T o exit the CONFIG menu (and most other S Y N J E T ^ press the <F10>
key. This key will save what has just been entered on the CONHU screen.
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SYNF.RNET

SYNERNET is the menu-driven software provided by the manufacturer to configure and poll
f To«eT It i a DOS-based program that operates on IBM and compatible computers. When
to PC i connoted to a data logger, an operator uses SYNERNET to program the data logger
and customize it for the intended application. SYNERNET may be operated from a computer
directly connected to the data logger through an RS-232 port, or operated remotely using a
modem.

SYNERNET contains five sub-programs that can be used to perform the different functions
S S F L « 4-2. Each of the five sub-programs can be executed by typing the executable
name (e g PARSET < Enter» , or by beginning a session with SYNERNET and working
tough t e menu tree. SYNERNET always begins a session by checking the PC's time and
date.



FIGURE 4-3 CONFIG(uration) SETTINGS FOR TYPICAL SOFTWARE SETUP
(Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

QUEUE (For configuration setup and control of a network of data loggers')

Figure 4-4 illustrates the basic configuration of the QUEUE program. The QUEUE program
is used to enter the data logger telephone number into an electronic file and to remove a data
logger from the network. The logger ID, serial number, and the parameter set code all can be
modified by using the EDIT screen within the QUEUE program.
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FIGURE 4-4 DIAGRAM FOR QUEUE P R O G ^ M
(Source: Synergisric Installation Manual, May 1993.)

Either QUEUE or Parset can be used to activate

of loggers.
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f FIGURE 4-5. DIAGRAM FOR THE PARSET PROGRAM.
f (Source: Synergistic Installation Manual, May 1993.)

Parameter Set Entry -

You can use the PARSET program to set up ^nost of the data logger configuration files prior to
i actually installing the logger. From the Synernet main menu, select PARSET ("Parameter

Setting and Manual Logger Control"). Using the Channel Assignment forms from the SiteMAP,
enter the logger configuration files into PARSET. Refer to the SYNERNET User's Manual and
the on-screen help function for more information.

f • From the main PARSET menu, select "^Loggers" and "Add New Loggers." Follow the
I menu prompts.

When all new logger identifications have been entered, select "Pick from Existing Loggers."
Highlight each logger at the site by pressing the space bar, and press < Enter > when finished.

" : . " ' ' . ' • • . 8 6 '• • ' ; • ••'• • ' • "



• From the main menu, select "Edit" and "Choose from Work List." Select one logger at a
time to enter the parameter sets.

Integration Periods

Set to one hour unless another integration period has been requested by ESL. For
troubleshooting purposes, it is sometimes useful to set the integration period to a short interval,
such as one minute. If you have changed the integration period, be sure to set it back to the
designated period before leaving the site.

Watt Meter Channels

Description: Enter as written on the Electric Power Channel Assignment Form.
STA (status): ON for each active channel and OFF for inactive channels.
Load: Choose 3-phase or 1-phase.
HI and LO: Enter phase references.
VMult: 1 unless the service monitored is above 480 VAC.
Amps: Enter full-scale CT current for each channel.
Vlt (voltage) TSR flag: On once for each phase of each reference voltage.
Amp (current) TSR flag: Not used — leave off.
kW (real power) and 3kVA (apparent power) TSR flags: Flagged for each active channel and
off for inactive channels.
kWh and kVAh flags: Not used — leave off.

Press F10 to exit. Type S to save. Do this after each screen.

NOTE: Care must be taken to properly align the CTs by phase, both on the termination
board and in the logger software. This one of the most common mistake made in any logger
installation.

Analog Channels

Description: Enter as written on the Analog Channel Assignment Form.
STA (status): ON for each active channel and OFF for inactive channels.
Scale: Enter the scale if it is known at this time.
Offset: Offsets will generally not be known until after the device in question has been installed.
Units: Choose from the pre-defined list provided.
TSR flag: Flagged for each active channel and off for inactive channels.
Snapshot flag: On when end-of-interval reading is required instead of an average over the
interval.
Gate: When this flag is set, the logger will only integrate the analog data for the channel when
the corresponding digital input contact is closed. In this case, the corresponding digital channel
must be set to collect run-time data (see digital channels below).
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CType (channel type): Select from the list of tore-defined types. (For 4-20 mA output sensors,
select 0-5 VDC.) "

Digital Channels -:

Description: Enter as written on the Digital Channel Assignment Form.
Search String: Not used.
STA (status): ON for each active channel and OFF for inactive channels.
Scale: Scale factors for utility meters will not be obtained until pulse-initiating meters are
installed. Enter factors for other sensors if thej are available.

• Units: Type in up to eight characters as showjn on the Digital Channel Assignment Form.
TSR: Flagged for each active channel and off for inactive channels.
AVG: Flagged for each active channel (except perhaps run-time sensors) and off for inactive

; channels. ! - ;; <*,- "• ;

RTS (run-time sensor flag): Flagged when jsing a run-time sensor, to accumulate run time
in seconds. If the AVG flag is also set, the resulting data will be in percent run time during the
interval.

TSR Measurement Numbers

To assign unique sequential numbers to all measurements at the site, press F9. For logger A,
; start with measurement number 1. Note the final measurement number on logger A, and use
! the next number to begin numbering on loggeit B. Continue thus through all loggers at the site.

As-Installed Measurement Plan

I After the data monitoring equipment installation is complete and fully documented, enter the
:.,. scaling factors for electric and gas meters into the configuration files in Synernet. The scaling

factors for any other digital or analog output devices should also be entered into the
configuration files. If any modifications were made to the SiteMAP during the course of the
installation, the changes must be entered in the logger configuration files as well. The
configuration files and now ready to be loaded into the DAS. Until these files are loaded,
disregard the information on the logger disphys. , :

Load Logger Configuration Files

Use a portable computer to configure each of the loggers at the site. Connect a cable from the
RS-232 port of the portable computer to the 9-pin RS-232 connector on the communication board
of any of the loggers. Enter the Synernet program and perform the following steps:

1. Select the previously defined serial numbers using the Loggers/Pick from Existing
Loggers function. . ;

2. Get into the Edit functions and "choose one" of the loggers from the set of loggers you
have selected for the work list. I

3. Establish direct serial communication. ;

4. Enter the terminal, and verify communication with each logger at the site. Use the "read
status data" and the "choose one" functions in the menu to verify communication with
each logger. - - :
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5. Set the clocks at the site, using the "Synchronize to PC Time" function (I) to synchronize
each logger clock at the site to the clock on the portable computer.

6. For each logger, load the parameters (F) and load the display table (G). Then clear
status flags (J).
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4-6 Workmanship and Site Clean-U 3

4-6.1 Clean-Up

The electrician should neatly secure all wires and CTs in all electrical panels. The wires and
terminations in all loggers and junction boxes should also be neat and secure. Sloppy
terminations reflect badly on both the DASS and the LoanSTAR Program. ESL will reject sites
that are terminated in an unsightly fashion. Furthermore, all locations within the site where
activity took place must be clean and tidy. All equipment moved must be replaced and all
installation debris, including stripped wire ends, must be cleaned up and removed.

Place LoanSTAR Monitoring Equipment sticjkers on all loggers and monitoring equipment
enclosures. Place information stickers on all monitored electrical panels. The stickers will
clearly show the telephone numbers for information and emergency response.

4-6.2 Site Contact Approval

After the installation is complete, the site conitact, as a representative of the building operator,
should be escorted through the building and jshown all the equipment installed, including the
breakers that power monitoring equipment, (porrect any deficiencies noted by the site contact
prior to leaving the site.

4.6-3 Installation Checklist

As a final step in the process, the DASS techlnician should complete and initial the Installation
Checklist (INSTALL Form 5) and include it as part of the Installation Submittal Package. The
site is then ready for verification and then f nal inspection by ESL.
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4-7 Verification and Troubleshooting

Installation of the monitoring system is not complete until the proper operation of all components
in the monitoring and communications systems has been verified. Verification data must be
recorded on the appropriate INSTALL Forms. Refer to Appendix E to view completed sample
verification documents.

The verification techniques presented here are suggestions that can be used in many cases, but
they do not cover every contingency. Methods for verifying each individual component and the
system as a whole are presented. Additionally, troubleshooting hints are offered.

4-7.1 KW Channel Verifications and Troubleshooting

Preliminary Reasonableness Checks

Once the configuration files have been loaded into the loggers, the output of each logger can be
read on the screen of a properly connected laptop computer by executing the "Read Real Time
Data" command in PARSET. Examine each channel for reasonableness based on documentation
of the loads connected to the individual channels.

The data logger display can also be used for examining the real time data. The display shows
one item at a time from a matrix of data. Users can navigate through the matrix using the arrow
keys by the display. See the Synergistic Installation Manual for further details.

KW Channels

Reasonableness checks include:

• Line Voltage: Is the line voltage reasonable for the type of service that is being
monitored?

• Amps: Is the current reasonable for the number and type of CTs connected to the
channel?

• Power: Is the power positive? Are there any reversed CTs, which are indicated by
a negative power value?

• Power Factor: Is the power factor reasonable for the kinds of devices connected?
Are there phase reference problems?

• Phase Balance: Is the power consumed in each phase of a poly-phase device roughly
the same?

Obvious errors such as reversed CTs and improper connections can be located and corrected by
using these reasonableness checks. Your ability to identify and solve installation errors will
increase over time. Don't be discouraged if troubleshooting seems to take an inordinate
amount of time during your first few installations.
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Update of Configuration Files

Any errors that may have been discovered dilmng the initial reasonableness check must be
corrected. If any parameters have changed, the appropriate PreMAP, SiteMAP, and INSTALL
Forms, as well as the parameter set in the Synernet program must be updated and the parameters
must be reloaded to the logger.

Problems that can be fixed by changing the configuration files include: -,

• Phasing errors (CTs referenced to the wrong phase);
• CT scaling errors (wrong Full Scale! Amps value); and
• Scaling errors on other sensors (wrong scaling factor).

Problems that require some change in the instilled hardware include:

• Reversed CTs;
• Parallel or summing module CT connection problem (phase mixing, CT size mixing,

e t c . ) ; a n d ::" - . • • • • ;

•: •. • Bad wire connections. ? •

Direct Verification of CT Channels

Each CT must be verified manually by comparing the CT's logger channel reading with
measurements made using a hand-held ammeter or wattmeter. If there are any channels in the
system with near zero power (loads are turnedj off), now is the time to ask the facility manager
to turn them on if possible, so that the channel can be verified. As logger readings are
compared to direct measurements, note both values on the appropriate Channel Verification
Form. Any channels where the DAS and diriectly measured power values vary by more than
5 to 10 percent need to be investigated. Be Careful when using a hand-held wattmeter. If

j one voltage clip should become disconnected and go to ground while the other remains
T attached to an energized lug, you could short-circuit the building's electrical system and
i probably cause a serious power outage. You could also be injured.

4-7.2 Digital Channel Input Verifications and Troubleshooting
1 •'

! Digital channels are used to monitor electrical power, flow and thermal loads by sensing contact
I closures that occur at the monitoring equipment.

It is important to record the verification method used, the equipment used, and the calculations
completed. Verification is to be recorded on INSTALL Form 4a. Add pages if you need more
space to adequately and neatly show the verification technique and results.

Verification of digital monitoring equipment installations will require a variety of hand-held
meters, including:



• Digital Multimeter;
• Watt Probe; 1 ^
• Digital Temperature Sensor; and
• Stop Watch.

Watt-Hour Transducers (WHTs)

Confirming the proper operation of a WHT requires verification of the CT function and the
WHT pulse output.

To complete the CT verification, the current of each phase is read and recorded using a hand-
held amp probe. Then the mV output of each CT is read and recorded using a hand-held volt
meter (digital multimeter). The two readings are compared by converting the mV reading to
amps as follows:

amps = (mV reading * CT rating)/333 f °

where: amps = effective CT amp reading, converted from mV
mV reading = volt meter reading of the CT secondary output in mV
CT rating = primary rating of the CT
333 = full-scale output of the CT

If an error is identified in the CT verification, check all wiring and repeat the verification one
CT at a time. It is possible that the load changed during the time that the meter readings were
made. It is also possible that the CTs were terminated incorrectly at the WHT. It may be
necessary to trace the CT secondary leads from the WHT to the CT to be sure that the CT
marker numbers are correct.

Upon completion of the verification of all CTs, complete the WHT verification. If possible, use
a watt probe to measure the kW and record that reading. If it is not possible to use a watt
probe, current and voltage readings for each phase should be recorded. These readings will be
used to calculate kW using an estimated powSr factor. Note that, in some cases, it may be
necessary to read facility analog amp meters to determine the current in each phase.

Instantaneous power is calculated as follows:

P = ( I * V *pf)/1000 * '

Where: P = instantaneous power in kW
I = instantaneous line amperage
V = instantaneous line voltage
pf = estimated power factor (approximately 0.85 to 0.95)
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Whichever method outlined above is used, the value obtained will be compared to the WHT
output. The pulse output of the WHT can be observed visually and timed (an LED flashes each
time a pulse occurs). Each flash represents one pulse, which is equal to the kWH scale factor
of the WHT. You should time five to 10 pulses (depending upon the frequency of the pulses)
to avoid timing errors. Record the number of pulses and elapsed time, and the calculate kW as
follows:

P = (x pulses * kWH scale factor * 3600/time " Jv . - . , . ;

Where: P = instantaneous power in kW
x pulses = number of pulses counted
kWH scale factor = pulse value in kWH per pulse from specifications
3600 = conversion of time from seconds to hours • a

• '•••* ;-• time = the time in seconds for the pulses to occur

If an error is identified in the WHT verification, repeat the readings and recalculate. It is
possible that the load fluctuated in the time it takes to complete the readings, so it may be
necessary to complete the readings simultaneously. If the error still exists, check the phasing
of the reference voltage to the WHT. The reference voltage of each phase to the WHT must
match the phase to which each CT is mounted. Any error in phasing will significantly lower
the pulse output rate of the WHT.

When the function of the WHT is verified, check to see that the data logger real time data
; display or the local display on the DAS face is receiving the pulses from the transducer. This

is accomplished by viewing the DAS RTD and counting pulses at the WHT simultaneously. The
timed pulses at the WHT should be equal to the accumulated pulses in RTD. If the pulses are
not being recorded at the data logger, check the signal cable for an open circuit and check all
terminations. " •/•

; Once the verification is complete, record the method of verification and the values calculated,
; and record the values read onto the Digital Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4a).

Electric Utility Pulse Initiator Meter L *

The pulse count accuracy of the data logger Should be confirmed by comparison with the meter
reading over time. To do a quick check, count the pulse output using an ohm meter while
watching the meter disk rotate. The meter will have a specified number of pulses per disk

i revolution, which can be verified immediately. It is usually assumed that the utility meter is
] correct and calibrated. However, this does not prove that the pulse constant, which is provided

by the utility, is correct.

When verifying an electric utility meter, it is usually not possible to use a watt probe to measure
power (kW), and, in most cases, it is not possible to measure current with a hand-held amp
meter. If local kW meters are available in the facility, they may be used for verification. More
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commonly, however, verification is accomplished by comparing the output of the pulse initiator
with facility analog amp and volt meters. These facility readings will be used to calculate kW
using an estimated power factor. Instantaneous power is calculated as follows:

p = (I * V * pO/1000

Where: P = instantaneous power in kW
I = instantaneous line amperage
V = instantaneous line voltage
pf = estimated power factor (approximately 0.85 to 0.95)

Whichever method outlined above is used, the value will be compared to the utility meter pulse
output. The pulse output of the meter can be timed using a DC volt meter at the data logger
digital input for the meter (the voltage will change from 5 VDC to 0 VDC and back to 5 VDC
for each two pulses of the utility meter). You should time approximately 10 pulses (depending
upon the frequency of the pulses) to avoid timing errors. Record the number of pulses and
elapsed time, and then calculate kW as follows:

P = (x pulses * kWH scale * 3600)/time

Where: P = instantaneous power in kW
x pulses = number of pulses counted
kWH scale = pulse value in kWH per pulse from specifications
3600 = conversion of time from seconds to hours
time = the time in seconds for the pulses to occur.

The value of each pulse is determined by the CT ratio, the PT ratio, the meter constant kh, and
the number of pulses per disk revolution as shown in the following formula:

kWH/Pulse = (CTR * PTR * kh * R/P)/1000

Where kWH/Pulse = kilowatt-hours per pulse
CTR = Current Transformer Ratio
PTR = Potential Transformer Ratio
kh = meter constant
R/P = one revolution for a given number of pulses
1000 = conversion to kWH

It is possible that the load fluctuated in the time it takes to complete the readings, so it may be
necessary to complete the readings simultaneously. If the error still exists, check the kWH/pulse
scale factor for the meter.

When the operation of the utility meter is confirmed, verify that the data logger is receiving the
pulses from the meter. This is accomplished by viewing the DAS RTD and counting pulses at
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the meter simultaneously. The timed pulses at the meter should be equal to the accumulated
pulses in RTD. If the pulses are not being recorded at the data logger, check the signal cable
for an open circuit and check all terminations. .

When the methods outlined above are not possible, use the following technique: To verify
function of the meter and the scale factor, read both the electric meter and the data logger
accumulated pulse count, and then read both again after a period of time (on the hour). You
can then compare the logger time series records; for the test period to the meter reading.

Once the verification is complete, record the method of verification, the values calculated, and
the values read on the Digital Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4a).

Gas Utility Pulse Initiator Meter

Gas meters usually have a digital or analog display, which can be compared to the pulses. This
is usually a real time verification to prove that the pulses out of the pulse initiator output match
the meter readings. It also verifies that all pulses at the initiator reach the data logger (i.e.,
pulses timed at one end equal actual pulses at the other end).

Gas flow is often too slow to complete a verification while watching. If the flow rate is high
enough, you can observe the meter to see when a pulse occurs (or use an ohm meter to verify
the occurrence of the pulse). You can then check the real time data to see if the pulse was
recorded. It might be helpful to have two people with hand-held radios, one at the gas meter
and one at the data logger, to complete this verification. Another technique to verify the meter's
function is to read both the gas meter and the data logger accumulated count and then read both
again after a period of time (on the hour). You can then compare the accumulated counts for
the test period to the meter reading. This method also assists in determining if the correct scale
factor, for the engineering units used, has been properly programmed into the data logger.

If the pulses are not being recorded at the data logger, check the signal cable for an open circuit
and check all terminations. If the pulses are being recorded but the scaling is incorrect, check
the calculation for the scale factor and the value programmed in the parameter set.

Once the verification is complete, record the method of verification, the values calculated, and
the values read on the Digital Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4a).

1

In-line Turbine Flow Meter

I In-line flow meters usually have an analog display, which can be compared to the pulses. This
is a real time verification to prove that the pulses from the pulse initiator match output from the

j meter readings. It also verifies that all pulses from the meter reach the data logger (i.e., pulses
timed at one end equal actual pulses at the other end).

It may be possible to actually verify the flow rate by observing and estimating the volume of
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fluid evacuated from a condensate receiving station through a sight glass and comparing that
estimate to the counts received in the real time data. Otherwise, it may be possible to estimate
the flow into the boiler or in the line through discussion with facility personnel, and then
compare that value to the TSR. If there are pre-existing flow meters at the facility that are
functioning properly, compare those readings with the new meter and the data recorded.
Typically, facility meters are old or in need of calibration, so they may not be accurate.

If the pulses are not being recorded at the data logger, check the signal cable for an open circuit
and check all terminations. If the pulses are being recorded but the scaling is incorrect, check
the meter's pulse constant in the specifications and compare it to the value programmed in the
parameter set.

Once the verification is complete, record the method of verification, the values calculated, and
the values read on the Digital Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4a).

BTU Meter

The following BTU meter components must be verified after they are installed:

• Insertion Flow Meter (Tangential Paddlewheel Meters);
• Insertion Temperature Sensors (Thermistors); and
• BTU/Flow Totalizer.

Insertion Flow Meter (Tangential Paddlewheel Meters)

The verification of the flow meter is accomplished at the BTU/flow totalizer. Therefore, the
installation of the flow meter, signal wire, and totalizer (including instrument power) must all
be complete. Verification of flow is usually not absolute. You may find functioning facility flow
metering equipment that can be used for comparison purposes. Other sources of comparison
data include the following:

• facility estimates of the flow rate; *
• pump curves or other pump-performance data; and
• chiller performance data from which a good estimate of the flow rate can be made.

Flow in the range of 3 to 7 feet per second is most common, but it may be slightly higher or
lower. Calculate flow rate (gpm) by timing the pulse output from the totalizer and calculating
flew as shown below. To avoid error, time 10 or more pulses.

gpm = (x pulses * scale factor)/time

where: gpm = gallons per minute
x pulses = the number of pulses timed
scale factor = the scaled value of each pulse in gallons
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time = the time in minutes for x pulses to occur

If error is identified, there are several possible points to troubleshoot:

• Check the wiring for bad or open connections;

• Check the programmed values of the S1 and S4 dipswitches;
• Check the flow meter alignment and depth;

\ • Check the voltage supply to the totalizer and the flow meter; and
• Check the frequency of the flow meter output (the red LED in the totalizer flashes

at the frequency of the flow meter).

Once the verification is complete, record the rtiethod of verification, and the calculated and
observed data on the Digital Channel Verification Form (Install Form 4a).

Insertion Temperature Sensors (Thermistor)

It is necessary to find and read facility in-line temperature sensors or have a hand-held digital
thermometer, which can be placed on an uninsulated section of pipe, to complete this
verification. Temperatures should be read and recorded at (or as close as possible to) both the
supply and return thermistor locations. Measure resistance for each thermistor at the totalizer
using a digital multimeter. The actual temperatures should be compared to the measured
resistance readings using the temperature versus resistance chart. ^

If an error is identified, check the wiring for bad or open connections.

Once the verification is complete, record the method of verification and the calculated and
observed data on the Digital Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4a).

BTU/Flow Totalizer

When flow and temperatures are verified, the BTU verification is a calculation to determine if
the change in temperature (AT) measured by facility or hand-held temperature sensors matches
the AT calculated from timed pulses from the totalizer flow and BTU outputs. AT for the flow
loop is measured as described in the section discussing verification of thermistors.

Simultaneously time the flow output pulses and one or two BTU output pulses. The elapsed time
should be recorded and used to calculate gpm and BTUs per hour for further verification. AT
is calculated as shown below: .
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AT = (x BTU Pulses * BTU Scale) / (x Gallons Pulse * Gallons Scale • D * Cp)

where: AT = totalizer temperature difference
x BTU Pulses = the number of BTU output pulses timed
BTU Scale = the scaled value of each pulse in BTUs
x Gallons Pulse = the number of gallon output pulses timed
Gallons Scale = the scaled value of each pulse in gallons
D = Density in pounds per gallon (8.33 for water)
Cp = Specific Heat in BTU/lb (1 for water)

If an error is identified, there are several possible points to troubleshoot:

• Check the wiring for bad or open connections;
• Check the resistance (temperature) of the two thermistors at the totalizer and compare

to local or hand-held temperature readings;
• Check the programmed values of the SI and S4 dipswitches;
• Check the flow meter alignment and depth;
• Check the voltage supply to the totalizer and the flow meter; and
• Check the frequency of the flow meter output (the red LED in the totalizer flashes

at the frequency of the flow meter).

As noted previously, the timed pulses can also be used to calculate gpm and BTU per hour. It
is sometimes possible to compare the BTU per hour calculation with facility records, facility
metering equipment, or estimated building energy consumption.

Once the verification is complete, record the method of verification and the calculated and
observed data on the Digital Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4a).

4-7.3 Analog Channel Input Verification and Troubleshooting

Verification of an analog sensor will usually be accomplished using hand-held meters to provide
a comparison with the installed device. Hand-field meters can be used to verify temperatures,
relative humidity, solar radiation, and wind speed'. If it is not possible to use a hand-held meter
for verification of the sensor, the facility may have monitoring equipment installed that can be
used as a reference for verification. Failing that, a check for reasonableness should be
accomplished.

As with all verification, it is important to record the method used, the equipment used, and the
calculations completed. Verification data must be recorded on the INSTALL Form 4b. You
may need additional space to adequately and neatly show the technique and results.

On-site verification of analog monitoring equipment will require a variety of hand-held meters,
including:
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• Digital Multimeter;
• Watt Probe;
• Digital Temperature Sensor;
• Relative Humidity Probe;
• Thermal Anenometer or Portable Wind Speed Indicator; and
• Calibrated Pyranometer

The verification process involves comparing haind-held meter readings to the DAS real time
reading. This may be somewhat difficult to accomplish at times when the sensor is distant from
the data logger. In this case, it may be helpful to have two people equipped with two- way
radios.

2-wire resistive RTD analog channel

Measurement of resistance at the sensor or at the data logger should be accomplished using a
hand-held ohm meter (digital multimeter). The measured resistance is then converted to
temperature using the temperature versus resistance chart for the RTD. That temperature is
compared to the DAS real time display for the device. Additionally, a hand-held digital
thermometer or a facility thermometer should be read and compared to the RTD. If an error
exists, check the signal cable for bad or opei connections. Also check the parameter set
programming for an error. ••;.

The method of verification and the calculated and observe data should be recorded on the Analog
Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4b).

2-wire, 4-20 mA; 3-wire, 4-20 mA; and 2-wire, OS VDC analog channels

' Temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, relative humidity, pressure, kW, or other sensors may
have these types of analog signals. Verification consists comparing a hand-held instrument,
facility instrument, or documented data for the measured quantity to the RTD, TSR data, or
digital multimeter readings. For an explanation of how the data logger converts a 4-20 mA
signal to a voltage, see the analog channels section of the Synernet Manual.

If possible, compare hand-held meter readings to the data logger real time reading. This may
j be somewhat difficult to accomplish when the sensor is distant from the data logger. In this
I case, it may be helpful to have two people equipped with two-way radios.

If an error is identified, check the wiring for bad or open connections. Check the sensor to see
if it is functioning and has the required instrument power. Also check the parameter set
programming for an error. i

Once the verification is complete, record the method of verification and the calculated and
observed data on the Analog Channel Verification Form (INSTALL Form 4b).
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4-7.4 Data Logger Time Series Record (TSR) Verification and Troubleshooting

TSRs can be viewed on a laptop computer connected to the data logger or on a computer
connected by modem from any location. Communication for either approach is established
through the Parset program. The TSRs can be viewed on the screen or downloaded to d.sk for

review later.

The review should compare the TSRs to the verified values as calculated during the completion
of the INSTALL Forms. Constant loads such as motors or chillers will be easily verified. Any
loads that vary with time will require some thought. Look for values that are out of the
expected range, or negative values. . ;

 T.r

INSTALL Form 8 should be used to compile the information used for TSR verification. ESL
will review this form for proof that the DAS is operating properly when the documentation
workbook is submitted at the end of the job.

4-7.5 Communications System Verification and Troubleshooting

Both serial and modem communications should be checked. It is not necessary to document

these verifications.

Serial communication is established through the Parset

Successful serial
communication will allow programming, viewing real time data, and downloading TSRs to a
laptop computer. If problems occur, there are several points to troubleshoot:

. Check to see that the data logger is turned on. Check to see that the proper serial
number for the data logger is programmed in the parameter set;

. Check the configuration (Config) file for correct programming of the communications
ports, baud rate, and type of monitor;

• Check the connections between the laptop and the data logger; and
• Check the communications interface cable connections at the interface module and the

main processor board;
Modem communications can be checked by calling the data logger from a laptop computer
connected to a telephone line in another location while a DASS technician remains at the data
logger Communication is established through the Parset program. A successful communication
will allow programming, viewing real time data, and downloading TSRs to the laptop. If
problems occur, there are several points to troubleshoot:

• Check the connections between the laptop and the telephone line;
• Check to see that the telephone number is correct and functional (connect a portable

telephone to the communications board and have someone call it). If the telephone
works and data logger communication is still unsuccessful, replace the modem and/or
the communications interface board;
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• Check to see that the data logger is turned on;
• Check the configuration (Config) file for correct programming of the communications

ports, baud rate, and type of monitor; -
• Check to see that the proper serial number for the data logger is programmed in the

parameter set. Turn the data logger off for a few seconds and then on again to reset
the modem; and

• Check the communications interface cable connections at the interface module and the
main processor board; ,

t DC loop communication can be checked in the same way as described above for serial and
modem communications. If the system is operating properly, it will be possible to communicate

; with all data loggers in the loop through either serial or modem connection. If problems occur:

• Check wiring and terminations of the DC loop cable(s); and
• Check the voltage present on the DC loop (approximately 29 VDC is correct).

Successful communication in both serial and modem mode can be observed in the data logger
by viewing LEDs on the communications board.
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4-8 Documentation Submittal and Site Acceptance

Upon completing installation and verification, review, update, and recopy the documentation
Forms. Attach copies of the supplemental information pages, SiteMAP Schematic subcontractor
invoices, and equipment specifications sheets for the site. Submit the documentation to ESL

along with a copy of the parameter set on diskette. Indicate the date that final verification of
all channels was completed. ESL will review the documentation, inspect the site installation,
review data records, and issue a "punch list" if any deficiencies exist You will be responsible
for correcting any deficiencies and reporting the completion to ESL. The installation will remain
under warranty by the DASS for the agreed-upon period.
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APPENDIX A

Abbreviations



The following acronyms and abbreviations are in common usage in the LoanSTAR
Monitoring Program: . ;

Alternating Current

Air Handling Unit

Air Handling Unit, Individual Energy

Air Handling Units, Total Energy

Current

American Wire Gauge

British Thermal Unit

Chiller Unit _;;;"'•?.'[..' - ' y ' ^ '

Chilled Water

Chilled Water BTUs

Chilled Water Flow

Chilled Water Pump

Condensate

Current Transformer or Transducer

Cooling Tower Fan

Cooling Tower Fan, Individual Energy

Cooling Tower Fans, Total Energy

Current Transformer Ratio

Condenser Water

Condenser Water Pump

Condenser Water Pump, Individual Energy

Condenser Water Pump, Total Energy



Data Acquisition System

Data Acquisition System Real Time Data

Data Acquisition System Subcontractor

Direct Current

Energy Conservation Retrofit Measure

Equipment Location Tag

Energy Management System

Energy Management and Control System

Texas A&M University Energy Systems Laboratory

Gas Flow

Horsepower

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning

Hot Water

Hot Water BTUs

Hot Water Flow

Hot Water Pump

Hot Water Pump, Individual JEnergy

Hot Water Pumps, Total Energy

Electric Meter Constant

Kilovoltamperes

Kilovoltampere-hours

Kilowatt

Kilowatt-hour



Lighting Energy

Loans to Save Taxes and Resources

Mechanical Energy

Meter A (any gas utility electric metering device or any WHT)

National Center for Appropriate Technology

National Electrical Code

Natural Gas

Non-Mechanical Energy

National Pipe Thread

Preliminary Monitoring and Analysis Plan

Potential Transformer

Potential Transformer Ratio

A digital Signal — typically a voltage change between 0 and 5 or 5 and 0
VDC

Return Air Fan >

Return Air Fan, Individual Energy

Return Air Fans, Total Energy

Reference Volts

Electric Meter Revolutions per Pulse

Resistive Temperature Detector

State Energy Conservation Office

Site Monitoring and Analysis Plan

Steam



Terminal Block

Time Series Record

Voltage

Variable Frequency Drive

Variable Speed Drive

Watt-Hour Transducer



APPENDIX B

Tools



The following electronic equipment and hands tools will be needed to install energy
monitoring equipment in the LoanSTAR Program:

Portable IBM Compatible Uptop Computer and Synemet Software
Electronic Scientific Calculator
Digital Multimeter (Fluke Model 77 or Equivalent)
Portable Watt Probe (Tif Model 2000A or Equivalent)
Amp Probe .
Electronic Thermometer (Fluke Model 51 or Equivalent)
6-Foot Fiberglass Stepladder
Flashlight and Spare Batteries
Toolbelt and Basic Electrical Tech. Tools
22 Gauge Wire Strippers
Miniature Standard Blade Screwdriver
Clipboard & Graph Paper
Basic First Aid Kit
25-Foot Tape Measure
Telephone
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Installation Manual. Model Q180E

TABLE 1.2 MODEL C180E SPECIFICATIONS
Specification

Rev. A; May. 1993

SYNERGISTIC



Transducers and Transformers for
Current, Voltage, Power and Energy



MODEL WL-3968
WATT HOUR TRANSDUCER
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CONVERTS DC INPUT TO TIME-INTEGRATED PULSE

SIGNAL CONVERTERS



INSTRUCTION SHEET
P I R - 2 PULSE ISOLATION RELAY



RELAY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PULSE ISOLATION RELAY - 2 ISOLATED OUTPUTS

The AC line's L1 voltage (or the DCs negative voltage) should be connected to the Kjn
terminal on the RPR-2 relay. The ACTIine's L2 voltage (or the DCs positive voltage)
should be connected to the KoUt terminal on the pulse source (meter). Connect the
RPR-2's Y-m terminal to the pulse source's Yo u t terminal. Connect the RPR-2 s Zjn
terminal to the pulse source's Zout terminal.

° U T P U T T h e outputs are by terminals K v Y1( & Z l t and K2, Y2 & Z2. Output load currents
should be limited to 1 Amp. by fuses F^ and F2. Output transient protection is provided.

The RPR-2 relay must be mounted In a vertical position for the mercury wetted relays to
operate correctly. Make sure that the arrows on the relays are pointed upward when
mounted.



INSTRUCTION SHEET
RPR-2P PULSE ISOLATION RELAY

POWER INPUT The RPR-2P should be powered by a AC voltage of between 90 to 300 volts.
The hot lead should be connected to L1 and the neutral lead to L2.

METER CONNECTIONS The RPR-2P's "K", "Y", & "Z" terminals should be connecter to
the meter's "K", "Y", & "2" terminals. Terminals K to K, YtoY, and ZtoZ.

MOUNTING POSITION Because the RPR-2P contains a mercury wetted relay It must be
mounted In a vertical position to operate correctly.

FUSES The fuses are type 3AG and may be up to 2 AMPS. In size. A one half amp fuse
Is normally supplied with the unit unless otherwise specified.

OUTPUTS Two three-wire Isolated outputs are provided In the RPR-2P. Arc suppression
for the mercury wetted switch Is provided Internally.

SOLID STATE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
DENVER, COLORADO 80221 USA PHONE 303-452-2604 FAX 303-452-0504
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Temperature vs. Resistance Chart.

This chart is used as a reference to determine the temperature reading of the sensor when
disconnected from the circuit board and installed in the line.



I The Data Industrial flow sensor features a six- important where the impeller may be exposed to
~ adea impeller design with a proprietary, non- metallic or rust particles found in steel or iron pipes

magnetic sensing mechanism The forward-swept As liquid flow turns the impeller, a low impedance
peller shape provides higher, more constant 8VDC square wave signal is transmitted with a

torque man four-bladed impeller designs and is less frequency proportional to the flow rate This signal
one to be fouled by water-borne debris The can travel up to 2,000' between the sensor and the
Inward curved shape coupled with the absence of display unit without the need for amplification All

magnetic drag provides improved operation and sensors are supplied with 20' of Belden type 9320
:peataoiiity even at lower flow rates This is more (two conductor shield) cable

. j _ • • • •

Model 220B (Brass) and
J20SS (Stainless Steel) Sensor
I The Model 220B (Brass) and 220SS (Stainless
pel) sensors are used m most general flow meas-

jrmg applications in metallic, non-metallic, or PVDF
pipes The sensor mounts m a 2" NPT pipe saddle

Jr Threaoiet® for installation in pipe sizes from 2'/2*
to over 40". Positioning nuts on the three threaded

retaining rods allow the sensor to be accurately posi-
loned to a standard insertion depth of IV2 inches
nto the pipe. When this insertion depth is main-
•a;ned. and there is at least 10 upstream and 5

- Downstream diameters of straight uninterrupted flow.
, Jin accuracy of +/-1 % of full scale can be obtained
between flow velocities of 1 to 30 feet/second.
(Specification details are listed on reverse side.)

"Hot Tap Sensors Models 225 and 226
I The Hot Tap Sensor Series features an elon-

g a t e d sensor, special mounting adapter, pipe nipple,
and isolation valve, to allow the non-magnetic
impeller sensor to be installed into a pressurized
pipe while the pipe is in service. This is accomp-
lished by first attaching a saddle or Thredolet® to
the pipe and screwing the nipple and isolation valve

j into the saddle or Thredolet fitting. A hole is then
drilled through the pipe using a commercial tapping

•, machine. When completed the tapping apparatus is
removed, the isolation valve is closed, and the sen-
sor is installed.

The Hot Tap Sensor is also recommended for
any application where it would be difficult to shut

; down or drain the pipeline to remove the sensor for
service The overall length of the sensor tube is 18
inches (457mm). However, a clearance height of 50

. inches (127cm) should be allowed for the fully
extended length of the insertion tool.



Specifications: 220B, 220SS, 225B, 226B, 226SS.

Accuracy. + / - i% of full scale.
Linearity: + / -1%
Repeatability w-0.3%
Rangeability. 30.1
Flow Rate: 1 -30 feet/sec.
Max Pressure 400psi

(200psi for model 225B).
Max Temperature: 221 °F (1O5°C).

Wetted Materials
Impeller: Glass reinforced nylon
Bearing: Pennlon® (UHMWPE)

Ultrahigh molecular weight
polyethylene.

Shaft: Tungsten Carbide
Housing: Glass reinforced poly-

phenylene sulfide (PPS).
O-rings. Ethylene propylene

(EPDM).

220B.225B and 226B Sleeve
Admiralty brass UNS C44300
Hex adapter valve bronze UNS
C92200.
220SS and 226SS Sleeve
300 Series Stainless Steel and
Hex adapter.

Consult Factory for other Impeller, Shaft, O-ring. Bearing Options



Condensate Meter
SPECIFICATIONS AND DIMENSIONS



Hot Water Meters ista
Construction materials:
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INSTRUMENTING BUILDINGS TO DETERMINE RETROFIT
SAVINGS: MURPHY'S LAW REVISITED

Dennis L. O'Neal, John Bryant, Curtis Boecker, and Chuck Bohmer
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX

ABSTRACT

Experiences with instrumentation, installation and
maintenance of building energy metering systems are
presented. The building energy metering is installed to
support the Texas LoanSTAR program in sites
throughout the State of Texas. Metering typically
includes monitoring the whole building electric load,
building thermal loads and selected submetered loads.
The emphasis of the lessons learned is on the
instrumentation used and installation problems
encountered during this project.

INTRODUCTION

During the past three and one-half years, the
Energy Systems Laboratory has been under contract to
the Texas Governor's Energy Office to install building
energy monitoring systems in over sixty buildings
throughout the state of Texas. The monitoring
equipment provides data to support building energy
analysis and energy savings due to energy conservation
measures to be implemented in the candidate
building(s). The installed equipment has typically
included thermal metering (chilled and hot water Btu),
electrical load metering (kW), psychrometric data
(cooling and heating coil temperatures and relative
humidity), and weather monitoring (solar radiation,
wind speed, ambient air relative humidity, and ambient
air dry bulb temperature). During this time, valuable *
"on-the-job" experience has been gained relating to
building energy metering instrumentation and
installation.

This paper summarizes the experiences related to
building energy metering instrumentation and
installation thus far during the LoanSTAR program.
There have been many other building energy
monitoring projects, notably the ELCAP study in the
Pacific Northwest and utility studies in the Northeast,
involving millions of dollars for metering
instrumentation and installation. Prior to this project,
there seemed to be little published information
available to the engineer to aid in the planning or
direction of a building metering project. There also
was very little published information on the type of
instrumentation recommended or problems that had

been identified concerning different types of metering
equipment. Therefore, it is important that valuable
lessons learned on one project be noted and shared
with others who endeavor to undertake such a project.
The knowledge shared could potentially allow major
savings in manpower and costs in future projects..

If energy monitoring is being conducted to
evaluate the potential savings due to a planned energy
conservation retrofit measure (ECRM), then prompt
installation of energy metering equipment can provide
the analyst with a wealth of pre-retrofit data. Many of
the lessons described can provide the reader with
information that should help speed the installation of a
metering project. Some of the identified problems may
seem so obvious that "anyone who is careful" should be
able to avoid them. However, even experienced
installers of building energy metering systems seem to
struggle with some of these "obvious" problems and if
a solution is developed, often there is no written record
left for future reference.

This paper is not meant to be only a discussion of
instrumentation failures or problems. There are a
number of "real world" problems that involve the
installation of the instrumentation and maintenance.
Other problems focus on proper communication
between the installer and instrumentation manufacturer
or between the installer and those who have to analyze
the data. The presentation of the material is divided
into three categories: (1) Equipment, (2) Installation,
and (3) Maintenance.

EQUIPMENT

To have a meaningful analysis of energy use data
on buildings, it is critical that the instrumentation be
reliable and provide accurate information on what is
being measured. Unfortunately, instrumentation can
provide a stream of numbers that may not reflect what
is actually being measured. Equipment problems
encountered in the first two years of this project have
included instrumentauon used in thermal metering,
electrical measurement, and psychrometric
measurements.



Thermal Metering
Thermal metering is important for large

commercial building applications where the building is
purchasing chilled water, hot water, or steam. In
addition, thermal metering may be applied where the
user wants to track the efficiency of a chiller. Thermal
metering typically involves monitoring entering and
leaving temperatures of the water and the water flow
rate For the majority of the sites on this project, it has
been necessary to install the required transducers
(typically thermistors and insertion flow meters) into
piping while the systems arc operating. This
requirement has made the thermal metering effort
difficult and introduces room for more installation
errors. These data points typically feed into a thermal
energy ("BTU") meter which processes the
temperatures and flow rates to calculate the energy use.
Some problems with thermal metering have included:

\ A thermal energy meter will pick up 60 Hz
nnke; from its pipctricallv noisv surroundings. In many
building energy applications, a thermal energy meter
and the instrumentation associated with it are located
in an equipment room which is an electrically "noisy"
environment because of large pump and fan motors
and chillers. If a turbine flow meter is connected to the
thermal energy meter, the thermal energy' meter will be
expecting a signal from the flow meter which has a
frequency component. There have been instances
where, with improper shielding, the only signal the
thermal energy meter gels from the flow meter is a 60
Hz noise signal. The analyst may not even realize that
there is a problem because the total thermal energy
may show a change from hour-to-hour because of
fluctuations in the entering and leaving temperatures of
the water. However, the actual thermal energy may be
quite different than what is being measured, this
problem has been investigated at the Texas A&M
Energy Systems Laboratory (ESL) calibration facility
(O'Neal, et al., 1990). It was found that the internal
amplifiers in the thermal energy meter would
continually increase their gain as the signal from the
magnetic impeller type flow meter decreased. At a
level of approximately 15 mv ac (<2 fps) the gain
would be sufficient to capture "stray" 60 Hz noise. An
add-on computer was installed which helped to acquire
the signal from the flow meter, but the flow meter itself
had operational problems at velocities less than two
feet per second. The solution has been to replace any
flow meters that fall into this category with a non-
magnetic impeller type insertion flow meter.

2 Two different brands of thermal energy meters
will produce outputs different from each other. On one

site, one brand of thermal energy meter that was
installed according to the manufacturer's
recommendations was replaced by a second brand of
thermal energy meter installed according to its
manufacturer's recommendation. The net result was
that the "measured" thermal energy increased by a
factor of two. This problem was studied at the ESL
and the primary cause for the measured differences due
to the low flow problems associated with the magnetic
impeller flow meter with the low flow problem
corrected. Both energy meters measured energy rates
within five per cent of the ESL reference.

3. A thermal energy meter that is not field
scaleable will be set wrong at the factory. The initial
brands of thermal energy meters utilized had to be set
for a specific application at the factory. Information
was provided to the factory on the type of flow meter,
anticipated temperature difference, pipe size,
maximum estimated energy, etc. The factory would
then "burn in" a ROM for that particular application or
install other hardware for that specific application.
Often the estimate provided by the facilities personnel
at a given site for the energy rate of the chilled or hot
water line was off by an order of magnitude. Likewise,
these personnel had only estimates of the pipe sizes
and these were often wrong. There also were several
meters delivered from the factory that had been
incorrectly programmed. The net result was that the
meters provided were not appropriate for the particular
application. It was not unusual for the manufacturer
of the thermal energy meter to estimate that it would
take four to six weeks to reprogram the meter.

Electrical Metering
For many building energy metering applications,

electrical measurements are the only measurements
made. For this project, the decision is often based on
funds available for the metering installation and on the
retrofits being installed in the building. Typically,
these measurements include whole building feeds,
motor control center feeds, individual motor loads,
chiller feeds, and lighting loads. Experiences with
electrical measurements have included:

1. The marked polarity of current transformers
(CTs) will be opposite of its actual polarity. The
polarity of CTs should be checked before installation.
On a single phase application a CT with a reverse
polarity may be a nuisance (you'll get a negative
power). However, on a three phase application, one
CT with reverse polarity will cause major errors in the
measured total power of the equipment. For instance,
in a recent application, a CT with reversed polarity was



found on a 30 kW three phase variable speed motor
The CTs had been installed according to the
manufacturer's instructions (i.e., with the arrow
pointing toward the line source). The indicated power
of the motor was 1.5 kW. which did not make sense
because of the size of the motor and the fact that it was
running at 82% of it's maximum speed. A close check
of one of the CTs used to monitor the equipment
revealed that the polarity was marked incorrectly.
Switching the leads to the CT corrected the problem.
This happened to approximately 2% of the CTs.

2. The size of the shunt resistor will be different
than what the manufacturer specified. Another
problem with the CTs was that the manufacturer put
the wrong shunt resistor in the CT, which effectively
changed the primary rating of the CT. This happened
about 12 times. The CTs were sent back for correction.

3 The output of a current transformer will be far
different from it's rating. Much of the data acquisition
equipment used in the monitoring studies utilizes a
current transformer that produces a 333 mVac output
at rated full load. Voltages of 3 and 10 Volts from
some CTs that were clearly marked 333 mv output
have been observed. Inputting 10 Vac instead of 333
mVac to the data logging equipment has produced
some unusual readings from the power channels in the
data logger. One symptom was that the power signals
for a fan load slowly decayed over time. The net result
was that the bad CT not only affected the channel to
which it was connected, but all power readings from
that particular logger. These problems have led to the
development of procedures to pre-check the polarity
and output of CTs before being installed.

4 If there is onlv one manufacturer of some of
ymir electrical instrumentation, that manufacturer will-
go out of business midway through your project, the
primary supplier for the CTs used in the LoanSTAR
project recently went out of business. This caused the
interruption of two major metering installations and
several months' delay in completing the sites. A search
was initiated to identify a replacement CT
manufacturer who would be able to meet the CT
specifications for the LoanSTAR project. Two
manufacturers were selected, but neither could meet
the delivery date of less than eight weeks, and for some
CT sizes, 10 to 14 weeks. Our previous manufacturer
was delivering CTs in four or fewer weeks. In
addition, the new manufacturer's CTs did not have the
U.L. listing and this caused added delays. Such delays
have a significant impact on the amount of pre-retrofit
energy data available to the analysts. Therefore, it is

important to determine the CT requirements for a
given project as early as possible to allow for
significant delivery time delays.

5 petering with an existing Energy Management
and Control System appears attractive, but bottom line
costs and performance will typically be prohibitive,
Much of the instrumentation required to monitor
energy use in building systems may already be present
as part of the EMCS. Sometimes the signals from this
equipment can be shared by both the EMCS system
and a separate dedicated logger for recording energy
use. Another option that may be used, is to use the
EMCS data trending features to record the data. The
approach generally taken by the LoanSTAR program is
to share signals when possible and route them into our
own data logger. The advantage to this approach is
reduced installation costs, and isolation from the
EMCS. EMCS shutdowns due to maintenance,
reprogramming, and unknowledgeable operators
usually do not affect the signal to our data logger. The
main disadvantages to sharing signals are 1) poor
documentation of the existing EMCS,
2) difficulty of tracing wires (usually in conduit) and
3) determining responsibility for repairs and
calibration.

Most EMCS signals consist of 4 to 20 ma current
loops. These signals can be split in either of two ways:
a voltage can be taken across the EMCS dropping
resistor, resulting in a signal of 1-5 volts; or the current
loop can be interrupted with a series connection
providing a 4-20 ma signal for the data logger. A
signal isolation device is required in either case to
prevent equipment failures from either piece of
equipment from affecting system operations. The
voltage sharing method is inherently safer because a
failure while splitting a current loop results in an open
circuit, thus causing a complete loss of signal.

The responsibility for repairs and calibration is
another issue of great importance. Equipment failures
typically take much longer to repair when the sensor is
owned by the facility. At one site we lost the signal for
three months. Several phone calls had to be made to
the facilities personnel to resolve the problem.

Other Instrumentation
Other types of metering are also used to quantify

energy use in buildings in the LoanSTAR project.
These include air-side instrumentation and local
weather measurements.



1. The manufacturers of the relative humidity
(RH) instrumentation will not inform you of the
Temperature dependence of his instrumentation While
relative humidity instrumentation is not supposed to
have any dependency with temperature, experience has
shown that specific brands of RH equipment do show a
dependency on temperature. If the RH sensor outputs a
0 to 5 Vdc signal, one would expect that it would
generate a signal of 2.5 Vdc for 50% RH whether the
temperature is 10° C or 30° C. Some RH sensors have
indicated that moisture was being added to the air
across a heating coil (when, in fact, only sensible heat
was being added). While a small error is acceptable,
errors that far exceed the stated measurement
uncertainty of the transducer (typically + 3%) are
common. Close inspection of the data has shown that
as the air temperature increases, deviation from the
actual RH increases.

2 Relative humidity instrumentation will fail to
perform adequately after only a few months operation.
Many of the RH sensors use a bulk polymer element.
If the humidity instrumentation becomes saturated
(100% RH) for any length of time, this type of element
does not seem to perform reliably afterwards.
Particular applications where this will occur include
placement of a RH sensor on the downstream side of a
chilled water coil and in weather stations at locations
where there are considerable times (usually at night)
when the ambient air is saturated. Relative humidity
continues to be a problem. One solution has been to
purchase enough RH sensors that each sensor in the
field can be exchanged approximately once every- six
months (or more often if needed) with a sensor that has
been recalibrated.

3 The data logger manufacturer will not inform *
you about an undocumented calibration procedure for ,
their data logger until asked. In one application, it was
noted that all of the analog temperature (1000 ohm
RTD) channels were not producing readings that were
believable. For instance, the entering chilled water
temperature was -7° C. All instrumentation was
checked closely for any possibility of a stray voltage
being fed into one of the channels. Finally, out of
frustration, a call was made to the data logger
manufacturer. The applications engineer diagnosed
the problem as an analog board that had not been
properly calibrated. He provided a step-by-step
calibration procedure that was not documented
anywhere in the technical specifications or user manual
for the data logger. However, not having the board
calibrated earlier probably cost about four weeks worth
of usable data from that data logger. It has now

become one of the regular checks made at each logger
equipped with the analog option.

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

While the above section dealt more on
characteristics of the instrumentation out of the box,
many problems associated with instrumentation focus
on their application (or misapplication). Some
problems discovered during the installation of
instrumentation are listed below. The same order is
followed as before. Thermal metering is discussed
first, followed by electrical instrumentation and
psychrometric instrumentation.

Thermal Metering
Problems with the installation of thermal metering

includes the temperature and flow inputs to the thermal
energy meter as well as the thermal energy meter itself.

1. The flow velocity will be outside the useful
range of the flow meter. With some buildings, there is
already flow instrumentation in place such as a venturi,
orifice plate, or turbine meter. It can be very cost-
effective to utilize this instrumentation. However, for
buildings designed before the early 1970s when dual-
duct and reheat systems were predominantly installed
in buildings, the flow instrumentation was probably
designed for much higher flow rates (and
correspondingly higher chilled or hot water usage)
than is actually occurring in the building. Venturi
flowmeters operating with flows that were one-third of
their minimum rating have been seen. In addition, if
there is no flowmeter in the piping, then a flow meter
must be installed. Typically, these flow meters are
insertion turbine or paddle wheel flow meters. The
linear range for several typical insertion flow meters
ranges from 0.6 to 9 m/s. Chilled water design flow
velocities typically range from 1.2 to 2.4 m/s. Thus,
one would expect the flow velocities to be within this
range. However, due to poor design or perhaps
allowing for future building additions, there have been
a number of installations with oversized pipe where the
velocities ranged from 0.15 to 0.6 m/s. At these lower
velocities, many insertion flowmeters no longer
produce a signal or produce a signal that is consistent
with the calibration curve above 0.6 m/s. One solution
has been to develop calibration curves for flowmeters
in these applications that are only valid at the lower
flow range of the meter. At this time, there appear to
be no reasonably priced insertion flowmeters which
can read down to 0.15 m/s.



2. Asbestos insulation will be on the piping where
the thermal metering instrumentation will be installed
Unfortunately, asbestos is one of the hazards
encountered in thermal metering in buildings. If the
building was constructed before 1970, one can almost
always count on asbestos being used in the piping
insulation on some of the piping. Asbestos abatement
can drive the cost of thermal metering so high that it
can endanger the installation. "Is there asbestos on the
chilled or hot water piping?" should be one of the first
questions an engineer asks of the facilities or building
manager before going to the trouble of developing an
instrumentation plan. The next logical question to ask
is: "Who is going to pay for the abatement of the
asbestos?"

3. Sifrnal wire length affects RTD sensor readines
anH will not be compensated. In many installations,
the entering and leaving hot or chilled water
temperatures are measured. The data logger used for
this project can accept a two wire 1000 ohm RTD for
direct measurement of temperature. If the lead length
for one RTD is 5 m and the other is 25 m, then it is
possible to have several degrees of temperature
difference indicated due to these differences in lead
length. Ideally, a three wire RTD should be used
which will allow compensation for the differences in
lead length.

4. The diameter of the pipe in which the
flnumrter is installed will be different from that
inrfirated bv the facility manager or shown on the
building; schematics. With many insertion flowmeters,
the pipe size is a critical piece of information for both
installing the flowmeter at the right depth in the pipe
and setting the thermal meter correctly. If the pipe
diameter is incorrect, then the pipe thickness is also
incorrect, which means the depth of the flowmeter is .
also incorrect. While building operators or building
schematics (which may not reflect the as-built
condition) are useful, the only diameter for the pipe
that should be trusted is the one which is directly
measured (preferably twice). At one site, the
information provided on five different pipes (out of
five) was incorrect

5. If a temperature probe can be reached bv a
person from the floor, the probe will be used as a chin-
up bar, step ladder, or some other climbing aid. On the
first major installation on this project, a number of
RTD probes were mounted in a near horizontal
position and within easy reach of maintenance
personnel. Within six months, most of these RTDs
were at 45 degree angles to the pipe where individuals

had used them in ways for which they were not

designed.
6. If a thermal energy meter is no longer

functioning, it will be because the temperature
sensors(s) no longer exists. On some early installations,
the compression fitting used for the insertion of RTDs
into a pipe allowed the RTD probes to vibrate within
the pipe. The vibrations eventually produced a failure
of the probe where it protruded from the compression
fitting into the flow stream. The probes broke off and
disappeared into the pipe. While thermowells would
be one solution to a temperature probe, the cost for
"hot tapping" a thermowell is much higher than that
for a probe. On other installations, the retrofit
contractor removed sections of pipe containing the flow
meter and temperature sensors that were a part of the
thermal metering. While it may not be possible to
completely eliminate this problem, careful coordination
and placement of the metering equipment can
minimize its occurrence.

7 The boiler feedwater temperature will exceed
the temperature rating of the flow meter. The meter
typically used to measure condensate return and boiler
feedwater has an upper temperature limit of 250°F.
This meter has worked satisfactorily at several sites at
other locations. However, one particular site passed
steam through the meter and melted the internal parts.
A significantly more expensive meter with stainless
steel parts has been used to replace this meter.

Electrical Metering
There have been several problems with the

installation of electrical metering equipment. In many
cases, the problems could have been avoided if the
installing electrician had been properly supervised.

1. If multiple transformer feeds are available in
the building, then the potential transducer will be
connnected to the wrong reference voltage. The data
logger used for this project has the ability to accept two
different potential transducer (PT) references which are
used for CT reference and the proper internal
calculation of active power. A common field error is
referencing CTs to the wrong PT or referencing all
CTs in a building to a single PT when there are several
transformers (requiring several PTs) in the building.
The most extreme case involved a large 12 story office
building which had 4 different transformers in the
building. Only one PT was installed and used as a
reference for all the CTs in the building. Several costly
fixes have been necessary to correct the problem and
several months worth of pre-retrofit data have been
lost.



2 If current transformers arc installed on an
existing CT secondary, they will not be scaled
properly On large electrical loads (i.e. main building
feed, centrifugal chiller feed) there often arc existing
current transformers available. These existing CTs are
used by building operations personnel to monitor the
electrical loads at these devices. For example, a large
centrifugal cruller might have CTs with 1000 to 5
ratios on each of the 3 phases to the chiller motor. The
ratio indicates that the CT will output 5 amps if the
motor is loaded at 1000 amps. The monitoring
technique consists of installing a second 5 amp CT on
the existing CT secondary wire. The CT ratio of the
primary and the secondary CT is then necessary to
calculate what the final CT ratio actually is. This is
the ratio used to properly scale (through the data logger
software) the signal received at the data logger. In
some installations, the primary CT ratio was not
determined and the ratio was guessed. Only after the
existing CT ratio is properly determined and field
verified, can the signal be trusted.

3. The standard convention of phasing of power
in electrical cabinets will not be followed. Electricians
often use a standard set of rules for installing the A, B,
and C phases of three phase equipment. These three
phases should go (as you face the electrical connection)
left-to-right (A, B, C), up-to-down (A, B, C), or front-
to-back (A, B, C), depending on the style of the
cabinet. One subcontractor installed all the three phase
current transformers with the above assumptions
without checking to see that the electricians who
installed the original equipment in the cabinets were
consistent. Another subcontractor was brought in to
this site and was able to sort out the phasing problems
and resolve the current transformer referencing *••
confusion.

Other Instrumentation
1. Data acquisition boards on the data logger can

substitute as expensive fuses. With the particular data
logger used, it has been seen that when a 4 to 20
milliamp transducer is installed into a channel that was
expecting a 0 to 5 Volt dc input, the analog board on
the logger becomes an expensive fuse that protects that
rest of the data logger from damage. The only problem
is that the analog board must be replaced after each
mistake.

2. The data logger will probably be programmed
incorrectly when data collection starts. The data
loggers used can have from 4 to 47 data channels
connected. While care is taken to program the data

loggers correctly when the site is first brought on line,
the loggers on every site have had to be carefully
checked channel by channel to ensure that what is
given in the documentation is in fact what was
programmed into the logger.

3. You can never schedule enough lead time for
coordinating the installation of pulse initiators with the
local utility company. Coordination efforts with local
electrical (or gas) utilities can vary. In most cases, the
local utility is knowledgeable and responsive to
requests for installation of pulse initiating equipment
or splitting signals from existing equipment. It is best
to allow or accept 3 months lead time, know what
equipment is necessary, know exactly where and when
you need it, and to verify that the scales given by the
utility are correct. Also, in some cases, electrical
metering pulse initiators have an electronic relay
which by itself may not be compatible with data
acquisition systems. In those cases, an additional
isolation relay is necessary to eliminate the resistance
when the relay closes.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Once the instrumentation is in place, it must be
maintained. The maintenance may be more difficult to
handle than the original installation. If an instrument
fails, it requires a trip to the site to diagnose the
problem and at least one more subsequent trip to the
site to fix the problem. The cost of maintenance will
probably exceed the initial expectations of personnel on
the project. The types of failures seen in the field will
depend on the type of instrumentation used The rule
of thumb is to expect all instrumentation to fail at some
point in the program. In two years, the types of
maintenance problems and failures seen thus far
include:

1. Modem failure - While the number of modem
failures in the past two years has been fewer than ten,
the failure of one modem can potentially disrupt the
data collection for two to three buildings when the
buildings are tied to the same data logger. One
particularly annoying failure of the modem occurs after
a short power outage. The modem will not properly
reset, and when calls are placed to the data logger, the
modem does answer. Thus, the logger cannot be

. reached remotely via the phone. The datalogger has to
be physically turned off and then back on to properly
reset the modem. Because there are buildings
hundreds of kilometers from each other on this project,
doing this more than once can be very time consuming
and costly.



2. Dewpoint sensor getting dirty - After the
temperature dependence and saturation problems were
identified with some RH instrumentation, chilled
minor dewpoint sensors rated for outdoor use were
specified for several weather stations at high humidity
locations. While more accurate these sensors require
at least bi-monthly maintenance to clean the mirior
surface and they need to be completely recalibrated
every six months.

3. Equipment disconnected or damaged - As some
sites start to have their energy conservation retrofits
installed under the LoanSTAR program (Nutter, et al.,
1990), some of the energy metering equipment that has
been installed at that site has been damaged by the
retrofit contractor. This damage is not evident until
the data logger has been polled. The cause of the
problems cannot be diagnosed without a visit to the
site. At one site, it was found that an electrical
subcontractor had disconnected the wiring for both
reference volts and CT inputs to the datalogger. At
another site, an asbestos abatement contractor tore the
wire from a steam pressure transducer and caused a
short to the datalogger. The problem caused the loss of
several weeks building energy data. Measures are
being attempted to ensure that the building operations
people as well as the designers for the energy retrofits
are made aware that there is metering instrumentation
installed in their buildings.

4. Aspirating fan failure on weather station - The
weather stations are equipped with aspirating fans
which ensure that an adequate fresh air sample crosses
the relative humidity (or dewpoint) sensor and the dry
bulb temperature sensor. When measured air
temperatures approached 50° C at one site, it became *
obvious that there was a problem. During a visit to the t

site, it was found that the aspirating fan had become
"stuck" and after being given a helping twirl, it started
again. Subsequent data showed marked improvement
and the fan has continued to operate normally.

5. Current transformer failure - There have been
several instances of the shunt resistor failing in the CT.
This allows the CT to output a voltage far higher than
the 333 mVac at rated load. In one case the CT was
outputting 10 Vac which caused the logger to record
false power readings for the affected channel as well as
other channels. One other site had a similar problem
and provided over 50 volts to the logger.

6. Weather station data does not match National
Weather Service (NWS) data - The weather station is

cross-plotted with data obtained from the NWS to help
identify any problems. Some problems have been
noticed and they usually have to do with local climate
effects. However, the cross-plots have helped us to
identify problems with two outside air temperature
sensors and one relative humidity sensor. At one site,
it was found that the NWS relative humidity sensor
was located in a drainage area at the local airport and
was consistently reading higher than our instrument.

7. DAS Main Processor Boards - These boards
contain a significant number of electronic components
and many can fail. Although these component failures
(such as capacitor, internal power supply, diode, and
CPU, etc.) were relatively few during the first 18
months of the project, the number has significantly
increased during the subsequent 18 months, the DAS
equipment still seems to be acceptable in terms of
dependence and the manufacturer has been reasonable,
fair and prompt in completing the repairs. The reason
for the number of failures may be due to the typically
harsh conditions in which the DAS is used. To
minimize field trips to diagnose and repair DAS
failures, it is recommended that a spare main processor
board be taken to a site whenever a failure is suspected.
Because the type of equipment used in this project is
very interchangeable, as few as 2 or 3 spare processor
boards has been adequate and has saved many distant
trips.

8. Flow meter components - For the most part, the
flow meter electronic and mechanical components in
the CHW and HW used in this project have been very
dependable. One brand which was used early in the
project had an electronics package in the flow meter
which failed several times. Another problem was the
existence of metallic trash within the pipe, this
became apparent during the installation of another type

' of insertion flow meter. The trash struck the impeller
of the flow meter, causing it the impeller to be
destroyed. In one case, a flow meter which had been
installed near the bottom of a pipe was being replaced
for regular service and miscellaneous trash had
accumulated in the plumbing fittings because the gate
valve could not be closed.

9. Power supplies - A 24VAC power supply (i.e.,
110 volt to 24 volt a. c. transformers) is used to power
every DAS and many other types of metering
equipment These are inexpensive component s and
easily replaced when they fail. Although the number
of failures has been few in the past two years, the cost
to replace the components includes diagnoses and
travel costs. The transformers contain an internal fuse



which is non-replaceable. Early problems with the
transformers ajling was alleviated by installation of a
fast-acting 1 amp fuse on the secondary side of the
transformer. This saves the powered up transformer
when the secondary leads are shorted, which can easily
happen during the installation process.

10. Interruption of gas metering -Certain types of
electronic gas metering equipment require a battery to
power the electronics in the meter. When the battery
goes dead, the meter loses its memory and halts
recording consumption data. If the utility company
and/or facility docs not share the signal, they probably
will not notice the problem and will not make an effort
to replace the battery until you call them. The meter
will need to be reprogrammed as well when the battery
is replaced. This sounds simple, but be prepared for
numerous telephone conversations with the utility
company as well as the facility.

11. Phone system problems - Discontinuation of
service, reprogramming of the campus network, and
wiring failure were a few of the problems with phone
service that occuned. Sometimes the facility forgets
why there is a phone line connected to the data
acquisition system. In these instances, they have
eliminated the phone line without contacting us. These
problems have happened on a regular basis
(approximately 6 to 8 times to date). When a
communications line failure happens, the natural cause
is to thought to be a modem failure. Typically, an
engineer makes a trip to the site prepared to replace the
modem or main processor board, only to find that there
is no longer 50VDC on the phone line at the DAS.
The loss of the communication line is reported to the
appropriate facility contact and then the wait begins. It
has taken as long as three months to restore service. •
This amount of waiting time is not unusual for the
original installation of service, either. However,
polling must be accomplished on site when the phone
is dead. In some instances this requires a field trip
every few weeks to avoid loss of data. Wiring failures
usually occur due to the use of 24 gauge solid copper
wire which is somewhat brittle and can be damaged in
long runs or at termination points and therefore can
break easily.

12. Signal cable brands - There is a nearly infinite
number of brands of signal cable, so for continuity in a
project, try to stay with one brand. The basic
specification for the signal cable use was "x" pair(s) 22
gauge, twisted pairs, stranded wire, shielded (overall),
with drain, and plenum-rated for all signals. However,
for digital channels with relatively short cable runs in

normal environments, 2 pair, 22 gauge, twisted pairs,
solid wire, plenum-rated cable was used. The solid
wire was less expensive and if 22 gauge was specified,
it had adequate strength for all but the longest pulls in
a normal environment. The use of one brand allowed
familiarity with characteristics such as strength,
stripability, color code assignment, and product
quality. Multiple pairs were used whenever possible.
The use of 22 gauge was adequate for nearly all
applications and the plenum rating allowed cable runs
to be placed in or through all areas without code or
facility code violations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

There are two things which have helped to ensure
that the data which is collected is of good and
consistent quality; 1) The number of contractors active
on the project has been reduced to one, and 2) The
experience has been gained "in-house" to perform basic
trouble-shooting diagnostics and take corrective
actions. Another helpful development has been
provided by the programming and analysis group.
After the data has been downloaded from the data
loggers, it is sent through a number of data reduction
routines and checked for missing data, outlets, or other
data stream problems (Haberl, et al., 1990). After this
process, the data is graphed and the finished graphs
inserted in a project binder which contains
approximately six weeks of graphed data. This binder
is circulated to several of the principal engineers and
analysts involved in installation and analysis on the
LoanSTAR program. If there are instrumentation
problems in the field, they are most often identified
through the inspection of these weekly graphs. If a
plot of a particular data channel has some questionable
trends, the problem is cited and passed on for
investigation. A formal procedure has been developed
to track any data related problem from identification
through corrective action taken. As the project
continues, this problem database will become a
valuable source for future metering projects. Though it
sounds as though there has been nothing but problems
on this project, it is felt that the majority of the
installations have gone in with little or no trouble. The
"war stories" cited in this paper are examples of the
types of problems which have been encountered. The
intent has been to present them openly so that others
involved in building energy metering projects may
benefit from our experience and avoid similar pitfalls.
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GENERAL SITE INFORMATION FORM



OPERATIONAL/INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS



RISER DIAGRAM



GENERAL BUILDING INFORMATION FORM



BUILDING TOUR INFORMATION FORM

ELECTRICAL METERING and DISTRIBUTION

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS in BUILDING

STEAM/CONDENSATE "

CHILLED WATER ;

TELEPHONES

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS

ASBESTOS INSPECTION:



FORM t: PREMAP7; REV 5/30/90
RISER INFORMATION FORM



SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION -- 1



FORM *: PREMAP9; REV 6/1/90
SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION -- 2



SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION -- 3
Page of



BUILDING EQUIPMENT LIST



PANEL DOCUMENTATION FORM



SWITCHGEAR DOCUMENTATION FORK



FORM, 1: PRCHAP13; REV 6/25/90 I
SWITCHGEAR DOCUMENTATION FORM



WATTMETER CHANNEL REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY



FLOW SENSOR REQUIREMENTS SITESHEET



BTU METF.K INFORMATION



AGGIE FLOWMETER INSERTION D E P T H TABULA i'Uk



TEXAS LOANSTAR PROGRAM
MEMORANDUM

TO: Flow/Btu Meter Installers
FROM: Task A - Curtis Boecker

Listed below are the S4 scaling switch settings to be used with the DK Enterprises btu meters when
installed with Data Industrial or Flow Research flow sensors. Also shown are the manufacturer's
recommended insertion depths, pulses per gallon factors, and the resulting parameter set scales to be
programmed into the loggers. All new btu meter installations should use these settings.

Data Industrial Flow Sensor



DATA INDUSTRIAL SENSOR



FLOW RESEARCH SENSOR



AGGIE FLOWMETER



FORM # PREMAP16; REV 5/30/90



FLOW RESEARCH SENSOR



AGGIE FLOWMETER INSERTION



PHONE LINE ORDER FORM

FORM »: PREMAP16; REV 5/30/90



FORM 4: PREMAP17; REV 5/30/90

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Site ID (?5"AJ Building ID TAr^vJ Date It'lp-'jl Initials

ADDITIONAL BREAKERS:



EQUIPMENT LOCATION and ASBESTOS INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION

FORM 4: PREMAP1S; REV 5/30/90



*" Utilities PLANT AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
V l 'University AT GALVESTON ^ ^ ^

No. 11-2499 Cont rac t N o . ^ f J



SOUTHWESTERN LABORATORIES

Materials, environmental and geoleclmicat engineering, nondestructive, metallurgical and analytical services

222 Cavalcade St. • P.O. Box 8768. Houston, Texas 77249 • 713/6929151

Client: Na t iona l Center for A p p r o p r i a t e Technology Client No.:
3408 Owen Ave Report No.:
A u s t i n , Texas 78705 Report Date:
A t t n : Chuck Bohmer

91-09-375
09-26-91

Project: Bulk samples submitted for asbestos content analysis
J. Isensee and received at SwL-Houston on 9/24/91.
Analyzed on 9/25/91.

Sampled by

Texas A & M

Sample ID.

Bldg. 3006. Chilled Water Return,
Between Chillers 1 & 2

Bldg. 3006. Chilled Water Return,
Above Chiller No. 2

Bldg. 3006. Chilled Water Supply
Pipe. Above E. End of Chiller No. 2

RESULTS
Sample

Description

White Wrap on 24" Pipe

Yellow Foam Insulation

White Wrap on 24" Pipe

Yellow Foam Insulation

White Wrap on 24" Pipe

Yellow Foam Insulation

SwL Lab No.

91-09-375-1

91-09-375-2

91-09-375-3

Asbestos %•

None Detected

None Detected

None Detected

None Detected

None Detected

None Detected

Other Fibrous
Constituents %

Cellulose 30-40
Fiberglass 5-'
Metal Foil 40-50
Foam 90-95

Cellulose 30-40
Fiberglass 20-30
Metal Foil 30-40
Foam 30-95

Cellulose 20-30
Fiberglass 20-30
Metal Foil 30-40
Foam 90-95

' The percentage of asbestos is microscopically visually estimated.
' " - Additional material found during analysis, but not observed during' field inspection.

Method of Analysis: -0 CFR 763. Appendix A to Subpart f ;Polanzed Light Microscopy)
SwL Houston is an accredited laboratory (or Bulk asbestos analysis - Laboratory ID. No. 1502 00.
Samples will be discarded after a storage period of 60 days, unless other arrangements are specified. Results presented pertaint to only actual
sample analysis

Technician: T JanK/J. Smeberg

Review
jfm

RN LABORATORIES, INC.

Terry J. J;
Environment

Asbestos Manager
ical Services

Our letters and reports are for the exclusive use of the csicn: to whom they are addressed. The letters and reports shall not be
'eorcouCd.: i » : e : ' n full without tnt: jpprovai ol '.-e ^<:,ng t-ucratory The v-se of cur name must receive our prior written apcr



RM I : SITEMAPS; REV 5 / 3 0 / 9 0
SHUNTED CT REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET



FCRM I: SITEMAP4; REV 6/25/90
EQUATIONS



FORM I: SITEMAP7; REV 5/30/90
CABLE REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET



FORM »: SITEMAPS; REV 5 /30/90
NON-SHUNTED CT REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET



FORM #: SIUMAP8; REV 6 /25 /90

MULTI-PAIR CABLE GUIDE



FORM •: SITEMAPS, REV 6/25/90

MULTI-PAIR CABLE GUIDE



FORM I: SITEMAP11; REV 6/25/90

DATA LOGGER EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS



J

FORM ZI IE MAP 89b; INVENTORY CONTROL, HARDUAARE REQUIREMENTS
TRANSFER FORM



Ncat t t * National Cffpterfor
Appropriate technology



Neat the National Ccrtcrfor
Appropriate XtOYttfcgy



TEXAS AS.M UNIVERSITY AT GALVESTON
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SITE PLAN
S C A L E : 1" : 1OO'



FORM #: INSTALL2; REV 5/30/90

Request for Permission to Interrupt Service



FORM #: INSTALL1; REV 5/30/90

PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKLIST
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FORM j | : INSTALL4; REV 5 / 3 0 / 9 0
DIGITAL CHANNEL VERIFICATION



ELECTRIC POWER CHANNEL VERIFICATION



FORM #: INSTALL5; REV 5/30/90

INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

1. Connected load verification complete.

2. Communications connect check successful.

3. Panels marked to indicate location of power for monitoring equipment.

4. Warning labels posted on each monitored panel and on each data recorder.

5. Location of all metering equipment identified for site contact,

6. Location of breakers powering data recorders identified for site contact.

7. Actual hardware use recorded. • - . „ • . • . . .

8. Acceptance test performed in presence of TEES representative, if requested.

9. Submit verification package to TEES.

10. Installation re-work report complete (if punch list received from TEES).

11. Installation approved by TEES.



FORM #: INSTALL4; REV 5/30/90
CHANNEL VERIFICATION



INVENTORY TRANSFER



INVENTORY TRANSFER

FORM #: INSTALL6; REV 1 / 1 5 / 9 1



FORM I. SITEMAP1; REV 6/25/90
SITEMAP CHECKSHEET

1. SITEMAP Checksheet Complete

2. Electric Power Channel Assignment

3. Digital Channel Assignment

4. Equations

5. Shunted CT Requirements Worksheet

6. Non-Shunted CT Requirements Worksheet

7. Cable Requirements Worksheet

8. Multi-pair Cable Guide

9. Hardware Requirements

10. Site Cost Spreadsheet

11. Data Logger Equipment Locations

12. SITEMAP Sketch



: SITKMAI'2; REV 6/25/90
ELECTRIC POWER CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM



FORM *: SITEMAP3; REV 6/25/90

DIGITAL CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM

Site ip 135N Building ID TAMU Date {o~3c~1l initials

LOGGER ID QtbS't N LOGGER SERIAL* _

COMMENTS:



CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM



TAL CHANNELS

: •.; CAMPUS ELEC ENER MTRA

:• I C.L'.F.IL EC ENER MTF.S
I- :. ••! .U.F.ELEC ENER MTRC
-. _ 'JIJCIII .- u;' r.~ '• ":—'',-'E

J 6

D -: WHOLE CAMPUS Electrical ENERGY; METER @ POLE ON NORTH SIDE OF CAMP
HOLE CAMPUS GAS FLOW; METER O GAS SERVICE Oh NORTH SIEE OF CAMPUS

H L O.U.F. ELECTRIC ENERGY OLD SVC; EQUIF & M3E 1R S. MCC i.OUF BLDG.
Z -: C.U.F. ELECTRIC ENERGY MEW SERVICE; EQUIP 3 MSB 2 ;ch:iler Z I)
D - WHOLE CAMPUS CHILLED WATER BTU ENERGY; EQUIP IN C.U.F. BLDG.
D 5 WHOLE CAMPUS CHILLED WATER FLOW; EQUIF IN C.U.F. BLDG.
LJ O

/̂ •

D -5 CHANNELS DO HAS EQUIPMENT FOR SPLITTING SIGNAL LOCATED IN THE
D 9 ELECTRIC VAULT BLDG LOCATED CM THE NORTH SIDE OF OAMFUS BETWEEN T-
10 ELECTRIC METER AND THE GAS .M.ETZR.



RPR-2 RELAY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PULSE ISOLATION RELAY • 2 ISOLATED OUTPUTS

INPUT
The AC line's L-j voltage (or the DCs negative voltage) should be connected to the Kjn
terminal on the RPR-2 relay. The AC line's l_2 voltage (or the DCs positive voltage)
should be connected to the K ^ terminal on the pulse source (meter). Connect the
RPR-2's Ym terminal to the pulse source's You^ terminal. Connect the RPR-2's Zjn
terminal to the pulse source's Z0Lrt terminal.

OUTPUT
The outputs are by terminals K-|, Y-|, & Z-\, and K2, Y2 & Z^. Output load currents
should be limited to 1 Amp. by fuses F-|and F2. Output transient protection is provided.

MOUNTING
The RPR-2 relay must be mounted in a vertical position for the mercury wetted relays to
operate correctly. Make sure that the arrows on the relays are pointed upward when
mounted.

SOLID STATE INSTRUMENTS INC.
DENVER, COLORADO 80221 (303) 452-2604



JoJj

»0

COTEMP
CHILLER SERVICES. INC.

P.O. BOX 7373

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77248 7373

(713)669-4861
FAX: (713) 8690512

NO 1 ' ' U ' J

D A T E I P - I I - q •

\ R G E T n - N C A T - T h e N a t i o n a l C e n t e r f o r
A p p r o p r i a c e T e c h n o l o g y
3408 Owen Ave .
A u s t i n ,Tx 7 8 7 0 5
C h u c k Bohmer

OICES PAYABLE IN HOUSTON. TEXAS UPON RECEIPT

PURCHASE
ORDER NO.

JOB C 9 1 5 8 7

TERMS: NET CASH
10% per ANNUM LATE CHARGE

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE AND PARTS AMOUNT

G A L V E S T O N

S i c e # 0 0 6
C o n t r a c t # 0 2 1

L a b o r a n d m a t e r i a l to m a k e t h r e e h o c c p a s o n o n e
c h i l l e d w a t e r s e r v i c e e n t r a n c e s a s s p e c i f i e d .

Q u o t e $ 8 7 5 . 0 0

PLEASE REMIT FROM THIS INVOICE

LICENSE NO. HCU 673 GALV 12' TACLA127



APPENDIX F

PreMAP, SiteMAP, and INSTALL Forms



FORM #: PREMAP2; REV

Site ID:

SITE NAME:

Address:

SITE CONTACTS:

Name:
Title:
Address:

Phone:

Name:
Title:
Address:

Phone:

INFORMATION FORM

Date:

City

Name:
Title:
Address:

Phone:

Name:
Title:
Address:

Phone:

Page of

Initials:

UTILITY CONTACTS:

Utility: (electric).
Name: _
Title:
Address: _

Phone:

Utility: (gas).
Name:
Title:
Address:

*Phone:

Utility:
Name:

Title:
Address:

Phone:

Utility:
Name:

Title:
Address:

Phone:

Number of Monitored Buildings at site:

(Make one copy for each building notebook.)



FORM #: PREMAP3; REV

SITE ID Building 10

GENERAL BUILDING INFORMATION FORM

Date Initials

Building name:

Address:

City:

BUILDING CONTACTS:

Name:
Title:
Address:

Phone:

Zip:

Name:
Title:
Address:

Phone:

Thermal energies monitored:

Y N N/A Chilled water

Y N N/A Steam condensate

Fuels monitored:

Y N/A Gas

Y N N/A Oil

Level of monitoring:

0 (Pulse output electric meter, no DAS)
~ 1 (Meter plus 1-5 channels)



FORM I: PREHAP4; REV INFORMATION FORM

Site ID Building 10 Date

ELECTRICAL METERING and DISTRIBUTION

Date

Initials

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS In BUILDING

Time: Tour guide:
Date

STEAM/CONDENSATE

Date
Time: Tour guide:

CHILLED WATER

Date
Time: . Tour guide:

TELEPHONES

Date
Time: Tour guide:

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS

Date Time: __ Tour guide:

ASBESTOS INSPECTION:

Date Time:
Tour guide:



FORM #: PREMAP5; REV 6/25/90

OPERATIONAL/INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS

S i t e ID Bui ld ing ID Oate Initials

Loads affected by power interruption:

Special restart procedures:

Limited access areas:

Aesthetic sensitivities:

Other Factors:

Schedule limitations:



FORM
I: PREMAP6; REV 6/25/90

Site 10

RISER OIAGRAM
Electric.

Page of —

Gas.

Building ID

(Include Transformers

Date

with voltages above and below)

I n i t i a l s



FORM* PREMAP7. REV 6/25/90

RISER INFORMATION FORM

Sue ID
Building ID Date

Initials

MONITORED NODES



FORM #: PREMAP8; REV 5 / 3 0 / 9 0
SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION -- 1



FORM # : PREMAP9; REV 6 / 1 / 9 0

SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION -- 2



FORM #: PREMAP1O; REV 6/1/90
SERVICE ENTRANCE INFORMATION -- 3



BUILDING EQUIPMENT LIST

M #: PREMAP11; REV 5/30/90



FORM #: PREMAP12; REV 6/25/90

Site 10

PANEL DOCUMENTATION FORM

Building 10 Date Initials

Page of

PANEL ID: Left Right

Location: Floor Room

From: (Drawing Audit Site visit

Onto floor plan?

Fed from:

Phase
Line Volts
Rated Amps
Meas Amps
Wire size

CT Quantity
CT Type
Logger ID
Channel No.



25/90
SWITCHGEAR DOCUMENTATION FORM

Site 10 _ Building 10 Date Initials

Page of

SWITCHGEAR ID:

Location: Floor Room

From: Drawing Audit Site visit

Onto floor plan?

Fed from:

Phase
Line Volts
Rated Amps
Meas Amps
Wire size

CT Quantity
CT Type
Logger ID
Channel No.

B

Fuse I Meas |Wires/|Wire| End ID net Type Remarks



FORM #: PREMAP15; REV 6/25/90

FLOW SENSOR REQUIREMENTS SITESHEET

site 10 Building ID Date . I n i t i a l s



AGGIE FLOWMETER INSERTION

Site ID:

Installation Date:

Flowmeter Description:

Serial # Installed: _

Building Name:
OK S4 Switch Setting

Line Description: _

Serial # Removed:



FORM •: PREMAP16; REV 5/30/90

Site 10 Building ID Date Initials

PHONE LINE ORDER FORM

PHONE CO. VERBIAGE - NEW SINGLE LINE, EXISTING ACCOUNT NEW LOCATION



FORM #: PREMAP17; REV 6/23/90

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Initials
Site ID Building ID Date

ADDITIONAL BREAKERS:

J-BOX REQUIREMENTS:

# CT Other Location
Junctions Components

OTHER SPECIAL EQUIPMENT:



FORM* PREMAP1S. REV 6/25/90

Site ID Building ID Date Initials

EQUIPMENT LOCATION and ASBESTOS INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION



LOCATION #

TEXAS LOANSTAR PROJECT

FUTURE EQUIPMENT LOCATION

BUILDING

INSTITUTION

EQUIPMENT TYPE

NOTES

| QUESTIONS or EMERGENCIES, CALL | BY:
| Texas A&M Energy Systems Lab |
| (409) 845-1560 | DATE:
I I

PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE THIS TAG UNLESS INSTALLING EQUIPMENT



FORM *: SITEMAP1;

Site ID Building 10 Date

1. SITEMAP Checksheet Complete

2. Electric Power Channel Assignment

3a. Digital Channel Assignment

3b. Analog Channel Assignment

4. Equations

5. Shunted CT Requirements Worksheet

6. Non-Shunted CT Requirements Worksheet

7. Cable Requirements Worksheet

8. Multi-pair Cable Guide

9. Hardware Requirements

10. Site Cost Spreadsheet

11. Data Logger Equipment Locations

12. SITEMAP Sketch



FORM »: SITEMAP2; REV 6/25/90

ELECTRIC POWER CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM

Site ID Building ID Date Initials

LOGGER ID LOGGER SERIAL*

Total Combiner Boards:



FORM #: SITEMAP3a; REV 9/14/94
DIGITAL CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM

Site ID Building ID Date Initials

LOGGER ID LOGGER SERIAL*

COMMEMT»I



FORM I: SITEMAP3b; REV 9/14/94
ANALOG CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FORM

Site ID _

LOGGER ID

Building ID Date Initials

LOGGER SERIAL#

COMMENTS 1



FORM •: Sitemap, ™.. w, ̂, ,- EQUATIONS

Site 10 Building 10 Oate _ Initials



FORM •: SITEMAP5; REV 5 / 3 0 / 9 ^ ^ REQUlREMENTS WORKSH£n

SITE ID Building 10 Date

TOTALS



Site 10 Building 10

NON-SHUNTED CT REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET
Initials

Other:

- = -

200 400 600

TOTALS



FORM »: SITEMAP8; REV 6/25/90

Site ID

MULTI-PAIR CABLE GUIDE

Building ID Date
Initials

Logger



FORM S I T E MAP # 9 b ; INVENTORY CONTROL, HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
TRANSFER FORM

S i t e ID B u i l d i n g ID Date



Site ID

DATA LOGGER EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS

Building 10 Date Initials

LOGGER ID:

DATA LOGGER LOCATION: Level # Room I

REFERENCE VOLTAGE #1: Level I Room #

Voltage configuration: Node name

Existing or install? New breaker description

Wall: N S E W

Breaker If

REFERENCE VOLTAGE #2: Level I

Voltage configuration: Node name

Room

Existing or install? New breaker description

Breaker #

LOGGER POWER SUPPLY: Level I

Voltage configuration: Node name

Room #

Existing or install? New breaker description

*** *** ***

BTU METER LOCATION: Level #

BTU METER POWER SUPPLY: Level #

Voltage configuration: Node name

Room #

Room #

Existing or install? New breaker description

Breaker #

Wall: N S E W

Breaker #



SITEMAP SKETCH
(Locations of monitoring equipment)

Site ID Building 10 Date Initials

Floor Number of Above grade Below grade



FORM #: INSTALL1; REV 5/30/90

PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

Site ID Building 10 Date Initials

SITEMAP approved by TEES

Electrician notified of special equipment requirements

Oate
Permits from: Req. Received

Installation scheduled with site contact Date Time

Installation scheduled with electrician Oate Time

Appointments scheduled for:

Electric meter installation Date Time

Gas meter installation Date Time

Telephone line installation Date Time

Flow sensor installation Date Time

Date Time

Oate Time

Written permission to interrupt service received (form INSTALL2)

Penetrations in occupied areas coordinated with building or site contact,



FORM »: INSTALL2; REV 9/14/94

Request for Permission to Interrupt Service

Site ID Building ID Oate Initials

., in the course of its work
installing energy monitoring equipment for the Texas Engineering Experiment
Station, will need to temporarily interrupt the following service:

Building:

Type of service to be interrupted:

Oate: Time:

Loads affected:

Approved by:
DASS Representative

Title:

Date:



FORM •: INSTALLS; REV 5/30/90
ELECTRIC POWER CHANNEL VERIFICATION

Site ID Building ID Date Initials

LOGGER ID LOGGER SERIAL*



FORM #: INSTALL4a; REV 9/14/94

Site ID _

LOGGER ID

Building ID

DIGITAL CHANNEL VERIFICATION

Date Initials

LOGGER SERIAL*

I SENSOR

| TYPE I DESCRIPTION

I | LOOOER | MEASURED |

| UNITS | PULSES/TIME | UNITS/TIME |

X * I



FORM #: INSTALL4b; REV 9/14/94
ANALOG CHANNEL VERIFICATION

Site ID Building ID Date Initials

LOGGER ID LOGGER SERIAL*

I SENSOR

CHAH | TYPI |DESCRIPTION
1
1 UNITS

1
1

LOOOIR

VAX.UK

RIFICATIOH

1
1

MEASURED 1
1



INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

Site ID Building ID Oate Initials

1. Connected load verification complete.

2. Photos taken of installed equipment locations.

3. Communications connect check successful.

4. Panels marked to indicate location of power for monitoring equipment.

5. Warning labels posted on each monitored panel and on each data recorder.

6. Location of all metering equipment identified for site contact,

7. Location of breakers powering data recorders identified for site contact.

8. Actual hardware use recorded.

9. Acceptance test performed in presence of TEES representative, if requested.

10. Verification package submitted to TEES.

11. Installation re-work report complete (if punch list received from TEES).

12. Installation approved by TEES.



FORM »: INSTALL6; REU 1 / 1 5 / 9 1

INVENTORY TRANSFER
TRANSFER FROM:

Site ID Building ID Date Initials

TRANSFER TO:

S i t e ID Building ID Date Initials

The following items are provided by NCAT to:

Quantity Description P.O. It Cost

representat i ve

Received by: _
Name, t i t l e Date



FORM #: INSTALL 7
Page of

EQUIPMENT CHANGE FORM



FORM #: INSTALL 8; REV 04/15/92
TIME SERIES RECORD PLOT CHECK FORM

Site ID. Building ID. Date Initials.

Logger ID. Logger Serial#_ Phone #.

I/I O « 1



APPENDIX

References and Related Materials







APPENDIX H

Sample Purchase Order


